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IN FRENCH'S FOREST

Rian Torr

“The true man wants two things:
danger and play.

  For that reason he wants woman,

 as the most dangerous plaything.”

- Friedrich Nietzsche 

“The lady, with guile in heart,

Came early where he lay;

She was at him with all her art,

To turn his mind her way.”

- Sir Gawain 

 And The Green Knight,

 Anonymous 

“Doubt thou the stars are fire,

Doubt the sun doth move,

Doubt truth to be a liar



but never doubt thy love.”

- Hamlet, Shakespeare
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I

 The Snake & 

The Silverskin





i.  To French's Forest For Love

“Eva ...” Seven said softly, nudging his love nervously—

wishing she would wake.  

She had been slipping in-and-out for an hour now―snugly 

curled up against him.

He brushed some stray red tresses back from her slumber-

some face―exposing her neck, which he now gently kissed—

hoping to rouse her.  

He did not want to disturb her, but he could not resist it.  He 

gently bit her.  She moaned under the shallows of sleep—smacking 

her lips, nostrils flaring.

It made him edgy whenever she nodded off, for he knew 

how Faye would start cutting in at the shadows.  

Even in the most serene hours as Eva slept―he watched for 

his ex to make an entrance—and his life slowly became unlivable

—being constantly at attention.

He eventually theorized that the reason Faye mainly 
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materialized while Eva was undone from wakefulness, was 

because it was at those times that his subconscious was more easily 

swayed Her way—allowing Her to more accurately sense his 

presence, wherever he was―even as far beyond the reaches of 

French's Forest as New London.

‘Come back to Me, Seven,' She would beckon to him.  

‘Come back to the woods where you've always belonged.  Look 

inside the dark recesses of your heart—and you will find I have 

always been waiting there, still caged by these crooked trees that 

you once called home.’

Plus, to make matters worse, Eva often suffered from 

fainting spells—due to an old childhood concussion—during when 

Faye's appearances greatly increased.

She even knew when a spell was coming on, for her mind 

would cloud over in what she called ‘black thoughts'―and nothing 

she ever did blocked them.

Her eyes would roll back—leaving him scrambling for her 

smelling salts—looking over his shoulders everywhere for Faye to 

suddenly materialize.

Eva always recovered from her episodes―but there ever 

remained this underlying tension in each of them―braced in 

anticipation of future occurences.

It all started the day they got their first pad together there in 

New London.  
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Due to overlapping work schedules, Eva had begun to fall 

asleep before him—and for a few months everything was usual—

but then one midnight, he heard a scratching at the window.

He snuck across the room to peek outside—but there was 

nothing there.

Cranking the pane open, he leaned out to take in the cool 

damp night air.

There was a stillness about the city that soon left him 

mildly disquieted.

A train whistled in the distance like woodwinds.    

Crawling back under covers―he lay awake listening to the 

random urban soundscape—and just like he did every night, he 

thanked his lucky stars that French's Forest was many miles away.

He closed his eyes―and his mind rolled over the city's 

towered skyline―observing the myriad denizens of the streets 

from above.  

No matter how dangerous the alleys of New London ever 

became—the woods of his youth would be what always haunted 

his days.

Simply knowing that the most that he had to fear here on 

any given night stroll were just thugs and thieves was enough to 

leave him most immensely reassured.  

Growing up in French's Forest had prepared him for the 

streets in ways only he would ever truly understand.  

The haunting sounds of an eerie breeze―and the traumatic 
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memories of ghoulish, supernatural encounters—were enough to 

numb him to the worst kind of scum the city could conjure up—

and in fact make town seem tame.

But then he began to sense a growing malevolence at the 

gates of his mind—which started small but ballooned.  

He tried to shut out the feelings by closing his lids―but 

there came to him an awareness of a third presence in the room—

and after he could deny it no longer, he opened his eyes once 

more―and gasped to see Her silver body crawling upside down 

across the ceiling toward him—hissing as She did—insidiously 

menacing in Her deliberate approach, silently stalking Her prey.

Her long black hair hung down—hiding Her horns—

exposing Her pointed ears.  Her green eyes glowered and glowed 

at him.  Her silver skin was sometimes tissue—sometimes molten.  

She took on many forms—but always cast a formidable terror into 

any who looked upon Her.

He tried to scream for help, but nothing sounded—and Eva 

remained fast asleep, apparently undisturbed.  

He tried to move, but he found himself paralyzed—and 

Faye hovered down on to him now—with a dark, mischievous 

intent emblazoned upon Her expression.

As She descended—he could not protest—and She took 

him that night, for hours on end, grinning evilly throughout—with 

Eva curled up quietly next to him, wholly clueless to the trespass 

and ongoing transgression.
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From that day forward he felt hollow, in the hellish thought 

that he had irreversibly spoiled his love with Eva by letting Faye 

through his guard to have him Her way. 

Now at least, he hoped that by bringing Eva back to the 

Forest, he could redeem himself, by proving his feelings for her—

and finding some inner peace again.   

He would introduce her to his family—and if nothing else

—for once and all—Faye would know who he truly cherished—

and with whom he was truly finished.
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ii.  Rifts Torn In The Ether

Even when Eva was only half-asleep―or lightly off adrift 

in a daydream—Faye would somehow find Her way into their 

dimension, through rifts torn in the ether.

 Eventually, out of desperation to get away from the 

Silverskin―Seven convinced Eva to move with him out to Old 

York—which was even further from French's Forest than New 

London—and possibly altogether free of the weald’s supernatural 

influence. 

In so doing then, he hoped to stem off every last trace of the 

Silverskin in his life.

He remembered how dreadfully bloodless Eva's face had 

drawn upon hearing the words 'French's Forest' for the first 

time―as if she knew them.

But she shortly recovered herself and made it understood 

she would support him wherever he needed her—whether it be 

there―or back in Old York—or on the other side of the world―if 

that was where she had to go—in order that she may be with him.
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So then, after re-settling in Old York, his visions of Faye 

did dissipate—and life started returning to sunshine and roses after 

all―without having Her meddling in the mix—ever trying to take 

him back.  

He and Eva began finding happiness again—and things 

started improving beyond words.

But now today, they were once more back in New London

—en route home to French's  Forest—and every time they came 

through this town―Faye made Her omnipresence absolutely clear 

to him. 

He remembered the last time he saw Her here, several 

months ago, on a shopping trip.  

They were in Main Square—and Eva was trying on a 

random black wig just for fun—when Seven accidentally called 

her 'Faye'—and she fainted.

After racing her to emergency, he remembered pacing 

about the hospital wing, impatiently waiting on nurses—when he 

was suddenly overtaken by nausea.

Retiring to the restroom, he splashed cold water on his face

—when thoughts of Her began creeping in.

Glancing in the mirror then―he saw Her crawling down 

the wall behind him―with Her yellow-black anaconda Draca 

coiling about Her sinewy silver body.

Two black horns stabbed out from under locks that danced 

upon Her head like so many snakes of death.
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Electricity licked over Her killer curves in electric gaits—

and when Her green eyes met his—he felt a flash of energy zap his 

mind—as if reading his thoughts.

Then Her eyes began darting side-to-side―catching him up 

in a dizzying ocular lock of a mystical bent—and he was soon 

paralyzed by Her mesmerizing gaze.

She then pointed one long oil drop nail at him—as Her 

forked tongue ran hungrily over ebony incisors. 

‘Lucky ...  Lucky ...’ She quietly began to sing.

Draca uncoiled from Her waist, stretching out toward 

Seven—with hungry eyes, tensing up to strike.

Seven spun about―crying out―throwing his arms 

wide―but the snake and the Silverskin were gone.

His heart broke off from its rapid pounding.  

He looked in the mirror―but it was empty.

Gradually, he managed to recover himself.

He finished washing his face—wiping down his brow with 

a paper towel—when turning to leave—he bumped directly into 

somebody just then walking in.  

Apologizing distractedly―he retreated to the waiting room

—and never mentioned any of it to Eva.

She recovered from her spell that day—and the doctors still 

could not find anything wrong with her.  

Henceforward, however, her black-outs intensified—and in 

turn―Seven's visions of Faye proliferated.
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iii. Into Her Mercurial Embrace

The very next morning, while showering―half-way 

through shaving, Seven's eye caught Faye's silver figure 

shimmering into sight through the glass stall door—again hanging 

upside down from the ceiling, now glaring at him wickedly from 

behind the heavy steam.

His razor slipped, cutting his cheek.  

Blood spattered all across the glass.

Then the door burst open in a gael force wind―blasting 

him back against the stall wall.  

He crumpled―sliding down to the shower floor under the 

stinging water needles—blood running from his face down his 

body to the drain.

Faye dropped down and stepped into the stall, now ablaze 

in a crackling blue fire.  

She knelt by him singing: 

‘Lucky ... ...  Lucky … …!’  

She seized him by the neck and lifted him aloft, burning 

him—while slowly choking the life from him.

All he could do was struggle futilely—weak-limbed and 
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stunned from the sudden hard fright—as the flames burned his face

—and the air was cut off from his lungs.

She pried the razor free from his hand―that he had been 

clutching in a near death-grip—and She held it up to his twitching 

eye—playing with it like a shiny new toy.

‘Here—let Me ...’ She cackled—carefully carving ‘VII’ into 

his cheek—as he cried out, unable to stop Her.

He came to several hours later―still on the stall floor, 

soaked to the core―shivering near hypothermia, for the hot water 

tank had long since emptied.

His face ached in fresh burns and cuts.  

Eva clung to his side in the ambulance en route to the 

hospital, clutching his hand—promising him she would not leave 

his side—nor sleep until he did.

Four months forward, he had healed enough to feel fully 

half-human again—and the scars were finally beginning to 

fade―but he remained entirely certain that the psychic shock 

would not abate before he died.

  Six months after their shower encounter—just when he had 

finally begun to recover some calm of mind again—while doing 

laundry in their Anne St. apartment complex basement—Seven 

once more found himself suddenly not at all alone.  

First, a low humming arose from the darkness under the 
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stairs—and then he heard a quiet singing: ‘Lucky …! Lucky …!  

Lu-u-u-u-cky …!'  

When he looked closer, some slanted light caught his eye 

there—and stepping over, he spotted Faye hanging upside-down 

under the stairs—green eyes flaring like fireworks—dancing 

wildly in the pitch.  

Their gazes locked once again.

‘Lucky ...  Lucky …  Lu-u-u-cky!’

 He slowly began to back away.

‘Lucky ...  Lucky …  Lu-u-u-cky … … … !!!’

The door at the top of the stairs slammed shut.  

He dashed up and grabbed the handle, but it would not 

open.  

He pounded the door, yelling for anybody at all to help 

him.

‘Lucky ...  Lucky ...' 

Misty silver water began to flood the basement—pouring in 

at the cracks—rising up the stairs.

The humming grew into a piercing, heady throb―leaving 

him disoriented.  

Draca's silhouette snaked back and forth beneath the 

surface of the silver water.

‘Lu-u-u-u-cky …!!!’

Despite a fog that had settled over his mind—and a 

heaviness that had sunk into his bones―he continued to weakly 
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pound the door, until he finally heard something on the other side 

and saw the handle beginning to turn.

“Thank God,” he cried, pushing through as it opened—

directly into Her waiting arms.

She folded him into Her mercurial embrace—gnashing her 

black fangs into his pale neck—blood spurting from the punctured 

veins.

He screamed—and for just a moment, he blacked out—

racing down into the depths of his mind, searching for the courage 

to save himself again.

A moment on—he returned to consciousness—and his 

unnatural adrenaline kicked into action—reigniting his instinct to 

survive this night at all costs.

He tried pushing Her away, but She was still of the superior 

build—and Her hold grew stronger the longer he struggled, until 

She was ultimately crushing him with a  merciless abandon—and a 

malevolent smile.

The last thing he remembered was seeing Her arms turn 

into two green-eyed silver snakes—that continued to squeeze him 

nearly enough to snap his spine, until he lost all breath completely

—and She finally hurled his lifeless body down the stairs—

laughing as She did.  

He recovered several minutes later at the bottom of the 

steps, in a pool of blood and broken bones—and he laid there for 

another three hours before a janitor finally happened to come upon 
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him and call for help.  

When later asked what had happened—he said that he 

could not recall anything of the accident. 

The doctors determined that he must have suddenly fainted 

and fallen down the stairs headfirst.   

“Now I know how you always feel,” he kidded Eva 

whenever she visited him in the hospital afterward—trying to 

make light of the terrible ordeal.   

Eva never clued in that Seven might be covering something 

up.  Her eyes just glossed over every time he talked—and she 

trusted every word he said.

But he was beginning to feel that he could no longer go on 

lying to her—and that he must find a way to keep Faye at bay―so 

his own 'black-outs' did not mount up.
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iv. The Carnage At Her Heels

Still yet another day, on his normal route home from work, 

he spotted a bare-foot, black-haired woman, standing in the middle 

of the lanes, out on Wonderland Road—dressed in just a long 

silver robe.  

Horns of traffic blared—as some drivers slowed to pass—

hurling curses―and hanging middle fingers out their windows at 

the troublesome woman.

At first he thought it was a suicide―so he ran over to help

—but when he got as close as he could to the shoulder of the road

—he saw Her eyes were glowing green.  Their gazes met—Her 

robe suddenly melded into Her skin—and She reached out toward 

him, beckoning.

She mouthed the words: 'Come back to me, Seven ...' and he 

could hear Her in his head, despite the waves of strident horns and 

screeching tires from the four-lane traffic that divided them.  

'You belong with Me in French's Forest—far from this 

concrete jungle.’
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“No,” he objected aloud—but part of him hung fast on Her 

every word.

He sometimes wondered if in the grand order of things, he 

really did belong with Her, back in French's Forest―where he 

could return to his youth, wild and free—dangers be damned.  

It seemed to him some days, that his love for Eva was just a 

sham—just an escape from the reality of his innermost desires for 

Faye.

But those fears never lasted long―as he all too quickly 

recalled what life was really like with Faye in the picture—every 

time their paths crossed―as She pulled Her same old games, 

torturing his heart at every step.

Deep down he knew that, more than anywhere else, he was 

better off with Eva back in Old York.

 'Come …  Seven …  Come with Me ...’

 She stepped before an oncoming bus.

The bus driver swerved cross-traffic―hit a sedan―that 

rammed into the back of a van―causing a pile-up four dozen 

wheels strong.

Fenders bent and hoods folded.  

Steam burst valves and fires raged. 

She strode toward him—unflustered by the carnage at Her 

heels—or the Hell She had raised.

He panicked―scuttling back down from the shoulder in a 

terror all too real and familiar.
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When he looked back again, She was gone.

He caught the next bus home—and keeping his eyes low all 

the way―banished every thought of Her.

Later on that day, he came to the epiphany that his new 

shift at work was now making him more susceptible to the crazy 

encounters.  

So, he ended up switching back to Eva's schedule, to see if 

Faye would once again fade from focus—and just like clock-work, 

She did.  

She started appearing less often―and he began growing 

hopeful once more for a future without Her persistent meddling in 

it.

It was still a life on a constant watch, however, ever 

nudging Eva back up, whenever she drifted off―always making 

sure their alarms were harmonized—so that their body clocks 

stayed in sync.  

He would stay up to all hours, if Eva were ever unable to 

fall under—just so that they would eventually slip unconscious 

together.  

That way at least, later on in the day, they were more likely 

to nap in harmony.

But all of the effort was worth it, since staying in lock-step 

with Eva's bedtime habits did indeed seem to be helping him avoid 

Faye.  
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Plus, Eva made it easy on him―never asking why he 

insisted on sleeping when she did—for she was never the type to 

let little quirks bother her much―or get in the way of her love for 

him.  

Instead, in form with her usual grace, she just shrugged off 

his obsession with sleeping patterns as an endearing idiosyncracy.  

His neediness got so bad in fact, that he would shake her 

awake from even the lightest nap—yet still, she never let it stress 

her in the least.  

All she ever wanted was him to love her back.

“Everything is going to be okay, babe,” she would 

say―never even knowing what was worrying him such.  

She would sit up in bed and cradle him—humming in his 

ear until he eventually passed out—then she would gently lay him 

down to bed—kissing him on the forehead. 

She felt that helping him drift off at night was the least she 

could do, since during the day he was the one who was always 

holding her close, during her black-outs.  

But despite their best efforts, after eight months of it going 

on this way, they were both starting to feel the regimin begin to 

strain their relationship.

“So how far is French's Forest?” she asked one day—

feeling the need for a change of scenery.

“Ninety minutes—why?” he replied.
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“We should make the trip sometime.  It would be nice to 

see where you come from I think...”

 “No—I told you, I cannot go back.”

“Aw―babe, we can make the effort once—can't we?  

Wouldn't you do it for me?  I'm sure your family must really miss 

you by now—after all this time.”

“You don't get it ...  They’re crazy.”

“Every family is crazy, babe ...  We just get bent by the 

ones we love—you know.  Be honest.”

“But you don't understand―you can't.”

“Trust me―I do.  I do ...  Come on—I'm the one always 

complaining about my mother―right?”

“But, I'm talking about asylum material ...” 

She giggled.  “I feel the same sometimes.”

“My brother is very evil, but I love him ...”

She nodded.  “Mom is nuts―but so am I.”

“But there is something else ...”

“Oh?  What is that to be exact?”

“Promise to keep an open mind?”

“Of course ...” she said, nodding shyly—swallowing 

audibly.  “You know that I always do.”

“Do you know what albinism is?”

She nodded again—still quiet.

“Well—my family are like that—with the pale skin—red 

eyes—sensitivity to sunlight.”
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She acted unruffled by his revelation—but he could tell 

some contemplation lingered.

“I've never met … an albino before,” she began.  

He nodded.  “I'm the anomaly ...  Olin is actually my half 

brother, you see.  We come from different fathers.”

He had his story all worked out.

“Wow … that must be so horrible, never being able to 

enjoy the sunshine—I would just die.”

“It's not all that bad for them, they are mostly used to it.  

They never know what they are missing anyway.  To them it's just 

normal, being nocturnal.”

“Well ...  I will admit, that is not what I was expecting to 

hear—but it's a lot better than I was imagining.  You made it sound 

like they were a gang of murderers—or maybe some kind of cult.”  

“No, no ...  Just reclusive albinos.”

They shared an awkward laugh.

“It's okay to talk about it with them, they don't bite …  I 

mean—they aren't shy about it ...”

After some silence, she asked: 

“What if they covered up, could they still go out during the 

day, even just for a bit?  What would happen if they did?  Does 

light really hurt a lot?”

“If they had to they could, but it would be uncomfortable—

so they rarely bother.”

“That's so sad.  I feel so bad for them.”
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“Let's talk about it another time—I just wanted to break the 

news to you before too long ...”

“Well, I want to meet them soon ...  Even if they were a 

clan of vampires, I'd still want to ...”

“I really don't think―”

“It's important to me ...”

So Seven's heart sank.

If he denied Eva family visits, she might start to think that 

he was hiding something.  

But if he took her to French's Forest like she wanted, there 

was the very good chance that she would find out that he was 

indeed hiding one thing.
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v. Fall Down On The Frozen Path

The train started pulling in past more familiar factories 

now, as they penetrated the city outskirts―and he knew that they 

would soon be arriving.

“Eva ...” he said, nudging her again.

“Yes babe?” she murmured, half-dreaming.

He felt better already, hearing her soft voice.

“Welcome back to New London, kitten,” he said, admiring 

her feline features with a steady gaze.

He brushed a bang back from her blue eyes.  

Her freckles were more pronounced today―and her jaw-

line seemed especially fine in the slanted light.

From the first second they had ever met, he had swooned 

for her sweet, sly and slinky ways―mesmerized by her whiny put-

on sighs—and innocent smiles that sent his hardest cares forever 

packing into the pitch.  

An eyelash dashed across one ivory cheek.

The folding shadows of passing poles and lines complicated 

the planes of her otherwise plain face.

She slipped the window shade up all the way―to see the 
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wet city now sliding slickly by—as they passed the old factories 

and fairgrounds—heading into town.  

It was the first thaw of a mild winter―on a late December 

day—and the skies were full of a trillion tiny crystal tears, all 

sobbing in synchronicity with the heartbeat of the universe—as it 

pulsed through time.  

“Oh, I'm sooo excited,” she cooed dramatically.  

“Are you really sure you don't want to get a room in town 

tonight—before we head into the Forest?” he said.  

He now wanted to put off the family visit for as long as 

possible―for he knew full well that the moment they crossed that 

wooded threshold, they would be putting themselves at the mercy 

of Faye's merciless hands.

Deep down he knew that, if Faye were jealous enough, She 

would set the Forest ablaze in Her wrath.  

“No—I want to stay at your parent's place tonight, like we 

planned ...  I think it'll be fun for us, don't you?  

“I can't believe its been this long and I haven't even met 

your parents yet ...” she remarked in amazement—shaking her 

head in wonder—oblivious to the reason.

He sighed―heavy in tension—for he had stalled her as 

long as he could—and staying positive was quickly waxing 

difficult in the waning hours before their arrival.

By the time they had their bags and were ready to go, dusk 
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had furtively crept in upon them—spreading its long grey fingers 

across the city, squeezing until the daylight was all but done.  

They cabbed around Victory Park to see the glittering 

evergreens, all dressed down in a thousand gowns of shimmering 

lights.  

Beyond the trees, over the gloomy uptown buildings―a 

rose moon dawned, dropping a warm aura over the evening, lifting 

spirits.

“Ooo-ooo ... ...  It feels like magic tonight—and the trees 

are so pretty ...  Look―it's the rink where we met ...   Babe―do 

you want to stop for a bit first?” she pleaded―batting her lashes at 

him.

“Maybe we should come back tomorrow,” he hedged, 

suddenly rathering to face the family than postpone it, instead of 

worrying about it while they skated back through memories that 

were supposed to be enjoyed.  “It'll be late as it is by the time we 

roll in.”

“Aw ...” she said—pouting.  “Fine …  But only if you 

promise we come back …  This isn't just your way of getting out 

of skating is it?  You want to right?”

“I promise, babe.  I want to go, I swear.”

“Remember how I almost fell, when I was turning on the 

ice―and you caught me so gallantly?”

“We both went down ...” he said grinning.  

She cuddled up next to him―as he wrapped his arms 
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around her—and together they reminisced.  

“You broke my fall ...” she said.  “Remember how I asked 

you the time ...”

“I remember ...”

“You didn't have a watch—so you just looked at your wrist 

and guessed—saying: ‘Seven.’”

“I didn't want to lose the moment.”

“I remember ...  Then later on, I said, ‘Silly me, I haven't 

even asked you your name yet ..’”

He nodded.  “Then when I told you my name, you looked at 

me all funny.”

“Mhm … I was so confused.  ‘Is 'Seven' your answer for 

everything?’ I said.”

“I'll never forget.”

“Then whenever you asked me anything, I just answered by 

saying: ‘Seven.’”

“I know,” he said smiling.

“You loved the attention, just like when I fawned all over 

your hands―and you got embarrassed―but then you said that they 

were in fact your Lucky Hands, because they had caught Me ...”

“It's still true.”

“Aww, well ...  It was hard not to fall for that one, I guess.  

I made you tell all my friends why you had such Lucky Hands, 

didn't I?”

“I told them too.”
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She grinned.  “Promise we go back, babe?  Please, please, 

please ...?  You know I always love going back.”

“Yes babe, we can pretend we're strangers again ...  We can 

bump into each other on the frozen path―and fall down together, 

just like we did.”  

“Oooo ...  Remember how the walkways were like shiny 

silver streams criss-crossing?”

“You said they were like people's lives merging and 

touching off throughout the days.”

Then as their minds drifted into past times, their pinky 

fingers curled together in an unsaid bond of trust.  

It was their silences that sealed their sweetheart 

deals―saving words for less honest exchanges.

She leaned into him―and he could feel her heart beat―as 

they listened to the drone of traffic―and wallowed in the 

tenderness of their young romance.

It was love in the eye of the storm of their lives.
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vi. Hurtling Toward Bane House

They rolled along under the downtown lights and signs for 

a time―and then out into the white and black countryside toward 

French's Forest and Bane House on Manor Hill.

Idle chat continued to linger on a spell, before eventually 

dissolving into contemplation and countless country stars. 

Seven cast back to when he was just four years old, when 

the family still lived out by Black Heron Lake.  

He was an explorer then, in the land by the water—

endlessly entrenched in rolling dunes―and sylvan stomping 

grounds—always lost on some new hunt.  

In those days, every hour was an eternity―and every little 

life was a boundless wonder for pursuit. 

He was genuinely happy then―by the water—but they 

ended up moving further inland to French's Forest―where life 

dimmed beneath the leafy canopies—and his adventures took on a 

more dangerous curve.  
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Eventually the highway carved itself off into the  eerie 

depths of enchanted woodland.  

An ominous full moon sat bright and fat upon the tree-line 

crown—as it did every day in French's Forest—for it never waned 

in those parts.    

The cab hugged the inner curve of the road for many long 

moments―and only when it seemed as if the snaking lane would 

never straighten―it did.

The trees fell back, revealing Bane House—all aglitter in 

countless slithering Christmas lights. 

It stood tall upon Manor Hill―five stories rising high 

enough to compete with even the tree-tops.

Gargoyles and spires inspired the architecture from foot to 

tip—and there were statues of three-headed dragons carefully set 

out everywhere in the yard. 

The iron gates were open—and they pulled in.

Gravel popped under their tires as they rolled down the 

lane, up the hill, toward the front entrance.

“Ooo-ooo ooo ...  It's so beautiful …!!!”

While Seven was grabbing their bags from the back, Eva 

skipped up the flagstone steps toward the house.

Silhouetted by the porch lights, she twirled about on her 

toes, letting her red locks fan about her shoulders. 

Seven tipped the driver and started up after her.  
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They fell into a hushed embrace.  

“Your folks really live here?”

He nodded—keeping calm.

“Oh ...  I hope they like me.”

He shrugged shortly.  “There's nothing not to love, babe.  

Just be yourself—or give me the signal―and we will leave in a 

heartbeat—no questions asked.”

“I'll be fine.  Everybody likes Me―right?”

He took her hand―and they mounted the remaining steps 

together―neither knowing that their love would now never be the 

same again.

He hammered the gargoyle knocker several times and they 

heard heavy heels.

The door cracked open—and his step-father Godwin poked 

his bloodless face out from behind―pointed ears twitching, red 

eyes burning.

He smiled broadly—exposing a mob of fangs—but the 

sight was oddly disarming.

  “Seven my boy!  Where in the Hell have you been hiding 

yourself?  We need to talk.”

“No worries—I've been good.” 

Dark locks, resplendent in ringlets of silver, hung in silken 

tresses about Godwin's wide shoulders.

His crow's peak stabbed a forehead rife with worry 

lines―over a mug framed by long sideburns.
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He was dressed like a pirate, with gold chains glimmering 

at his neckline, under a black shirt.

He pinched a tumbler of a crimson brew between two 

fingers―regularly jingling the glass as if to remind himself he was 

going to be shortly running low. 

“You could at least call more often.”

“I've just been forgetting this place.”

Godwin smirked in envy.

“It's nothing personal.”

“Of course, I understand.  If I were you I wouldn't even 

have come back at all.  So what in the Hell are you doing here?  

Lost your mind?”

They laughed together.

“So this must be Eva I presume?  Well I must say it is a 

pleasure to meet you at last,” he said, taking her hand.  “Seven has 

told us so much about you ...”

“Oh really?  What … might I ask?” 

 “Godwin …. Please … … ...”

“All good things, rest assured.  Do come inside, you 

two―and make yourselves at home ...”

“What a beautiful place!” Eva exclaimed, taking her first 

peek inside the grand abode.

“It goes back many generations.”

“I love the old portraits on the walls.”

“Most of them were Banes or Gorgans.  
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“They go right back to the Golden Age―and on the fifth 

floor—we have many old suits of armour on display from 

throughout the Ages.  It’s worth it to see.”  

“That sounds amazing.  I'm like wow!”

“So how long are you two staying?”

“One day at a time,” Seven said.

As Godwin stepped past him to file their coats away, he 

casually whispered:

“Another human?” 

Seven pretended not to hear.  

Eva overheard, but did not understand.

“Please―allow me ...” he said, leading Eva by the hand 

into the next room―where he motioned for her to sit on the couch 

by the wall.

Seven sat beside her.

“Marietta!  Seven and Eva have arrived!” Godwin bellowed 

in his baritone, sending echoes about the four wall—and up the 

stairwell to the next floor.

He retired behind the bar—where he hung out with the 

bottles and shadows―conveniently out of reach of casual 

conversation—just like he liked it.   

Footsteps shuffled overhead―and a moment later―Seven's 

mother Marietta glided into the room, terracotta nightgown 

billowing out behind her—cradling a saucer and cup of steaming 

tea before her.
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She was slender, with black hair up in a bun—and big 

glossy lips, over which fangs poked out.  

The essence of a stunning younger beauty lingered there in 

her ivory features and finer terrains.  

Eva immediately noticed that Marietta's ears were pointed 

like Godwin's—and she found herself wondering if all albino's had 

fangs like them.

Meanwhile, Godwin whistled at his wife from the bar—

winking at her while grinning.  

He had never lost his primal urge for her—and sometimes 

he could hardly hold himself back.  He often even felt he as if he 

would kill for her.
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vii. Fangs From The Shadows

All at once, Eva sat bolt upright.  

Shivers ran up and down her spine—for she suddenly felt 

as if she had been here before.  

A tingling in her nose and watering in her eyes suggested to 

her that there was something much deeper going on here. 

She remembered this couch—and this hearth blazing in this 

corner.

She recalled once in dreams looking through this very 

picture window―not out from within—but rather in from the 

outside.

“Eva?  Are you okay?”

Her breathing became troubled as she gazed long out into 

the grim distance of the woods.  

It felt more familiar to her than her fresh introduction to it 

should have allowed.

Seven patted her knee reassuringly.  

He sensed something was up, but guessed wrongly that she 

was merely unsettled from being out of her element—out here in 

the woods, so far from Old York.
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  Outside, the wind shrieked like a hundred banshees, forcing 

open a small window that had not yet been properly shuttered for 

the winter—blowing up the drapes.  

The covers whipped and lashed about as if alive—revealing 

the full moon through snapping red tatters.

In the distance, from the haunting fathoms of the trees—a 

dark, feral choir of coyotes hollowly howled.

The floor vibrated beneath their feet.

“Do you feel that?” Eva whispered.

The air was charged with energy.

Marietta went over to close the windows.  

“These darned things always blowing open ...”

“It's just traffic up on the highway,” Godwin explained 

from the bar, trying to comfort Eva.  “We don't even notice it 

anymore.  It's just white noise now ... 

“You move to the woods to get out the city―and then they 

go and run a highway through it ...  Figures ...”

“Well, I bet it is still nice to live out here,” Eva speculated, 

amidst lingering jitters.  “I mean … I bet it's so peaceful, living on 

your own in nature.”

A sharp, tense quiet hit the room. 

“We don't get out that much anyway,” Marietta said dryly.  

She sat down now, folding her hands in her lap.  “So ...  It's nice to 

finally meet Seven's new friend.”

Eva blushed.  “It's nice to meet you both too,” she said, 
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trying to act casual―but feeling awfully awkward under the 

sudden scrutiny.  

She was never good under the spotlight—let alone in an 

interview with family.

“Seven says you met at school—but he never told me what 

program you were in ...  I sincerely hope you are not in Visual Art 

as well—”

Seven rolled his eyes.

“Oh, God no ...”

Godwin frowned—looking up from where he was working 

on a miniature ship.

“Please,” Marietta said, touching Eva's knee.  “No religion 

under our roof ...”

“Oh!  I'm so sorry―”

“Marietta,” Seven said.  “Eva is irreligious―”

“―I'm spiritual.”  

“She just uses 'God' like an exclamation.”

Marietta's mouth remained slightly agape—which she then 

tried to hide by taking a sip from her tea.

“I believe God is within us all—not somewhere up in 

heaven,” Eva offered—trying to exit the subject.

Marietta spat her tea all over her dress.

“Please don't be rude,” Seven said.

On a handful of times in his life, he himself had taken a 

pew at Church—usually in the early afternoon, when the light was 
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still falling through the stained glass in splayed rainbow fingers—

but it was obviously not something that his family had ever 

encouraged.  

Quite to the contrary—it was his human side, that they 

could not understand, that drove him there.

“We will watch our tongues,” Eva said.  “Anyway—you 

were asking about school―and, well … the truth is that I actually 

dropped out―in the fall ...”

“Oh!  I am sooo sorry, dear ...”

“Please Marietta―I think she made the right choice,” 

Seven said defensively.

“It was my decision entirely,” Eva explained.  “I decided I 

was never going to get into the field anyway―so why pay for the 

program?”

Marietta frowned.  “What subject?”

“Psychology ...”

“Oh!  Well―why didn't you say so in the first place?  Good 

on you for getting out of that quackery.”

“Yes―I could never spend my life dealing with other 

people's problems, it would have driven me nuts.”

Everyone in the room laughed and nodded in unison, in 

complete agreement with Eva's assessment of psych.

“Besides, I figured I could still learn what I wanted to know 

about it at the library―and that would free me up to pursue what I 

really wanted, which was to write.”
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Marietta stifled a giggle with her hand.  “Oh dear,” she 

said, holding her nose―as if she would sneeze.    

“Marietta!” Godwin barked.  “Leave the girl alone!  If she 

wants to be a writer, let her be a writer ...  She'll be hard-bound to 

be something she's not!”

“Thank you Godwin,” Seven said.

“Well how about some tea everybody?” Marietta asked—

not flinching a bit at the backlasth to her nosiness.  “I was just 

about to put on another pot.”

“I would love some,” Eva said―even while Seven was 

shaking his head, thinking that they were already dragging the 

evening out longer than they really wanted.

They still had to make it through tomorrow at least—and 

there was plenty of time for Eva to be inspected.

But it was too late, Marietta was already heading to the 

kitchen―and so they were stuck for another while.  

He took to rubbing his temples in teeming dismay.

“I have some new herbal dragon blend,” Marietta called out 

from the kitchen.  “Everybody like to try?”

“Sounds good to me!” Eva called back. 

“So … Did you go by Victory Park at all on your way in 

through town?” Godwin inquired.

“Yes!  It was so beautiful!” Eva said—eager for some 

easier conversation to grease the gab.

“Marietta and I used to make it once a year ...  It was 
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always so pretty to see.  I’ll never forget those nights,” he said, 

flashing his fangs from the shadows.  

Eva nodded.  “Seven and I met there ...”

“That is sweet, child.  Nice memento.”

Seven could hardly handle the small talk any longer—so he 

broke the flow by retiring to the bar―where Godwin poured him a 

shot of something dark.
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II

The Undead 

Lust Without End
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viii. She’s Really Out There

Marietta floated back into the room while the  tea steeped—

for she lived life for the idle chat.

Eva fidgeted compulsively in her lap, freshly discomforted 

by Seven's abrupt abandonment of her on the couch.

Just then, Olin sauntered into the room.

“Well, well, well ...  What have we here?”

“Relax, Olin,” Godwin growled lowly.  “This is Seven's 

Eva.”

Olin's eyes seemed to brim in blood—deftly netting Eva's 

gaze.

Eva stood up right away to greet him.

He took her hand in his―promptly licking its full back 

length—and then smiling suggestively.  

She pulled away in disgust―but remained entangled by his 

piercing red eyes that seemed to swirl.
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When he smiled―clustered fangs beamed in a dazzling 

brilliance—enough to blind in a blink.

“Enough!” Seven barked.

Olin's mesmerism was stronger than Seven could remember 

seeing in him before.

“ENOUGH!” Seven roared—his vampire instincts kicking 

in—instantly at Olin's side—claws drawn.

Olin blinked―Eva fainted―and Seven dove down to catch 

her, easing her onto the couch—protectively shielding her from 

further mental manipulations.

“Easy bro,” he growled back at Olin.  “This is not some 

fawn for your entertainment—understand?”

“Apologies, brother,” Olin said.  “Her mind is highly 

unstable.  I did not expect her to be so easy.”

“Just go soft on her tonight—okay?”

“I was just trying to play with her.”  

Seven brushed Eva's cheek.  “This one is mine.”  

Olin backed off―grinning at himself for being such a 

mischievous trouble-maker—not at all embarrassed.  

He had not meant to take it that far―but sometimes his 

instincts superseded his more conscientious neo-cortex—as his 

reptilian brain gathered steam and gained the reigns on him—

forcing his actions toward lowlier deeds.

Eva shortly revived.

“What happened?” 
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“You blacked out.”

“Nooo!” she whimpered in frustration.  “Been doing so well 

for weeks and weeks ...”

“It wasn't you, it was Olin ...”

“Oh, please—it was all me …  Don't listen to him, Olin.  I 

do this all of the time.  My head is killing me.”

“I have something for that, dear,” Marietta said.  

She produced a small pink pill from her purse―which Eva 

immediately swallowed.

Olin bowed ever so subtly to her now.

“Sorry for my inappropriate behaviour.”

Just then the kettle whistled and Marietta was off again.  

“Right back with tea for everybody!”

“I think I’m coming down with something,” Eva said to 

Seven.  “I felt strange since I sat down.”  

“Just a few more minutes, then we'll crash.”

“Sooo ....” Olin started in a more mischievous tone.  “Seen 

Faye since you've been back?” 

“No,” Seven quietly replied.

“Who?” Eva said.  

“Nevermind ...”

“Brother's Ex—Faye,” Olin explained, grinning.  

A faint recognition of the name skipped across Eva's mind, 

like a flat stone over water―before sinking back down on the 

seventh touch—and out of sight.
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“Don't worry, it's not what you think,” Seven said.  “She's 

just some dumb phantom from my past...”

“What is that supposed to mean?  Is that how you would 

think of me, if we ever split up?” Eva said, not necessarily wanting 

him to answer.

“He just means … She's ... really out there,” Olin chimed in

—careful with wording.  

“You mean she's crazy?  Seven―you never told me that 

you had an ex back home.”

“She's not crazy,” Seven blurted.  “Nevermind …  It's 

nothing.  She's nothing.”

Eva scowled at him.

“Crazy is a euphemistic way of putting it,” Olin added.  

“Psychopathic better sums Her up.  But that is why we love Her—

right bro?” 

“That is why you love Her, Olin,” Seven retorted, suddenly 

feeling conversationally pugilistic.  Get it straight.  I left Her long 

ago.”

“Perhaps in body alone.”

“Do I sense some sibling rivalry here?” Eva interjected—

detecting the warm ashes of an old love triangle—finding it 

somewhat humorous. 

“I'll explain it all later,” Seven said.

“Now that is not fair—” Olin began—but then thought 

better of it, lowering his brow, ceding the exchange—sensing he 
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was being too meddlesome.

Olin was always tempted to bring Faye up in talk—and he 

had always been deeply jealous of Seven's lifelong luck with Her

—never understanding what they had. 

“Well we’ve had a long day,” Seven found himself saying.  

“Eva and I had better pass on tea after all and get some rest―or we 

will both be moody in the morning.”

“Booo!” Marietta cried from the kitchen—just now 

returning with a gilded tray of cups and saucers.  “I was just 

starting to like having a few of human beings around for a change.  

Now you leave me with the snakes.”

“Well if you did not interrogate the poor child,” Godwin 

began―but he quickly finished: “Sleep tight kids―and keep those 

shutters closed ... the wind has been especially wild these past few 

nights.”

“I'm sorry, we don't mean to be rude ...” Eva said.  “I am 

just absolutely exhausted.  I promise I'll be much more chatty 

tomorrow—after I’ve rested.”    

“Not at all, dear,” Godwin said, dismissing her apology 

with a wave.  “But I do expect a formal challenge to chess after 

breakfast—if you dare.”

“Deal,” Eva agreed—winking.

Godwin took another shot―flipped a page on his magazine

—and melded back into the shadows of the bar.

Seven and Eva got up to leave.
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“My bedroom's at the other end of the hall,” Olin called 

after them.  “In case you get bored with brother!”

“Go to hell!” Seven called back.

“I never left,” Olin dryly replied.
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ix. When Death Blows In

Once they were out of earshot, Eva squeezed Seven's hand 

hard—sharply inhaling.  

“Okay, now tell me about this Faye ...”

“Please don't worry about it.  She really is nobody.  I'll tell 

you everything in the morning—okay …?”

“But who is She?  I mean―is She your ex?  I've heard you 

say Her name before ... in your sleep.”

“Let's drop it?” he said, starting to tense up.

“Okay―sheee-eeessh,” she grumbled.  “I don't really care 

if you loved someone else once, Seven—I know how much you 

love me now.”

“More than anything else in the world babe.  Nobody will 

ever match your light.”  

When they reached the first landing, she swung him about 

to face her.  “Please … please … please ... piggy-back me?” she 

pleaded, pouting.

He let her jump on his back.

They climbed up the last of the steps together, adrift in the 

bliss all fawns in love enjoy.  
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They rolled onto the guest bed, legs under a heavy-knit 

duvet―chests bare between cool covers, as their limbs entangled 

and lips crushed.

“They are all so crazy ...” she whispered in his ear.  “Yet 

somehow, they treat you like they think that you are the odd one 

out,” she mused. 

“Mhm … you noticed ...”

“Difference with me is,” she purred.  “I know you are,” she 

said, pinching him.

“Hey!” he said—gently slapping her hand away.  

He was never as happy before―as he was now.

“You are so beautiful,” he said.  “I could kiss you forever—

never need another again.”

“I like you too.”

“Hey!”

“Kidding babe,” she purred.  “You know all I want in the 

world is to love you.  If I had one wish—and only one—that would 

definitely be it.”

They fell quiet for a little time.  

“So did you and Olin go to school together when you were 

younger?”

“Yes ...  French's Forest Elementary School, about twenty 

minutes from here—then bused into New London for secondary 

school ...  

“He hated it.  Since he couldn't go outside at recess―they 
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started calling him 'Count' all the time.  

“I think that it was traumatizing for him.  He got this scowl 

about him that he could not shake for years.”

“That's sad.”

“I think it's why he's jealous of me—because I look ... 

normal ...  

“He got alot better after I left for NLU―since it gave him 

space to work on his self-esteem.  

“Although now, it's almost like he's 

overcompensated―become too confident—too charismatic—

always out all night, chasing every tail.”

“Ah, yes … I sensed he was a player.  It was weird …  He 

licked my hand and then I suddenly felt dizzy …  

“Next thing I knew you were there, holding me.”

Seven nodded.  “His charm has almost become 

supernatural―but I can promise you, it endlessly infuriates him 

how you and I have something that he will never understand.”

“What is that ...?”

“Love.  He thinks it's a prize.  He never understood love 

comes when given.”

“That is too bad ...”

“He's better off alone anyway.”

“Have you ever told him that?”

“Hardly.  Having a deep conversation with Olin is not 

exactly an everyday occurrence.”
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“But you've tried it I'm sure.”

“Few times …  His eyes will glaze over—and he ends up 

staring out the window into the woods—almost as if he were 

looking for Her to come.  

“Later on, I tried to tell him that he could have Her—that I 

didn't want Her anymore—but then he thought I was only playing 

games—mocking him.”

“Oh—that is sooo frustrating ...”

“To say the least.  I was trying to tell him that She was the 

one haunting me—not the other way around—but then he thought I 

was being a braggart.”

“Maybe he just needs to get laid.”

“Probably.  I don't know about his dating life.  I don't ask 

him―to tell you the truth ... ”

“Aw ... well then he sounds really screwed up—but he is 

your brother—so it must be hard.”

“He is the only brother I've got.”

She giggled.  “Well keep your little Olin under wraps 

tonight―or I won't sleep a wink,” she purred.

“Not tonight, babe.”  

“What?  Why?”

“Not here ...”

“You're just scared of getting caught, aren't you?  You don't 

want your family hearing us—isn't that it?”

“That's not it.”
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He could not bring himself to explain to her that they were 

in fact in direct danger just being there in French's Forest at 

all―and that by making love―with their pheromone scents-amour 

wafting aloft―they would be making their presence well known to 

Faye.

So he turned a cold shoulder on Eva—and she thought that 

she had said something wrong—but by the next morning he was 

acting normal once more—so she carried on assuming he had just 

been tired.
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x. Sheds Her Skin For Me

Everybody ate breakfast together at the kitchen table—

followed by coffee, tea and biscuits.

Then Eva sat down for chess with Godwin, which was a 

regular tradition at Bane House.  

Godwin was so obsessed with the game―he even insisted 

visitors bring him a challenge.  

Toward the end of play―Godwin had just finished pushing 

a pawn to the other side—when Eva replaced it with his Queen—

and the piece suddenly turned silver.

Gasping―she touched it—but it reformed into marble.  

Smirking—she thought she was seeing things.  

Seven leaned in, rubbing her back.  

“So who is winning?” he asked.

“Godwin is totally kicking my butt.”

“It's only because I play everyday,” Godwin remarked—

pushing another pawn across.

Thunder boomed in the distance.

“Is it always this stormy here?” 

“Usually,” Seven said, pulling back from Eva now—
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rememembering that their every embrace risked exposure.

The thunder then died out again.

“It's your move,” Godwin said, but Eva suddenly felt 

sick―and cupping her mouth, she excused herself—off to use the 

washroom.

Seven stood up to follow her out, but then he changed his 

mind.

“Quite the mortal you got there,” Olin quipped dryly, 

winking from over at the counter—where he was eating leftover 

eggs.

“Thank you.”

“I've got a date tonight you know ...  With the Alterman 

girl.”

“Really?  I thought that you had something against human 

beings.”

Olin sneered at the gibe, coiling up.  “She's changeling ...”

“Are you trying to say that she doesn't know what she 

wants ...?”

Olin shrugged.  “She only sheds her skin for me.  The first 

time she ever did—I fell in love.  She knows what she wants—and 

she shows her true self to me.”

Seven felt taken aback—for such a tender moment was so 

rare with his brother—but he was not surprised to find out 

something was different about the Alterman girl—for her family 

had always seemed a bit off to him.
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Godwin nodded from behind the counter.  “We found out 

last fall that the Alterman's had more in common with us than we 

ever knew.  Go figure, after all those years.”

“Isn't it difficult to love someone like that?” Seven asked 

Olin.

“It's wonderful.  She's a different woman every time I see 

her.”

“Sounds familiar,” Godwin grumbled.  

“Maybe she's not so different after all,” Seven remarked.

Marietta started collecting the dishes.  “So what is on your 

agenda, Seven?” she asked.

“I thought we might take a hike.”

“You and Eva?  What about Her?” she said, scowling at the 

woods out the window.

Seven shrugged.  “We got through the night alright—so I'm 

sure that we'll be just fine.”

“What if She's waiting for you ...?”

“I didn't bring Eva all the way to French's Forest not to 

show her where I used to spend my life ...  You remember those 

days right?  When you couldn't get me to stay indoors—even for 

just one night?”

“How could we forget ...” Godwin chimed in, arms crossed, 

casting back—as Olin nodded, also recalling.

“Okay―if your mind is set on it—then I will pack you a 

picnic,” Marietta said, setting about her task.
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“Just remember …  Never stray from the Ruddy Stroll,” 

Godwin warned.

“I will be careful.”

Eva returned and finished the game.  

When they were done, Godwin gave her a grand embrace, 

before heading off to take a morning nap.

Olin chatted with Seven while they got ready to go.

“Whatever you do,” Marietta whispered as she hugged Eva 

close.  “Don't hold his hand outdoors.”  

“Um … Excuse me?” 

“Please, dear―let me explain ...”  Marietta said, clearing 

her throat.  “We try to keep to ourselves … out of the gossip mill 

around here …

“But as you can imagine, a settlement like this becomes a 

festering ground for rumor.  I can just imagine now what they 

would say to see the Bane boy back from the city with a new girl 

dressed like—well ...” she said, gesturing to Eva's attire.  “How 

girls dress in the city ...”

Eva blushed, looking down at the plunging neckline of her 

dark blouse—side-slit, mid-thigh length skirt―and black 

stockings.  Her dress was not overly revealing—but she guessed 

that Marietta's standards were different.  

“So the neighbours don't ask any questions, I have called 

them up and told them you are just friends.”

Eva frowned, quite insulted.
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Once they were outside, setting off on the trail, she brought 

it up with Seven—who tried to diffuse the affront.

“It's just Marietta being her usual control freak self.  

Imagine growing up with that.”

“It is so embarrassing, can't you do anything about it?  

We're grown human beings ...  

“We should be able to hold each other's hands if we are in 

love.  Are you afraid of standing up to her or something?  Don't 

you want her to know you love me?”

“No—no ...  No …  It's not that at all, babe ...  We just have 

to humour her—okay?  She means well, I promise you …  She will 

warm up.” 

“Come on ... she's never going to know ...”  Eva said, 

grabbing over at Seven's hand.

He pulled back.  “Yes she will ...” he said—then sighed, 

composing himself.  “She will see it in my face.  It is just for this 

one weekend—okay?  

“Please babe, I will be right here by your side the  entire 

time—alright?  Do it for me?”

Eva shoved him.  “Fine—jerk.”

“Okay—jerk.”

“I love you.”

“Love you.”

So they followed the Ruddy Stroll for some time, enjoying 
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the birdsong and babbling brooks.  

Languidly laying all about the way the wood rolled—the 

path took them on a scenic slide through paradise.  The Forest had 

not yet lost all of the warmer trappings of fall—and light dustings 

of snow in places reminded them that they were indeed at winter's 

doorstep.

Blue skies and fluffy white clouds betrayed no ugly 

underbelly of the long nights soon to come.

But Seven knew it was only a wonderland until the sun 

went down—when spirits of every ill ilk came out to play—when 

interdimensional chaos ensued.

Still yet, it did feel good to be home—and he could hardly 

believe how every old memory was now resurfacing to him—

putting him back there.

They came to the old Harrington lot, where the Ruddy 

Stroll ran along the highway a dozen yards, before it forked back 

toward the Payne and Miramar.

Just then Sherriff Tony Trollope pulled up.

“Well, I'll be damned,” he said—flipping up the shades on 

his dark glasses.  “If it isn't Seven Bane in the living flesh ...  How 

have you been kid?”

“Just fine Tony ... long time ...  You still been keeping an 

eye on the family for me?”

“Twice a day, just like always ...  

“I know they appreciate it.”
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“It's just all in the job—kid.  

“I pull up until Marietta flicks the lights twice ...  10 am & 

pm, five days a week—beginning and end of shift.”  

“Then sometimes on the weekends I swing by for some tea 

and to catch up.  They've been telling me all about your adventures 

in New London and Old York.”

“That's good.  I think I'm finally happy where I am now—

after all those years of being so lost ...  

“So …  I have to say, those are some hardcore hours, Tony. 

You sure you're not working too hard?”

“It's just through Christmas.  I gotta build on the nest-egg, 

you see ... Simone's expecting―”

“Wow!  No way?  Congratulations!”

“That's wonderful,” Eva interjected.

“Tony—this is my girlfriend, Eva.”

Tony nodded politely, tipping his hat.

“Pleased to meet you,” Eva intoned.

“Feeling's mutual love.”

“So is it a boy or girl …?” 

“We don't know yet ...  It was a surprise, to be honest ...  It 

seems surreal, but it was a great gift from God.  We really feel 

blessed.  

“Listen, Seven ...  I've seen that Alterman girl going around 

with your brother there lately ...”

Seven rubbed his chin.  “So I heard.”  
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“Well, her family asked me to keep an eye on them—not 

because they don't trust your brother―but because Aly has a 

history of seizures—and they're concerned ...”

“Plus with the coyotes being worse this year―they really 

shouldn't be tramping around the Forest all night long.  It's not safe 

for anyone out there—yourself excluded, of course—and maybe 

Old Man Morrissey.

“But you're the only one I never worried about, no matter 

how long you'd been reported missing,” he said with a chuckle, 

shaking his head, still in amazement. 

Seven laughed.  “I did spend a lot of time out there—but 

Olin can take care of himself, without a doubt.”  

“Well I found them down at Evyl Falls one night last month

—and I warned them about testing fate when the river was racing

—but damned if—just like I saw coming—I didn't catch them out 

there the following week—when even the Boathouse was closed 

for inclement weather.”

“Well—I'm sure you know how young lovers are,” Seven 

offered.  “I know that they appreciated your concern—but Olin 

knows his way around French's Forest just as well as me.”

“Just tell him three things for me,” Tony insisted.  “Be safe

—stay alert—and above all ... be a gentleman,” he said, winking.    

“Of course ...”

“Listen, Seven,” he said—flipping down his shades again.  

“We've got a black bear on our hands here, a few miles down …  
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It's been keeping us on our toes.  The boys are calling him 

Hellbear.”

“Oh my god,” Eva exclaimed.

“Not to worry, love …  He's on the other side of the river.  

We've had our eye on him all week, waiting for the trapper from 

the city to come up.”

“Should we turn back?  We were just going to do the loop 

through the woods—and have a quick picnic.”  

“No, you're fine.  You know these woods better than I do ... 

But do you have a cell phone just in case?  I can call you if we lose 

track of tubby for any reason.”

 “Sure—here's my card  anyway, look me up next time you 

pass through Old York …  I've got a few pubs in town that I want 

to introduce you to—my friend.”

“Sure thing, kid.  Nice to meet you, Eva.”

“You as well, Sheriff.”

“Please ...  Tony.”

“Tony.”

“Oh ...” he said—slowing as he pulled away.  “Do me a 

favor and stop in at the Alterman's on your way home?  They 

haven't been answering their phone all morning—and I haven't had 

a chance to stop by …  

“Warn them about our big furry friend?”

“Sure thing!” Seven said—waving him away.

They watched Tony roll off down the highway.
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Then they took the Ruddy Stroll back into the 

Forest―walking on for awhile without speaking, both slightly 

tense from the thought of a bear in the woods.

The day was already beginning badly—and Seven found 

himself wondering if the walk was really a good idea after all—but 

it was too late to deliberate now, so he just kept one foot ahead on 

the path as it unfolded.

After fifteen minutes or so, when they rounded a sharp 

corner, Eva thought that she saw a dark mass moving between the 

trees in the distance—and she clung to Seven, who didn’t have the 

heart to break her hold.

“Seven … look ...” she said, but when she pointed where 

she saw the movement, the thing was gone.

They stopped for a few seconds, but soon decided that she 

was just jittery—and so they continued on.  

He let her hold his hand for a bit—beginning to think that 

everything was going to be alright—when suddenly the skies 

darkened—and clouds rolled in.

The breeze cooled—whistling eerily as it thread through the 

cracks and crannies of the crooked trees.

Eva shivered—and Seven put his arm around her waist for 

comfort.  The chill had fallen like a wall.

“Feels like Death just blew in ...” she said.

“Forecast said it would pass over,” he said.

But before it did, it started to rain—and when they tried to 
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wait it out under a tree―Eva again spotted something pass through 

the woods, a hundred yards off.

“Did you hear that?” she said.  “In the bush there ...  It 

looked like a … a … bear ...  Oh my god, Seven—it looked like a 

bear.”

“Are you sure?”

But then he spotted it as well, as it plodded beyond a distant 

stand of trees.

It sat up on its hind legs just then—massive and menacing.  

It snapped its head around, staring right in their direction.  They 

saw now why 'Hellbear' fit its description so succinctly.  

“What should we do?” Eva said—breathless.  

“If anything we play dead—but just hold ... on ...”

It soon lost interest in them—starting to roam away—

deeper into the woods.

They began back.

Seven dialed Tony.

“Goddamn it,” Tony said.  “There must be two of them 

then, because we just finished tagging one up here.  Thanks kid, 

get straight home.  We're on our way.”

 So they kept up the pace for the first little bit, just to make 

sure enough space was kept between them and Hellbear—before 

slowing down to a more relaxed gait.

But a dozen yards along, they suddenly heard an awful 

wailing sound.  The bear was following behind them now, ambling 
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along on all fours down the road.

“Oh my God, Oh my God, Oh my God,” Eva chanted, 

beginning to panic.

“Let's keep moving, he doesn't see us yet,” Seven said—but 

Eva would not budge.  

The bear stopped then―once more rose up on its hinds legs

—continuing to wail.

It started frothing at the mouth as if it were rabid―and 

clawing at its face with a fervor.

“Seven—what in the Hell is going on …?”

“Let's go ...  We don't want to find out, come on ...” Seven 

begged—pulling her, but she shoved him back.  

“Seven—STOP IT!” she yelled, eyes turning green. 

“Eva why ...” Seven said, not noticing the change.

“What if it's in trouble,” she said—casting her gaze back, as 

if in the trance of a motherly attentiveness.    

“EVA!” Seven snapped, but she was unblinking.

Then Hellbear started to tear the fur and skin from its face

—as blood ran down―revealing a silver skull.

Eva gasped―fainting into Seven's arms.  

Seven lowered her to the road―even while struggling to 

contain his own burgeoning panic.

Hellbear cried like a banshee, skinning itself alive, until it 

was just a silver skeleton standing on the road in a pool of  blood.  

Then its lament turned to laughter—and Faye's voice began 
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singing: 

‘Lucky …  Lucky …!’ 

Seven grabbed around for the smelling salts.

‘Lucky …  Lucky …!’

He brought Eva back to consciousness—and after her eyes 

fluttered open, the singing suddenly stopped.

He looked up, but Hellbear had disappeared.

Eva's first words were: “You saw it too―right?”

He hated deceiving her―but in the fleeting moment, he 

rationalized that it would be easier on them both if she believed she 

were simply seeing things—and that this was all just another one 

of her visions.

So out of reflex, he said: 

“Saw what?”
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xi. The Spiders That Spare Us

When they hit the river, Eva grabbed Seven and held him 

close.

“What is going on with me?  My visions are getting 

worse  ...”

“No …  It's just these woods.  You will be better when we 

are far away from here.”

“Do you really think so?”

“It has to do with the ley lines.  Electromagnetic tracks run 

all over these parts.”

“Wow ... how do you know?”

“I grew up here, remember ...  It's no lie I've seen more than 

what's imaginable.”

She made him kiss her.

Several long seconds later―he finally tore himself 

away―begging her to stop.

“What is wrong?” she whined.  “Why have you been acting 

so distant lately?  Last night you would not even look at me.  I felt 

so insulted.”

He wanted to tell her it was only because he loved her—
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because he did not want to draw Faye's jealous ire down upon 

them—but he sensed that it was now well passed the time or place 

for that kind of revelation. 

“It was a long day ... that's all ...  Plus I'm tense around the 

family.  I'd rather just get the weekend over with―you know.”  

Sitting on a log by a field fecund in giant 

sunflowers―listening to rapids slip steadily by—they made a 

quick picnic.

Seven struggled to act natural—still dealing with his own 

‘visions’ of Hellbear—but he was ultimately able to put on airs of 

calm—which aided Eva in feeling at ease. 

So they relaxed and helped themselves to apple and cheese 

slices―hard boiled eggs and pickles—granola bars―and a 

thermos of Marietta's dragon blend tea.  

Then Eva washed her hands in the stream, when she saw 

her reflection morph into a green-eyed face of molten silver—with 

horns and long black lashing locks.  

She fainted—collapsing into the Payne.

Seven pulled her free.  “What happened?”

“Nothing,” she said—choking and coughing.  “Just, 

nevermind …  Everything's fine … I'm fine ...”  

While denial did not do much to fade down the visions—

sometimes she felt the least she could do was spare him the horror 

of hearing about every one. 

He held her close—sensing she was hiding 
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something―deeply frustrated with Faye's intrusions, wishing he 

had never brought Eva here at all.

He stroked her soft red hair, as she looked up into his eyes

—and he could not help himself just then from abandoning all 

caution and kissing her strongly.  

She breathed in sharply, kissing him back—sucking his 

soul out his mouth—drawing his heart into her―as their spirits 

soared off, super-entwined together.

He pulled away gasping—but dove in for more—when 

from behind a cloud bank, the full moon came out—and they felt a 

tremendous rumbling underfoot.

“Now what was that?”

“Miramar gets restless ...” he said, pulling her toward him 

again, to keep her from looking up―while he kept his own eyes on 

the sky.

Faye's face floated in the clouds, glowering down—Her 

expression raging at sight of their union.

Lightning flashed across the southern sky.

“It's cold all of a sudden―” Eva said, breaking the 

moment.  “It must have dropped ten degrees.”

“We should go,” he said.

He draped his jacket across her shoulders—and then 

quickly packed up their picnic, as the sound of thunder and 

lightning intensified on the horizon.

Clouds blotted out the moon again.
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“Weather turns in a snap here ...”

“The wind is the worst, when it wends through the trees—

squealing like a stuck pig.  Its enough to make your bones ache and 

soul shudder.”

“It was like Eden an hour ago.”

“Let's not linger any longer.”

But the rains rolled in fast—and they were caught in a 

downpour—forcing them to stop in at Old Den Morrissey's cabin

—to wait out the heart of the tumult.

Morrissey was a reclusive, long-time family friend, who 

remembered Seven immediately.

He invited them in—glad to see a new face in Eva—for he 

always relished the opportunity to show off his gun collection to 

someone new—and to tell a few tales too.

So when Seven went upstairs to dry himself down—and 

Eva asked Den if he had any interesting Forest stories to tell—he 

was eager to please.  But being privy to the Bane family secret—he 

was conservative in his conversation―unsure how much she 

actually knew. 

He decided the Legend of the Silverskin was fair game—

since everyone in those parts had heard of Her.

“The long dead ghost of a silver elf named Lady Faye 

haunts these parts—with skin of molten silver, piercing green eyes

—and horns and hair raven black.  
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“She swims through the air between the trees, with Her 

supernatural companion anaconda Draca ever flying at Her side.  

The two make a ghoulish pair indeed.”

Eva covered her mouth to hide a nervous, incredulous smile

—shifting uncomfortably in her seat.

“It was about nine years ago now,” he went on.  “In the 

hottest August on record here—when She first started coming 

down out of the deepest trees of Miramar.”

“Have you ever seen Her yourself?”

He nodded.  “It was noon—and I was out checking up on 

the crops.  The day was proving most routine before I came upon 

the highway.  

“Back toward the Old Mill, looking diagonally across the 

field, I spotted a silver sphere hovering in the air—high above the 

treetops.

“At first I thought it was a balloon—but it was much bigger 

than that—and too perfectly round—like a ball bearing high up in 

the sky ... 

“Then it swiftly descended to the ground—into a copse of 

trees by Byron's Creek―when from out of the reeds—She strode 

into view.

“Her eyes instantly met mine—and I could clearly feel Her 

reading my mind.  

“I tried to break Her gaze, but She would not let me go—

until finally a pick-up slowed on the highway, to make sure that I 
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was alright—and She retreated back into the copse—from where 

the sphere re-emerged—floating up above the treetops. 

“I ran across the field, trying to keep it in sight as it 

continued to climb higher―when on my mother's grave―it 

suddenly changed course then—and darted off far out of sight 

behind Miramar …

“For the rest of the day I had to remind myself of what I 

saw.  Then I found out afterward that others had seen silver 

spheres in the same area—and by talking to them, we eventually 

determined as a group that whatever we saw ...  It was definitely 

real.”

“Ever afterward I occasionally wondered if any of it had 

really happened at all—but I always knew deep down that all of it 

full well did.  I felt it.

“Wow—that is sooo creepy ... ”

“I've never been the same since.”

“Did you ever see Her again?” 

“Yes—but before I did, I spent months and months 

studying everything I could about Her.  

“I found a dusty old book in the basement of French's 

Forest Library, called The Legend of the Silverskin: The Lost 

History of Lady Faye of French's Forest by an eccentric psychic-

historian named Dylan Raine from the late 18th century.

“According to Raine's account, She has haunted these 

woods three times before, in the thousand years since She 
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originally died.  

“Each time, she did so by possessing the body of a girl—

transforming her into the fearsome Silverskin.

“Raine describes how back in the Dark Ages, She ruled the 

North woods.  

“She developed a tyrant's reputation by blocking passage of 

the 'pale ones' or 'long tooths' through to New London—for She 

was the greatest of all vampire-killers—since it was in Her blood.

“'Pale ones … … ...”

Den nodded gravely.

“Sounds like She was something of a protector of the 

Forest?” Eva offered.

“Perhaps in the way a spider spares us of flies—before it 

bites us in the night.

“No vampire would traverse the North Forest, for fear of 

Faye's menace―but that is not to say humans were safe there 

either—for She was well known at times to be indiscriminately 

sadistic toward whomever She wanted—vampire or not—as Her 

taste for pain and suffering did not know prejudice—nor was it 

ever glutted for long.

“Anyway―only if one were fleeing a vampire, would one 

ever dare pass through the North Forest.   

“According to the book, you see, French's Forest was only 

free in the South—where the sun elf Solana—Faye's innocent half-

sister—guarded over all with love.”  
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“In his epilogue, Raine suggests that in order to exorcise 

French's Forest of the Silverskin—Lady Faye must somehow be 

reminded of the mortal life she once led—and why She deserved 

now to finally rest in peace.”

“Okay—hold on now,” Eva interrupted.  “You have to tell 

me: do you honestly really believe any of this?”

Den shrugged casually—calculating his response.  

“Elves and vampires crop up in ancient writings on every 

continent—dear.  It's hard to say one way or another what actually 

walked these lands long ago—now isn't it?  Especially when we do 

not even seem to know what stalks among us in the here and now.”

She nodded reservedly.

“Ca1l them what you will ...” he went on.  “Asanbosam, 

Peuchen, Strigoi, Nhang, Nosferatu, Nephilim ...”  They are all of 

the same blood-line that has slithered over earth for millenia.

“Every culture refers to them—in one form or another—

plaguing humankind.

“So at least keep an open mind.  But if you really want to 

know what I think—I believe they are as real as you or I―for I 

have seen them with my own two eyes.”

Eva gasped under her breath.

“Some of my best friends—whom I have known all my life

—turned out to be closer in blood to them than us.”

“That is a scary thought.”

“Just be careful out there.”
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Seven returned then—and the conversation now sharply 

veered into lighter topics.

Seven filled Den in on the ups and downs of being a 

starving artist in Old York—and how he often wondered if he 

would have been better off sticking to his drugstore delivery job 

back in New London.

Toward dusk, the storm turned.

After giving their good-bye's and thank-you's—they made 

their way back toward Bane House, sticking to the path, propelled 

by a zip in their heels.
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xii. Sate His Veins At Her Font

Nearing home, Seven remembered his promise to Doug to 

stop in at the Alterman's, to warn them about the bear in the area.  

He figured he would leave out the 'Hellbear' moniker.

“Looks like their lights are on upstairs—should we knock?” 

Eva said.

“I hate to just drop in on them unannounced, but I guess it 

is important.”

“Will they be mad?”

“No—they're very laid back.

“He's a train engineer from the city—and she's a retired 

world-class horse-trainer.”

“Is that their horse-barn?”

“Yea—they have a stallion and mare in there.  Well, 

Summer was just a filly when I knew her.”

“You used to go over there a lot?”

“Ya …  I took Darkhoof out a few times …  He was always 

good with me—but the Alterman's thought he was possessed.”

“Possessed?”

“They lost their boy Red.  They let him ride for the first 
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time on his own one day.  He took Darkhoof up the trails of 

Miramar—and what happened on the summit that day … well—

only that horse will ever know—since the horse alone came back 

alive.”

“Oh my, that is terrible!”

“They never stopped blaming themselves …  Now when 

the coyotes howl at night—Darkhoof neighs and kicks up his 

stable―until the whole Forest is awake.

“One time he even broke loose and hoofed the life out of 

the Alterman's dog Banjo.”

“God …  Did they find a body?”

“They only found Red's ball-cap ...  

“They always suspected Darkhoof was responsible—

particularly because he became unstable and violent in ensuing 

years―like he were an entirely different horse―but they never 

had the heart to put him down ... 

“Then after Banjo died―Mrs. Alterman decided Darkhoof 

must have in fact been possessed by Red—because the boy and the 

dog never got along in life.” 

“Oh my ...  That is such a twisted story.”

“They said some nights―when Darkhoof was left out to 

graze—that he would seem to grow in stature—and that his spine 

would become hunched and spiky … and he would howl at the full 

moon like a coyote.”

“Whaaat?”
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Seven nodded.  “His eyes would bleed—and Mr. Alterman 

swears that one time, while he was closing up the stables for the 

night—Darkhoof grew increasingly disturbed, working himself 

into a frenzied madness.

He said that once again the horse transformed into this great 

big black hulking beast—this time with nine tails aflame—and 

breaking free of the barn—it galloped about the fields, spreading 

concentric circles of fire.

“That is incredibly creepy.”

Seven shrugged.  “You can ask them about it yourself if 

you want.  Mrs. Alterman loves talking about Red absolutely any 

chance she gets.”

Eva shivered uncontrollably.  

Seven nodded darkly—grimly.

He rapped on the door twice.

It opened inward on its own.

Eva rubbed her eyes—and while she did―the lights inside 

flickered.

“What the―”

Seven went to pull the door shut again—wanting nothing to 

do with a haunted house—when Eva opened her eyes again—and 

the lights remained on.

“What?” she said, seeing his hesitation.

“Nothing …  I think the power went out for a second.  They 

must have left the door open.  I didn't notice when I knocked.”
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He rang the doorbell.

“Should we just leave a note?”

“I don't want to walk in on them …  They might be 

sleeping … or otherwise occupied.”

Through the front hall, they could see into the kitchen, 

where the lights were also on.

Seven suspected someone must still be around, when 

without apparent cause, the dining chairs started stomping on the 

floor in an eerie, rhythmic beat.  

Forks and knives clanged in the air—as plates flew out 

from cupboards in every direction, smashing all over the stone 

floor—and disintegrating in orchestrated volleys against all four 

flower-papered walls.

“Oh my God!” Eva cried—eyes flashing green as she 

crossed over into the house—smoothly pulling her phone out and 

arming its cam for action.

She had once wanted to hunt ghosts.

“Eva!  Eva!  What are you doing?”

Cats growled and hissed, jumping at nothing—

spasmodically clawing up and down the curtains.

“Come on, you coward!” she shouted back.

“Eva ...?” Seven intoned, terribly alarmed.  

Her voice sounded more guttural all of a sudden—and this 

risky behaviour was definitely not like her.  

Caged birds screeched in cacophony—bursting feathers 
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against bars—disturbed by evil vibrations.

The dining room chandelier shook until it came crashing 

down on the table—shattering everywhere.

Eva jumped, but kept on filming with her phone.

“Let's go!” Seven barked.  “This isn't safe ...” he begged from the 

door-way—waving her back.  

He fought the urge to run in after her, because he knew that 

was what Faye wanted.

She was just baiting him in.  

Skittish yet inquisitive―Eva jumped at every fright—

madly snapping shots as she twisted about—almost as if the mood 

of the room were taking her over.

She batted her eyes—and they flashed to green and back—

as she twirled about at the bottom of the stairs―and the house 

swept her up in its insanity.

Finally, She raised her hands in surrender to the euphoria—

from such close proximity to the Other side.

“Come on inside, Seven,” she cried, closing her eyes.  “It 

so warm in here!  I just feel so alive!!!”

“EVA!  IT’S FAYE!  SHE’S GOT YOU!”

Suddenly, every window in the house blew out—showering 

Eva with glass shards—cutting her all over.

She fell to her knees, crying out—suddenly wondering 

where she was—and what had happened.

“Eva!” Seven called, about to go in after her, when the door 
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slammed shut in his face, locking him out.

Then the remaining kitchen lights went out—and Eva rolled 

onto her side—bleeding in the dark.

Thunder shook the foundation violently.

“Seven ...” she whimpered helplessly.  

“Eva!” he yelled—kicking the door—but Faye was 

fortifying it with Her field—keeping him out.

Hearing him was enough, however, summoning Eva's 

courage.  She crawled for the front door.

Reaching up, she fumbled with the handle—but feeling 

faint, she was about to black out—when an icy hand fell ever so 

softly on her right shoulder.

She screamed in terror, whipping around to see the 

Silverskin in the shimmering flesh―all afire in a blazing blue 

inferno—with demonic green eyes dancing—and long twisted 

horns now spiraling wickedly.

But then the black curtain fell again.

The next thing Eva knew, Seven was lifting her up—

carrying her out into the cool of the night.  

She was bleeding everywhere—wiping it from her forehead 

and eyes—tasting salt on her lips.

Seven faltered down the path, unraveling under the smell of 

blood—losing his conscious mind.  

It was teasing the monster out of him, making him succumb 

to the dark will of undead instincts.
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He wanted to set her down―to sate his veins at the fleshy 

font of her neck—to take her soul from her then and there—and 

feed his deepest beastly vice, by sacrificing the very life of his 

beloved Eva Marin.

“Seven ...?  Seven …?  What is going on?”

For what seemed eternity, his human side could not escape 

the clutches of his shadow self—but he stood steadfast and 

unwavering until his spirit eventually returned to him—when he 

then walked on, planting one heel after another—until finally 

reaching the lane-end and setting her down on the walkway there

—safe at last.

Shortly, her eyes fluttered open―when the cuts on her face 

began to scab over—and then scar and fade back into freshly 

healed flesh—as the blood disappeared from her clothes and 

vanished up the path into the house.

The front door then shut on its own—as if they had never 

knocked on it at all—and countless clouds of glass shards rose up 

out of the bushes, piecing every pane of the place back 

together―resetting into every frame, fusing into so many intact 

windows once more—as if none of what just occurred had actually 

gone down.

“Seven … what happened?”

“I—”

“I black out again didn't I?”

He inspected the house and yard, but nothing seemed 
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amiss.  There was no evidence of any of it.  

If he didn't know better, he would say Faye had suffered 

some kind of second thought about killing Eva.  

Whatever was the real reason, however, it only made him 

more suspicious about what She was up to next.  

He guessed this was Her way of taunting him—playing 

with the life of the one he loved the most.

“We stopped at the Altermans ...”

“I remember the door opening ...”

Olin and Aly were just now walking up to them, from the 

direction of Bane House.

“What is going on?” Aly exclaimed, seeing Eva sitting 

down as they approached.

“She'll be okay,” Seven reassured them.  “She had another 

spell.  She just needs time.”

They helped Eva up to her feet.

He thought of telling Aly what had really happened in her 

house—but he knew that ultimately Faye was mainly interested in 

him―and so he thought it best to leave it alone.  He was used to 

keeping his visions secret anyway.  He was comfortable with it. 

So instead of burdening Aly with the true account of 

events, he decided to lie in order to still keep her alert to the 

possibility of danger inside.

“Somebody might have been in your house,” he said to her. 

“We found the door ajar.”  
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“Oh my god,” she exclaimed.

“Did you go in?” Olin inquired.

“I think that it's all clear now.”

Olin went in to double-check.

“We were at the drive-in,” Aly said.  “Then we stopped by 

Bane House.  Olin was acting strange the whole time.  I wonder if 

he sensed something wrong.”

“Where are your folks tonight?” 

“Down South for the winter.”

Olin came back out shaking his head.

“I checked every room.  If anybody was here, they didn't 

stay long enough to leave a trace behind.”

“Should we call the Sheriff?” Aly asked.

“Tony's got his hands full with a black bear in the woods, 

so maybe hang tight ...” Seven offered.  

Olin noticed Seven was acting strange and pulled him aside

—out of hearing distance.

“What is going on?” he said.

“Nothing—I'll fill you in later.”

“You saw Her didn't you brother?”

Seven put a finger to pursed lips.

“Come on ... what happened?”

“Drop it, okay?  Not now.”

“Listen―you know I have to know.  Besides—this is about 

Aly's safety now, not just your precious Eva.”
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“Know what?” Aly interjected, having sharper ears than 

they realized.

“Nothing ...” 

“Well I guess we should be getting back,” Seven said, 

taking the window to exit.  “Eva needs to rest,”  he said—helping 

Eva back on her feet. 

“No!” Aly said.  “I mean ...  Please don't ...   I would be 

much better if you stayed longer ... ”

“We really should get going.”

“Nonsense—we can stay for a bit,” Eva said.  “It's the least 

we can do—don't you think?”
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xiii. When She’s Done With Me

So they ended up going back into the house—but Seven 

was reluctant to cross the threshold—sensing his presence would 

attract Faye's attention.  

“Come on,” Eva urged him in.

But he could not budge.  

His throat seized up.  

His face fell pale—and his mouth dried up.  

As hard as he tried—he could not move his feet.

Seeing his distress, Eva stepped back across the threshold 

to try and comfort him.

“Babe?  What is the matter?”

Finally, he felt his jaw unlock and slacken—and he 

managed to mutter: “Nothing ... just felt nauseous.”

“Okay, do you want to just go home instead then?  I will 

tell them you aren't feeling well either and―”

“No—I'm fine,” he said, determined to be calm and keep 

his demeanor cool and casual from now on.  

So despite a lingering trepidation, he stepped into the house

—pushing down all of the nagging fears.
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But no matter how positive-minded he stayed—he secretly 

knew that he was triggering fate by recklessly marching right back 

into the den of the Huntress.

They made some tea and started a game of cards—when 

they heard Darkhoof howling outside.

“Is that your horse?” Eva inquired.

Aly nodded.  “We call him Red.”

Olin put his cards face down and rubbed his temples.

Red continued to howl long and stridently, like Hell were 

raining down—like Death were riding in.

“Will he be okay?  Should we check on him?”

“He’s likely just seen a coyote.  It always sets him off,” 

Olin reassured Eva.  “He will calm down in a bit.”

“We never even notice it anymore,” Aly added.  “Except 

when company is over.  It is so embarassing.”

“Does he ever get out of the barn?”

“Sometimes …  We caught him over at Morrissey’s just 

last week actually …  But it’s only when the mood takes him.  

He’ll jump stall and bust out.”

“He’s been a hard horse to break, ever since the … 

accident,” Olin said.  “Personally, I think he just longs to be free 

…  Some animals can’t be tamed.”

“Father is building a new barn in the spring,” Aly added in 

afterthought, almost apologetically.
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They poured more tea around—and after a few minutes—

when Eva excused herself to the bathroom—Red quit all at once—

like his throat were cut.

So they continued playing cards, trying to keep the talk as 

light-hearted and casual as possible.

But the evening seemed bound for the rocks when half-way 

through the game Seven noticed that the Queen of Spades in his 

hand was wearing a silver crown—and Her green eyes began to 

floate from up off of the card.

‘I knew that you would come back for Me, Seven …  I knew 

that you loved Me—and Me alone ...’

His heart sank, for he knew in his gut that Faye's wrath 

would only unravel from here on in.

‘NO!’ he objected in his mind.  ‘Leave me alone!!!’ he 

thought.  ‘I will NEVER love You … !!!’

The card grew hot in his hand, causing him to drop it on the 

table―and he watched as it set blue fire across the cloth—quickly 

setting the table ablaze.

He recoiled, tumbling back over his chair—jacket flying—

as he rolled across the floor.

The others could not see why he was alarmed—but they all 

jumped up to help.

“Seven?  Seven!”

“Seven it's okay, it's okay ...” Eva said—coming to his side, 

trying to put her hands on his shoulders to comfort him—but as she 
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touched him―the blue flames suddenly became visible to her as 

well—although they did not burn her.  They only burned Seven.  

Terror struck hard through her heart as she watched him 

being consumed before her eyes.

“What is the matter with him?” Aly asked, voice tremulous

—touching Eva's shoulder—and when she did, she also saw the 

flames.

Seven continued to scream, grabbing for his jacket that had 

fallen next to him.

He beat the blue fire off his legs with it, but being 

supernatural, they just kept flaring back up.

“Step aside,” Olin calmly instructed Eva.

He hoisted Seven up—lifting him over one shoulder.  

He now saw the flames as well—but they did not burn him 

either—and he knew it had to be Faye.

“GOD!!!” Seven growled, breathing heavily, trying not to 

black out.  “Please Faye ...  I will love you …  I will come back to 

you—please … just … stop …. it—”  

Olin ran with him upstairs to the bath—spun on the cold tap

—and plunged him under the spout of ice water, pinning him down

—but Seven continued to struggle, for the flames continued to 

flare up as fast as the water doused them out—fueled by his own 

fears.

Aly and Eva watched from the doorway, stricken in a panic, 

clinging to each other for courage—as Seven screamed for any 
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mercy from the agony.

“I'm calling 911,” Eva announced.

“No … It's no use,” Aly objected.

“What …?  What do you mean?” 

Olin hissed back at her: “It won't do any good—it's all in 

his mind.  He needs to fight it off.”

Eva glanced in the mirror, but where Aly's reflection should 

have been—a silver skinned woman hung upside down from the 

ceiling, long black hair fanning about as She twisted—clutching at 

Eva's reflection.

Eva squealed, turning sharply to face Aly, whose face 

suddenly looked scaly and serpentine—with slit yellow eyes—and 

long pointed ears twitching.

“What is wrong?” Aly begged—seeing the look of horror 

on Eva’s face.  She looked in the mirror herself, but saw nothing 

strange about her own reflection—for by the time she did, she had 

already returned to her human form, having regained her 

concentration once more.

Eva could not believe her eyes—however—and looking 

back in the mirror again—to see if it had returned to normal as 

well—she saw the Silverskin grappling her mirror self in close—as 

she struggled to break free.

Meanwhile, beside them in the tub, Seven went on wailing

—still allowing himself to be burned alive—as Olin slapped his 

face to break him from his mesmerism.
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The Silverskin then dropped upright—landing with two feet 

on the floor—and began devouring Eva from the neck down—

blood spurting everywhere—as She hungrily feasted—and life 

sapped from Eva's convulsing body.

She gorged Herself—crushing Eva's flesh and bone under 

powerful jaws—stuffing the corpse into her belly—until Her 

abdomen bloated like a snake. 

Eva blacked out at the horrific sight of herself being 

devoured by Faye.  She fell into Aly's arms—just as Olin pushed 

Seven fully underwater, desperately hoping that if  totally 

submerged—the blue flames might be snuffed.

“Please ... Olin,” Seven begged in lifeless breaths each time 

Olin pulled him up for air.  “Just get out of here ... She’ll come for 

you … when She's done with me.”
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xiv. Gut Instinct Just To Be Hers

Aly held Eva in the corner—and the longer Eva remained 

under consciousness—the stronger the flames burning Seven got—

with every passing second.  

“Please!” he begged Olin, meeting his gaze. 

Olin stood up, dumbstruck as to what to do.  

It turned his stomach to think of leaving his brother there, 

but he was noble enough to grant Seven's wish.

He started to back away, as Seven buckled and convulsed 

in the final spasms of a life force leaving a corpse-elect—until his 

body became limp and lifeless.

Eva resurfaced then—and seeing that Olin was leaving 

Seven to die—she then cried out in dismay: 

“What are you doing!”

Aly held her back, but Eva's love was strong.

With effort, Eva broke free from Aly's grip—and tried to 

dash past Olin.  But he was too fast—caught her up—and carried 

her away.  Aly followed behind—all the way down to the first 
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floor—even as Seven continued to scream for help behind them. 

Eva beat Olin's chest and broke into tears.

“YOU MONSTERS!!!”

“Nothing we can do for him now”

“God damn you!!!  LET GO OF ME!!!”

“Eva, please ...” Olin growled, setting her down—but he 

underestimated her—and she kneed him between the legs as hard 

as she could—buckling him to his knees.

He could have used his otherworldy strength—and she 

would have been unable to escape—barring crushing her bones—

but part of him knew she was right—despite Seven's wishes.  It 

was then that he thought of the Payne.

Eva dashed back upstairs.  

“Seven I'm coming!” she called out in earnest, but she did 

not know what she would do when she got there—and when she 

hit the next landing, Seven's screams stopped altogether—as if it 

were over for him.

Her heart blasted.  

She burst into the bathroom, over to the tub, only to find all 

that remained of Seven was a skeleton held together by the last of 

his semi-undead blood—clung to by only the odd globs of flesh 

that were still melting under crackling blue flames—with his heart 

still beating afire behind his bare rib cage.

She cupped her mouth—suppressing vomit.

Someone grabbed her and she screamed.
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But it was only Olin—and he handed her over to Aly again

—as she whimpered in despair for her love.

Olin had an idea, one last chance for Seven.

He stepped over Seven's fiery bones—leaned down and 

carefully picked the skeleton up in his arms.

Seven's spirit remained moored by a string.

Olin turned—and with a steely glint in his bottomless red 

eyes—he started into a steady trot—down the stairs—from the 

front door to the walk beyond.

He shifted into a sprint—full tilt—summoning his 

supernatural speed—racing for the water's edge.

“Where is … he taking … him?” Eva asked Aly, barely 

able to form words—having lost all hope.  

“To the Payne,” Aly responded grimly.  “For its fabled 

healing power—the one place where the Silverskin never goes—

and perhaps, the one place where these flames may be doused—

and Seven may be reborn.”  

As Olin raced for the water, he heard Faye's voice:

‘Olin, why would you spare a man's life, who stands in the 

way of the One you love?’

Grimacing—Olin shook his head—and he kept on moving

—putting Her out of mind.

‘Olin … you know I know you …  You know I know you 

only ever wanted to be with Me, Olin … Olin, don't do this … Olin 
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…  Let your brother die in the brush, like the worm he is—and 

come with Me Olin, so we can now be together in love at last ...’

Olin faltered, for Her words were exactly what he had 

always wanted to hear.  

In his darkest moments, from the cauldron of his weakness, 

he had even wished death on his brother—if it would pave his 

heart into Hers.

He set Seven down by the side of the road, where the path 

to the Payne opened up nearby.

Except for the final beats of his heart, there was little left to 

distinguish his brother from the grave—and any moment now 

would surely be his last.

A callousness washed over Olin—as he gave in to that old 

disdain for things like feelings and honor—in exchange for the gut 

instinct to just be Hers—no matter who stood in his way—no 

matter the price.

“I could not let you die at your own request, dear brother … 

but maybe I can do it at Hers ...” 

In a final show of will over his body, Seven stopped his 

heart, wishing it all were over, rather than to be laying there at the 

end of the tunnel of existence, without even dear Eva by his side to 

send him off.

‘That's right, Olin.  Such a good boy, doing as you're told 

…  Come to Me now …  Through the trees you will see a light …  

Follow it and there you will find Me, where we will share eternity 
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at last.’

Olin started to march away, more under the influence of his 

nervous system, than higher faculties.

In the back of his heart, he knew it was wrong what he was 

doing, but his soul had lost its clarity of voice in the sudden onrush 

of Faye's influence upon his heart.
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III

May Your Dogs 

Always Roam
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xv. Race For The River Payne

Meanwhile, back at the Alterman house, Eva had recovered 

and risen.  With Aly at her heels—the two of them tracked Olin 

down toward the river.

They came upon Seven's skeleton by the side of the road—

and Eva dropped to her knees, awash in despair, for his heart 

seemed to have finally stopped.

But Aly was not convinced, for she knew very well that he 

was half-vampire—and that his great regenerative powers were 

always easily underestimated.

Then they both perked up to see his heart beat once.  They 

waited on edge for it to happen again—and after a full minute it 

did.  So Aly sprung into action, catalyzing her transformation into 

her lizard skin form.

Her muscles bulged—as she convulsed—and arched 

backward—shrieking up at the full moon—arms upraised—until 

finally hulking over wickedly—covered in scales—her slit yellow 

eyes coldly setting upon Eva—who backed away out of terror at 
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the sight of her.

Then she approached Seven's bones—bent down low and 

scooped them up in her arms—turned toward the path that led to 

the Payne—and started off.

“Come, Eva …” she beckoned back over her shoulder.  

“We will give him to the river―and if it only takes him farther 

away from us, then may it at least also take him farther away from 

the Silverskin.”

So Eva followed—disconnected yet well beyond disbelief

—in the realm of a waking sleep.

At that moment, elsewhere in the woods, Olin was finding 

every time he was about to pounce on Faye's silver light, She 

would just dart further off into the Forest.

He found himself tracking along a precipice, that gave way 

onto Elder's Valley—and the path he was on grew narrower, until 

his pace was slowed to a plodding, rocky-footed passage.  Her 

light grew smaller and smaller until She disappeared—and he 

found himself in near total darkness, except for the stars above—

with the full moon blotted out by the flank of Miramar to the 

North.

Now he stopped, gazing over the edge down to where 

jagged rocks lined a brook far below.

He felt dizzy as he gazed into the abyss—when Her voice 

came to him again, in its silken song:
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‘Pitch yourself to your grave, Olin, if you trust Me, if you 

love Me … if you care for Me anywhere in your heart, Olin …  You 

know I am the One for you ...’

“No,” Olin said stubbornly, backing up, shaking his head 

hard side-to-side—rubbing out his eyes.  

He was shrinking back from his trance—having been led so 

far from home, that his instincts to get back before he got in any 

deeper were triggered.

‘OLIN!  Listen to Me …  Listen closely … 

‘My love …  I need you to trust Me, when I ask you to do 

something—and if you do not, I cannot go on with this charade 

any longer … this shadow of a romance ...’

“No!” Olin objected, pulling himself back from the edge—

casting his eyes toward the woods behind him―not down and out 

toward the water below.

But then, Her silver sphere reappeared in the valley, casting 

up a great blue shine—lighting up the banks in a blue fire—and 

turning the brook to molten silver.

Then a shimmering mist rolled in off the water, gradually 

filling up the lowland in a brilliant wet glow, rising to the precipice 

where Olin had just stood.

It caught his eye as it rolled over the lip—and he could not 

help but cast his gaze into the haze―drawn to the glow of his One 

true love—his oldest crush.

Then the undulating bosom of Her silver mist finally 
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enveloped his heart—and again She played his mind:

‘Olin …  Now you can plainly see, with your own two eyes, 

that I will be here to catch you when you fall—as ever I was—and 

ever I will be—if you but trust Me and take that first plunge—that 

first act of faith …’

Olin shook his head again—but did not vocalize his dissent 

this time―nor did he look away.

‘I have been hurt before myself, Olin … 

‘I have had my spirit broken by the rejection of your 

brother …  He never understood what he had in Me …  He never 

loved Me the way that you have …  

‘I took you for granted—and Seven took Me for granted, 

Olin … He hurt Me—and he left Me unable to jump in with anyone 

ever again so easily… 

‘I need you to do this for Me, Olin, please …  Just this 

once, to show me your true feelings.’

Again Olin's eyes glazed over—and he took a step closer to 

the edge—longing for Her—as Her blue fire warmed his body, 

licking over the cliff—flicking and snapping at his shifting toes of 

indecision.
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xvi. Been Burned By Her Before

Back by the Payne, Eva watched as Aly waded out into the 

river with Seven's skeleton cradled in her arms.

She let his crackling bones float on the surface as the 

reflection of the full mooon rippled long in the water.

She hunched over him with her toothy maw open, lifting 

his head so the last of his melted lips met hers.

“What are you doing?” Eva whispered to herself, as Aly 

breathed out, sending a red hot fire into his cage of bones—

illuminating his frame in a bright burn.

“No ...” Eva cried softly, covering her face.

Seven's moribund bones convulsed several times—as his 

frame danced in swirling fire—now riddled by chaotic sunspots—

until he was aglow in an otherworldly supernova—and Aly was 

blown back toward shore.

His skeleton sank out of sight—as Aly waded out of the 

water unharmed—recovering her senses as she reverted to human 

form—plodding toward land.

“Aly, my God … what … are you?”

“Put it out of mind for now—and I'll explain later.  Right 
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now Seven needs us.  Take my hand … We must immediately 

focus our hopes together for him.”

Just then there came a rumbling and the ground beneath 

their feet shook in a series of tremors.   

They embraced to stabilize each other.  

“Pray for him Eva, put your thoughts his way—for he will 

hear us—and it will bring him back.”

Eva closed her eyes and let her mind wander to memories 

of skating with him in Victory Park.

Then the Payne turned red and began to boil over—as a 

great coiling funnel of water rose up toward the moon—out of 

which rose Seven's body, still aglow from Aly's fire—arms 

outstretched—spinning in upward spirals—until he was so high he 

was almost out of sight—where he froze there hovering—just as 

the water fell back to the ground—and the river grew resettled.

“Aly ...” Eva squeaked.  “What is happening―”

But before Aly could respond, there was a loud thunderclap

—and Seven plummeted back down to the Payne, plunging in feet 

first—swallowing water, dousing his lungs—dulling his 

supernatural glow.

Meanwhile, at that precise second, back at Elder's Valley, 

Olin closed his eyes and leapt off edge.

It turned into a torturously slow descent—as if he were 

suddenly featherweight—as he tumbled through iridescent 
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striations for what seemed eternity.  

There was a low hum—and he heard Faye:

‘Wa-ha-ha-ha …!  Wa-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha …!!  

‘You FOOL!!!  Falling for Me like you were some kind of 

pathetic mortal!!!  Wa-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!!' the Silverskin cried

—voice echoing off the cliff above—and river banks all around—

bouncing about the valley.

Olin's heart sank—to realize that he had been burned by 

Her before—and now here he was falling for Her all over again—

literally this time—and for the last time. 

Then and there, he decided that if he survived this 

night―he would never allow Her to come between him and his 

good brother ever again—no matter what.

Then the mist suddenly opened up—his descent accelerated 

to full speed—and he slammed hard into the silver brook below—

as his thoughts faded to black.

When he came to, the impromptu brook had dried up—and 

he lay in the dirt broken and bloody—wondering why She had 

spared him, after going to such lengths to seduce him—not 

understanding that Seven had just been resurrected—and Eva's 

mind had become distracted.
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xvii. Walking Tall Toward The Shore

Eventually—after standing around waiting breathlessly for 

several minutes—Eva and Aly were beginning to lose hope—when 

a figure finally rose and emerged from out of the Payne.

It was Seven―completely naked and fully healed from 

every burn that they had witnessed him endure—walking tall 

toward the shore.

Eva's angel had come back.

She ran into the water—into his arms—and she could feel 

their spirits reuniting.

“Oh thank goodness.”

“I'm fine, babe.  Everything is going to be okay.”

Seven nodded at Aly as they approached her on shore, 

acknowledging her help in saving his life.  

He walked over and gave her a long hug.  

“How did you know.”

“Olin once told me all about the Payne—and how it had 

healed his broken arm.”

“Yes, I remember, we were playing prey and predator by 

Camp Utopia.  I took him down too hard on the docks—and he fell 
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right in. 

“He quickly discovered his arm was busted, because he 

could not even swim to shore—so I had to jump in after him.  But 

by the time we made it to land together—his arm was glowing 

bright red—and healing itself.

“He was able to play ball with it later that day.”

“Crazy,” Eva exclaimed.  “I cannot believe any of this …  

Aly, you were―”

“Later,” Seven interjected.  “We need to find Olin …  I 

think he’s in trouble.”

“Why?  What is going on?”

Seven paused.  “He loves Her.”

Eva winced—glancing at Aly.

Aly looked away.  “He's just confused.”  

“Sounds like excuses,” Eva intoned dryly.

“Please,” Aly said.  “You have no idea.”  

Coldly turning on them, she walked off.

“Wait!  I didn't mean—” Eva implored.

“It's okay, she understands,” Seven reassured her.  “She's 

just worried.  Come on—let's get out of here.”

“Aly,” he said, as they caught up to her by the road.  “You 

take Eva to Bane House—and I will find Olin.”

“I want to go too,” Aly said, shaking her head.

“Me too,” Eva said.

Seven sighed heavily.
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Then suddenly, they saw Olin, standing a ways down the 

road, teetering on the spot, covered in blood, missing an eye—

grinning wildly.

“Olin!” Seven cried, running up to him—with Aly and Eva 

also coming up behind.

Seven got there in time to catch Olin, who suddenly fell 

into his arms from fatigue.

He then took him into the Payne—just as Olin had first 

ventured forth to do for him—and he gave Olin the breath of fire—

just as Aly had done for him—thus sacrificing some of himself in 

order to reignite Olin.

Olin then rose up high into the air on a funnel of water, just 

as had happened in Seven's resurrection.  

The water fell away, in just the same way—and he came 

crashing back to the Payne—soon to re-emerge from the river—

miraculously renewed—except for his eye.

He pointed at the socket.  “I must have a mental block,” he 

quipped.  “Maybe it will come back to me.”

He shook Seven's hand, grinning just to be alive—and their 

bond felt solid for the first time in some while.

“May your dogs always roam,” Olin recited the old Bane 

family saying, slapping Seven on one shoulder.  

“May you never run out of hills to climb—nor valleys to 

cross—nor suns to send down,” Seven said, reciting it from 

memory.
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“I love you, brother.”   

They hugged for the first time.
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xviii. She Would Watch Them Perish

The entire way back, Eva could not stop asking questions 

about everything.

Seven, Olin and Aly took turns fielding her inquiries—

trying to play down the stranger highlights by focusing on the fact 

that they were all still alive—and that they should be making short 

work of the road home, lest they end up near dead ends again.

But she kept remarking about Aly's transformation—and 

the phenomena of blue fire—and at Seven and Olin's miraculous 

recoveries.

Eventually the rest of them fell deathly quiet—while Eva 

babbled on—until Aly had to hush her up—because they saw 

something scurry in the Forest. 

“Is it Her?” Eva inquired meekly.  Her mind had become so 

dizzied by the avalanche of unnatural events—her subconscious 

was running wild.

There was a distant hum—and the limbs of the trees started 

swaying side-to-side, as if a monsoon were blowing in.  The air 

grew chill.

“See it brother?” Olin said.
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“Over near Cray's Aviary?”

“It's Her,” Aly concluded.  

A female falcon figure stood motionless beside an old barn. 

Seven knew instantly it was Faye, for She wielded Her blue 

firesword Ierre and bloodshield Hete.  She looked back at them 

with better vision than their own. 

“We leave now,” Seven said—and as they took off down 

the road—Faye the Hellfalcon flew after them—rising above the 

Forest crown—swooping and diving at their backs—clawing at all 

of them except for Eva.

Meanwhile—the trees both sides of the highway reached 

toward them—lashing their vines to ensnare the quartet’s ankles as 

they pounded the asphalt aflight.

In her panic, Aly's lizard form triggered—and she morphed 

into scales once more.

Then the next time Faye swooped down—she turned and 

viciously clawed back at Her.

They fell into a rolling melee across the shoulder of the 

road—blood and feathers flying. 

Olin stopped.  “Take Eva home, brother ...  I will stay and 

handle this my way.”

“No—” Seven began to object, but he knew better than to 

disrespect his kin.

“If neither I nor Aly return—speak no ill—just remember 

the good in us.”
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Seven nodded—threw Eva over his shoulder—and saluting 

Olin—he summoned his strong legs to carry them back to Bane 

house in a hurry.

So Olin flew at Faye—but She easily evaded him—leaving 

Aly all broken and cut up on the road.

Aly then reverted to her human form—too beat down to be 

able to maintain her lizard skin.

But just as Olin was helping Aly up—a vine snagged his 

ankle—and he was dragged like a thief behind a horse into the dark 

black gut of the wood.

Aly tried to get up herself—but the Hellfalcon swooped 

down again—tearing into her in a red, raving, frenzied rage—

sparing no mercy.

Faye was finally finished with this meddling, moral bitch—

and Seven's nuisance brother.  

Now She would watch them perish.

As Olin was dragged along the Forest floor, vine after vine 

entangled him, until he was nearly suffocating, only able to see 

through to a slice of daylight—and they continued to squeeze him 

until he began to let go of life.

But then Faye had a better idea than killing him outright—

and in a flash She contrived a plan.  As She continued to crush him

—She began threatening him: 

‘Do as I say now—or say good-bye to your time here, Olin.  
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I will keep Aly for insurance.  You will be My bait and help lead 

Seven to Me.  Do as you are told—and you will be rewarded with 

your life.  Do not—and die!’    

Meanwhile, the Hellfalcon had torn Aly apart so badly that 

she was hardly recognizable—and only on a fleeting ray of sanity 

in Her berserker fit did She remember that Aly was more useful 

alive than dead—and decide to spare the girl the final cut, letting 

her lay near death on the asphalt.

She stood over Her, listening to Aly's shallow breaths—

wondering how it felt to be so helpless—feeding off the 

vulnerability of the girl.  She leaned over, kissing Aly softly on the 

lips.

‘Get some rest, pretty one—you will need it before I am 

done with you.’

She picked up Aly’s broken, bloody body in Her arms and 

started walking down the highway, toward the Payne—and then on 

to Bane House, intent on watching her new puppet Olin kill his 

brother in cold blood—and then watching Olin’s face as She 

crushed the last life from Aly before his eyes—as his reward for 

obedience.

After having revived Aly in the river, however, a mile 

down the road—there arose a dark silhouette of a hulking horse 

now galloping over the hill ahead.  

It was Darkhoof, come to rescue his sister.
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‘Is this what you are here for?’ Faye asked, setting Aly 

down so she stood on the road before Darkhoof.

The horse neighed, nostrils flaring—yellow eyes burning 

through the night like floating lanterns. 

‘Has it been awhile since you have seen your sister—Red?’  

Faye mocked the horse—unsheathing Ierre.

The giant equine shrank, morphing into Red’s human boy 

form—kneeling down at Aly’s side.

‘Brother and sister reunite, how touching,’ Faye said 

sneering—an uncomfortable witness to emotion.

She imagined embracing her sister Solana just then and 

shivered in disgust, shaking the thought away. 

She leveled Ierre’s fiery blue blade, readying it to sever 

Red’s head from his body—and kill the boy for the second time—

for She was his mysterious mountain murderer, the day Darkhoof 

took him up Miramar.  

She had come upon him up there—and caught him 

shapeshifting into his lizard skin—which set Her inner alarms off, 

for changelings were Her achilles heels.  Only changelings could 

truly defeat silver elves—by making contact with them and 

adopting their silver hide—thereby becoming impervious to Ierre’s 

blue fire, for Faye herself could not be burned by flames of Her 

own divining.

So She and Draca had made haste in ambushing Red that 

day—in order to stamp out any chance of the boy growing into a 
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more dangerous foe.  She skinned him alive—roasted him over an 

open fire—and ate every ounce of bone and flesh—not wasting a 

single drop of blood or brain—until the boy had entirely 

disappeared.

She therefore found it odd to look upon him again, even 

though She knew he was just a projection of Red’s undying spirit

—not exactly non-existent, but not alive.

But just as she was about to swing Ierre and lob Red’s head 

clean off of its neck—the boy re-morphed into Darkhoof—and 

charged Her with a sudden full assault. 

She tried to dodge out of his path, but he was already upon 

Her—stamping Her down into the asphalt.  He rose up on hind legs

—with nine tails of fire blazing—wailing like a pack of coyotes—

horns in his head twisting endlessly—spine hunching and growing 

multi-ridged—hoofs flying down like hammers, as fast as 

lightning, mercilessly smashing the Silverskin into the road over 

and over again—until She began crawling away.  

The horse then encircled Her in flames—trapping Her in a 

blazing ring—so that She finally stood up again—fed up with the 

reversal of events—and She taunted Darkhoof, motioning for him 

to dare enter here.

Darkhoof swung back—then galloped forward through his 

own wall of fire—lowering his head to impale Her with his horns

—when She flashed Her green eyes into his—blinding the horse to 

his spirit guide Red.
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Then She nimbly swung up on his back—and rode him 

right out through the fire—only to pull up immediately, for Aly 

had risen.  Aly had summoned enough strength to turn one arm 

into sinewy scales—which she now raised at Faye—eager for 

payback.

The Silverskin hissed—and unleashing Ierre again—She 

leapt off of Darkhoof—falling upon Aly—who knew what she was 

doing this second time around.  Aly knew now that all she needed 

was one good arm to clobber this bitch—and it would be over in 

moments.

But Faye twisted to one side—and from behind Her, Draca 

snaked through the air—diving in for Aly’s exposed human flank

—and so in favor of pawning folly for another day—Aly grabbed 

Darkhoof’s mane at the last moment as he trotted by—and she 

pulled herself up on his back, riding him off to safety—saved by 

her brother.

She could sense Red’s spirit had reconnected with his host 

horse once more—and while wincing in pain—she could not help 

but now smirk at the thought that her mother had been right on the 

mark—and Red really had been possessing Darkhoof all along. 

“Let’s do this then, brother,” she said, pulling his mane.  

“This may be our last chance.”  

Darkhoof was the fastest creature in French’s Forest, so 

they were putting good distance between them and the Silverskin 

in a matter of seconds—and when it seemed they were well out of 
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sight—Aly suddenly steered them down a familiar trail into the 

wood.

She knew French’s Forest almost as well as Seven or Olin 

by this point—and she was therefore more confident that she could 

lose Faye in the bush—than on the road—but the darkness slowed 

them much.

There was no sign of the Silverskin for some time—but 

they eventually began to see markers that indicated they were 

going in the opposite direction intended—indicating Faye was 

manipulating the map.

‘See if you can find your way home now, dear brother and 

sister Alterman …  Wa-ha-ha!!!

'You will die of old age before you ever do!!! …  

'I will enjoy watching the years of your demise.'

“I WILL HUNT YOU DOWN!” Aly declared.  “ENJOY 

EXISTENCE WHILE YOU CAN, WITCH!”

Faye’s ensuing silence was all Aly needed to press on in 

renewed hope.  It took a woman to see through a girl’s facade—

and Aly had more wisdom in her right brain—in just a flash of her 

everyday thought mill—than the Silverskin had ever exercised in 

all of death or life.

The Silverskin wanted Aly to believe she could never 

escape French’s Forest.  She wanted the changeling to think she 

was powerless and lost to fortune.  

But Aly was raised too stubborn to fall for less than 
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absolute vengeance in a situation like this.

She now longed to see Faye dead.   

But several hours later, she was beginning to truly lose 

hope that they would ever escape the trees—and then days on, 

hunger pangs gradually began to kick in.  

They drank from the Payne to get by, but weeks mounted, 

until one day they finally collapsed out of pure exhaustion—

bordering on starvation—and all but extinguished from the sacred 

spark of existence.  

This was when Faye stepped in to save them—offering 

them rebirth if they but obeyed Her every whim—and victims to 

the survival instincts of weakened minds and souls—they accepted 

Her arrangement—not knowing only a few minutes had actually 

transpired in the  entire ordeal since they had first veered into the 

Forest.
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xix. Torches Guide Them Home

When Seven and Eva reached Bane House—the garden-

lights were still on—providing welcome torches to guide them the 

last hundred yards up to the front door.

Seven stopped Eva by one of the dragon sculptures—and 

before she knew what he was doing, he was bent down on one 

knee.

“Oh my God …” she began—voice cracking—heart  

instantly pounding.

Looking up he asked:

“Will you marry me?”

“Oh, Seven … Yes, yes of course I will marry you …  I 

love you so much—YES!!!” she exclaimed—and they embraced—

and he spun her about a few times.

“Close your eyes,” he said.  

Her long lashes intertwined.

“Now hold out your hand.”

He put his in hers—and said: 

“Now open your mind up …  

“Feel a cool breeze on your cheek—as your eyes grow 
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heavy—and picture a very long ladder leaning up the side of a 

crashing waterfall …

“Feel your shoulders getting heavier—as you grow used to  

the sound of my voice—and your spirit drifts away—as you ascend 

the rungs aloft ... 

“Now listen closely, you will remember only one thing 

about today ...  Wipe everything from your mind, but that we had a 

nice picinic―and that was it …  Nothing else of interest happened 

at all ...”

She nodded in understanding.
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xx. Under Stars After Hours

Seven could not find his keys—but Godwin shortly opened 

up, as he had been watching from the window.

They felt better already—just being inside.

“You've been gone all day—how was it?”

“We had a picnic,” Eva found herself saying.

Godwin shrugged—carrying on with coat duty.

To their surprise, Olin was already there—coming up to 

greet them with a big wide grin splitting his face.  

Seven took him off to the side.  “What happened?”

“Fill you in later,” Olin said—unsually nonchalant.  “No 

need to worry Marietta about it.  We can relax.”

“But is Aly okay?  How did you get away?” 

“Aly is fine.  We saved each other tonight, brother,” he said

—patting Seven on the back—winking at him.

“You should have brought her back here too.”

Olin shrugged.  “She's the one who dons the impenetrable 

scales.  Anyway—I'm going back there tonight to make sure 
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everything is good.” 

They all ate cold leftovers together. 

Marietta kept prodding Seven to find out if there was any 

trouble while they were out on their excursion, but he just kept his 

head down—promising to call much more often once they were 

back in Old York.

Eva just kept echoing: “Nice picnic.”

“You should visit sometime, Olin,” Seven said at one point

—trying to change the subject.  “Getting away from the Forest for 

awhile does you good.”

“We'll see, brother ...  Depends on Aly ...”

“Why does Aly get to say whether you visit your kid 

brother in Old York or not?” Marietta scolded.

Godwin puffed on a cigar by the bar, when all of a sudden 

the surrounding bottles started vibrating.  

The tremors sustained—causing some glass to smash—and 

some furniture to be toppled—or otherwise rearranged—but 

leaving no other serious damage.  

“Miramar is hungry tonight,” Godwin mused.  “Nature 

must be trying to tell us something.”

Everybody retired to the drawing room.  

Olin put on some jazzy music, while Marietta wiped off the 

coffee table—as Godwin paced back and forth, postulating the 

time gone since he had spun a yarn.  

After a few minutes of revery for the days when his own 
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father used to weave tall tales, he decided to spin another one, 

about a time when witches and sorceresses clashed over the sacred 

land of an enchanted weald.

Eva was amazed by Godwin's imagination—and 

commented that he should write a fantasy book about it all—as it 

was so fabulously wrought—and deserving print.  

Everybody laughed and feelings were high.

They kept drinking tea—driving out the night—keeping the 

merriment alive an hour on—playing snooker and eating sushi—

shooting darts and sharing jokes.

Eventually, Marietta and Godwin complained about 

growing sleepy—and the old folks retired to bed.  

Seven, Eva and Olin then decided to move their after hours 

party up to the fifth floor for some final heartfelt cheers beneath 

the sparkling stars of the skylight.

The moon was always full in French's Forest—and there 

were meteor showers there once a month—so they often went 

upstairs to catch a light-show or two.

“Well, brother,” Olin began.  “I would be remiss if I did not 

admit you have done good with this one.”

“Thank you.  That really means a lot to me.”

“And I must say, you are not as bad as I first thought,” Eva 

said, to which they roared in laughter.

They toasted to long life and happiness all around.

Afterward, when Seven and Eva were walking back to their 
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room—Olin called after them: “Bless you two!”  

It was the only time Seven ever heard him say it.

Then in bed on that second night—Eva once more felt like 

playing around—so she tried to pull some of her old moves on him

—but he turned away at the mere thought of Faye—not wanting to 

put them in jeopardy.

This surpassed Eva's threshold of frustration, for she was 

already feeling like he was sending mixed signals.  

The day had seemed to hit a downward tone immediately 

after the picnic—although she could not recall what she had done 

to deserve this treatment.

She tried once more—but he refused again―then she got 

frustrated and slipped out of bed in a huff—stepping carefully 

through the darkness into the hall.  

“Eva …?  Eva …  Where are you going?”

She did not answer—and the next thing he heard was the 

bathroom door shut—and the fan come on.
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xxi. Pall Over The World

Eva splashed water on her face—and when then looking 

down in her hands, she saw that it was pouring molten silver right 

out of  the tap. 

She gasped—twisting it off.

Looking in the mirror, she was afraid of what she might see

—when she could not believe her own eyes—for her very 

reflection was missing.  

She waved her hands back and forth, but she could not see 

herself.  She covered her eyes with her hands—suddenly afraid to 

dare look again.

A soft rap at the door forced her to peek—and in the mirror, 

she now saw French's Forest from high above.  

Her body froze where it stood—and the next thing she 

knew, she was gliding through the air over the woods—with her 

arms outstretched, soaring on cool currents.  

Terror and exhilaration shored up her wits—but a strange 

familiarity gave her a beginner's confidence―so she soon took to 

flying like a natural—even beginning to relax and enjoy herself a 

bit—despite having fallen into this astral projection by some 
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uncertain means.

Then there came a soft rap on the door.

“It's just me,” Eva squeaked in flight.

“Going to be long?” Olin's inquired.

“Sorry—it's a girl thing,” she ad-libbed.

Olin did not respond, but she could hear him shuffling 

about at the door—and then the handle began rattling, as if he were 

trying to get in.

“What are you doing?” she hissed.  

She was now soaring down over the treetops, then 

swooping up toward the face of Miramar.

He gave no response, but continued rattling the handle—as 

his breathing grew troubled.

She swept up to the highest precipice of the mountain—

then spiraled down around the far side—until settling into an air-

stream over the Payne.

“Can you not use the bathroom downstairs?”

He let go of the handle, beginning to growl.

Meanwhile, back in the guest bedroom, Seven had fallen 

back to sleep—and he did not hear Olin's growing disturbance.

Instead, he dreamed about what he and Eva might have 

done that weekend instead of coming out here to French’s Forest.  

He fantasized that they had hopped a plane to a tropical 

island instead—far from haunted woods—and were now sipping 
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double margaritas out under the stars.

But while he slept, Eva was wide awake—gazing into the 

river as she passed over it, where she could see her reflection—and 

she swooped down to get a closer look—but the water came up 

faster than she anticipated—and she could not pull out of the dive.

She skipped across the surface, before plunging under—and 

as she descended, she felt herself melting back from the astral 

plane.

She regained consciousness to find herself on her back in 

the bath—with her knees up, legs splayed, feet hooked either side 

of the tub.

Silver water poured from the faucet.

She tried to move, but to her horror, she found that her 

body was paralyzed from the neck down.  

She tried to scream but she could not.  

Olin hovered over her now. 

Her distress was inexpressible.

He lifted her arm and let it splash back in the water—

confirming her compromised state.

“Such a helpless fawn,” he uttered mockingly ―bending to 

kiss her, baring his fangs.

She shook her head with pursed lips, looking him dead in 

the eye with a sharp disapproval. 

He kissed her—forcing his lips on hers—and when he did, 
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his face changed to Faye's visage.  

The Silverskin grinned, sucking Eva's lips—as their mouths 

fused―so Eva could not breath—nor pull away.

Then just as the last light in Eva's eyes began to dim, Faye 

pushed her face fully under water. 

She held it there watching Eva drown.

Then when She was satisfied Eva was dead, She produced a 

note from Her black locks—which read:

Dear Seven, 

Please forgive me, as I love you so—but I cannot go on 

living with the memories of what happened to us today.  

While you were burning alive, you implied that you could 

love Her—and since I could never bear to live without you—I have  

decided to simply not live at all.

Yours Always,

Love Eva 

Faye stepped back out of the bathroom―silently re-locking 

the door behind Her.  She re-morphed into Olin, before returning 

to his bedroom.

Three final bubbles escaped Eva's mouth—and the tub 

became a bottomless abyss—where she felt her soul drift down 

into—out of her body.

Then just as she was all but dead―suddenly―as if by an 
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unseen hand―the plug was pulled free of the drain—and the silver 

water rapidly emptied.

Her spirit returned to its mortal shell once more—as she 

gasped for breath—life returning.

Soon she was able to climb out of the tub, but that alone 

was enough to wind her—and her voice was too weak to yell for 

help—so she just curled up on the cold tile floor there―and closed 

her eyes.

She slipped unconscious for a bit.  

When she came to, she looked around in confusion—

unable to remember anything about what happened.

She rubbed her face in frustration—wondering what had 

possessed her to fall asleep in a tub—but she immediately swore 

off worrying Seven by telling him.  

After a few minutes she sat up—and standing before the 

mirror—she saw how pale and haggard she looked.

She slowly waved one hand back and forth—watching as 

her reflection matched the movement.  She remembered dreaming 

about flying over French's Forest—but that was all that came back.

She turned to leave—not noticing that her reflection did not 

turn with her—but froze.

She climbed back into bed.

Seven seemed sound asleep, as if he had been dreaming 

peacefully the entire time.
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She sighed near despair―knowing already that she would 

be unable to fall into dreams.  

Finally—having had it with holding back—she rolled over, 

curling into him―and began to trace her wandering fingers up the 

back of his legs.

He murmured in his sleep—then swiftly awoke as his 

arousal mounted—and since his guard was down due to him being 

just fresh from sleep—he rolled on top of her, engorged with lust

—kissing her hard.

Snaking his tongue down the nape of her neck―stoking her 

rapture―she arched her back gasping.

He felt the powers of the Forest surge in him―and the urge 

to bite her rose to his lips―but he resisted. 

Their crushing energies unsettled the wood.

Kinetic rings of emotion rippled out from their climactic 

union, spreading across the woods―turning every pointed ear back 

toward Bane House.

Every dark creature of the night was now aware of their 

presence—and Seven knew Faye's fury and rage would surely soon 

cast a pall over the world.
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IV

Lingering Amour 

For The Trees
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xxii. Safe Under His Fox-Skin

 Eva drifted off to sleep first―leaving Seven to lay there 

beside her in bed wide awake.

Looking up through the skylight at the starry night sky 

where Sirius was now slipping by―he started to relax—when 

suddenly, a shrill wail rang out through the night—piercing his 

eardrums like arrows.

The skylight shone in a blue glow.

He heard a heartbeat quicken in his head―and he felt hot 

breath go dancing across one cheek.

‘Lu-cky ... Lu-cky ...  L-u-u-u-cky …!!!’

He bolted upright in bed—brow flushed—blood pumping 

on high. 

Eva rolled over in her dreams—and just then the singing 

faded away.

The blue light vanished—and Seven was left feeling no 

chance for sleep.
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He stepped into an adjoining alcove, to a night-table and 

rocking chair, where he lit a hookah and relaxed.

His thoughts swirled around Faye—and whether She would 

ever really let them leave French's Forest alive.

She was now aware of their presence—and so he sensed it 

would only be a matter of time—while she stalked them in Her 

trademark hunt—coldly calculating the tack of Her prey—before 

She cornered and pounced.

Indeed, it seemed that the undead lusted without end—for 

no matter how far he traveled—nor matter how long he stayed 

away from French's Forest—She was always there waiting for him

—calling him back—reminding him of who he was—and why his 

heart lingered in the past.

Even if it was a thousand years from now—he suspected 

that She might still be found lurking about those woods—singing: 

‘L-u-u-u-cky …  L-u-u-u-cky …’

It turned his stomach to admit to himself that he liked the 

attention—but in his deepest honesty, he did. 

Yet it was even clearer to him now that—if they survived 

this visit at all―he could never go back there—ever again—for as 

long as he lived—unto eternity.
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xxiii.  Love Made Them A Magnet

The clock flashed 11:11 pm.  

His mill of thought was finally letting up—just as his lids 

began to droop.

He curled up in the lap of the rocker, pulling the old fox-

skin across his legs.

Owls hooted in the distance―as traffic droned by, from up 

on the highway.  

They were the last sounds to slip through his head before he 

found sleep.  

In his dreams, he awoke and found his way downstairs—

where he heard a hooting outside.  

Looking out the picture window—he spotted a great owl up 

in the limbs of the darkened wood fringe.  

It blinked thrice—then morphed into the Silverskin, 

crouching naked in the branches, glaring his way.  

She hissed at him, all fangs and wild-eyed.

He gasped—heart sinking at the sight of Her.

Then She shifted form again—this time into Her  
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companion anaconda Draca—and after slithering down the tree 

into the grass—She began to snake across the lawn―on a hot bead 

toward Bane House.  

He gasped, cutting behind the curtain—but he knew 

immediately that it was already too late.   

Looking again—he saw Her reach the front 

walk―reverting into Her silver skin.

Striding up to the picture window—She reached out to the 

glass with one black clawed hand.

The pane blew aglow in a blue fire.

Seven stumbled back from the curtains.

She smashed through the flaming pane.

He dove behind the couch—crawling off.

She blasted away, setting the room ablaze.

She leapt up to the ceiling and tracked him.

He stood up in the kitchen, seeking safety.

She crawled over him and dropped like a bag of bricks—

crumpling him into origami—pressing his face  hard against the 

stone floor—hissing in his ear:

‘Such a Lucky Boy …   How you must have missed Me …  

Well, not to worry, I’m here for you now.’

He struggled futilely.  “Leave me alone, I don’t love You 

anymore,” he said.  “I never really loved You.”

‘Bah!’ She balked.  ‘Such nonsense …  I don’t know what 

to do with you sometimes.  It is like you’ve voided Our memories 
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together—dear Seven.  Why have you blocked Me out of your life 

thus?  Was it because I let you down?  Did I not pay enough 

attention?  Tell Me now, My love, so I may make sure it never 

happens again.’

Bewildered by the twisted nature of Her banter—Seven 

closed his eyes, pretending She was not there.  But being a figment 

of his dream—Her powers were stronger than normal—as strong 

as his own mind imagined.

Out of Her frustration at his lack of response, She picked 

him up and hurled him across the kitchen table.  He collided with 

the far wall, where he landed hard on the floor—curling up in the 

fetal position, desperately trying to mentally will this nightmare to 

wear out and end.

She stood over him now, cruelly playing with Her long 

black claws before his eyes, tormenting him with the sight of what 

would shortly be tearing him apart.

‘Did you really think I would not sense your presence here 

Seven?  You lie to yourself so handily, when it comes to your 

heart.  You know the truth.  You know you brought Eva here to 

perish at My hands—’

“NEVER!  I LOVE EVA!”

‘ADMIT IT, YOU COWARD!'

“GET OUT OF MY HEAD!”

‘YOU WISH HER DEMISE!’

“NO—PLEASE …  SPARE EVA …  
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“I did not mean to drag her into this …  If you must have 

me, then let her go—and I will not resist You.”

‘BAH!  I will suck her heart through her throat while you 

watch—and we will see how much you love it—and how much you 

love ME!!!  

'BAH-HA-HA-HA …  BA-HA-HA-HA-HA … … …!!!  You 

did it to her, Seven!  You wished for this!!!  How does it feel?  You 

wanted her dead!’

The next thing he knew, he heard birds chirping friskily in 

the trees—and looking around, he found himself back in the rocker

—safe under his fox-skin.

He stretched and yawned.

The bad dream dissipated.

The clock flashed 3:33 am.  

The night had finally been swallowed up by the predawn—

and he had hardly slept.

He heard Eva in the other room, tossing and turning until 

she fell quiet as a rock again.

Like always, he wished he could just wake her up, to keep 

him company—but he thought better of  it, remembering it made 

them a magnet.
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xxiv. Lights Dancing In Darkling Eyes

He paced around the alcove for a bit―adrift in a modest 

contemplation of the nature of spacetime. 

 Sparking up again, lights danced in his darkling eyes―and 

between ember-blossom clouds of thought, he shuffled about the 

old bear-skin in figure eights.

He had danced upon this bear too many a night to 

remember them all—for Marietta had told him it warded off evil—

and so he had taken to it with earnest.

He sighed―burdened by a festering guilt—over whether he 

should have erased Eva's memory at all—or whether he was just a 

coward for using his power.   

But he feared her reaction to finding out about Faye—even 

more than he feared her discovering that he had vampire blood—

and she was beginning to question everything on the walk home 

that night—so he could only imagine how the explanations would 

have escalated.  

At the very least, he wanted to break the news to her in his 

own terms—not on some random visit home.

Someday, he would confess how he would never be able to 
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give her children—as a baby between them might turn vampire 

during labour—and kill her outright.

He hoped, by telling the truth once and for all—he would 

help to get the hurt out of his heart—and to finally blow the 

troublesome storms of his spirit out to sea.

After all of this careful thought, he felt much better—and 

his guilt began to abate—as he embraced the future once more—

with a well laid plan for moving forward.

If Eva could not stand the truth, then he would have to find 

the resolve to move on without her.  He would have to wish her the 

best―and go the rest of it alone.  

The truth aired mattered more now than ever before.

After keeping Her inside for so long―he cared little for the 

consequences—so long as he no longer carried the care.  

It occurred to him then that maybe Faye was right—maybe 

he had brought Eva home on purpose―in order that she would 

discover Her—and in turn force his secret free.
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xxv. Crown Of The Black Fall Boughs

Sprinkled in a light gown of snow, French's Forest seemed 

unusually still and serene tonight.

The leafless crown of the black fall boughs made a cold, 

thorny canopy to keep the angels out―skewering the sleek sky 

with so many crooked limbs.

Normally there were restless spirits about—flitting at the 

stray fringes—but not so now.  There was just an eerie calm—like 

the bitter silences that sometimes linger between ex-lovers who are 

randomly reuniting.

French’s Forest had seen more than anything else alive—

yet it never uttered a word of what it knew—but rather just 

whistled nonsensically between its trees—or babbled 

meaninglessly on its brooks—or mischievously evoked strange 

visions in folk—of indecipherable import.

Its limbs clawed up at the cosmic lights like a mob of 

mindless skeletons, all clamoring to just once touch the vast and 

vital altar of an infinite—yet insentient canopy.

On every leaf, the unclear whispers of other dimensions 

were borne.  In every terrestrial bud, foreign forces from another 
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world bloomed.  In every dark and twisted root, an arm reached out 

from the spirit realm. 

But despite much evidence of intelligence, in how French’s 

Forest fueled every mind with the power of consciousness—the 

weald never broke its own silence. 

Even the stars themselves, like the woods, were full of the 

fires of life—yet not born for human tongues—only truly speaking 

in patterns past terran—light-years beyond the clumsy, muddied 

dregs of earthly signs and languages.  

He often sensed the gravitas of their messages—but he 

never positively got through to the logic behind their throbbing, 

twinkling veils—despite intense study.

But when the ghouls were afoot—that was different—for 

the enchanted place then became truly alive.

Every walk of magic and mystery could be found 

there―past the blue leaves of dusk—if you had two ears tuned 

well enough into the finer frequencies of life.  

He found himself now almost missing the place—feeling he 

would rather it go on being every good and evil thing he ever 

remembered—in its own peculiarly haunting fashion—than to dry 

out of its mystery altogether.
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xxvi. Up In Supreme Consciousness

Forest locals mostly hid indoors after dusk—always 

warning visitors to go softly under shroud of darkness—if  

insisting on going out at all.

But it was different with Seven—for his vampire instincts 

allowed him to safely explore the Forest—while his human 

curiousity for flora and fauna kept him interested in the outdoors, 

even when his pure blood kin could no longer be bothered.  

His unique nature singularly suited him for ranging the 

wood—and on any given midnight in his prime, he could be found 

hunting down strange new worlds.  

Forest spirits were drawn to him—and they invariably led 

him back to the wormholes where they had entered his world—

providing ample opportunities for crossing over and touching 

ground on other planets.  

One time later on in his adventures, he had followed a very 

odd, ghostly fox for an entire afternoon—when it lost him across a 

stream—where in the shadows of an adjoining pond, he suddenly 

saw his reflection begin to animate—growing wrinkled, old and 

grey before him.
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It was an elder version of himself with a cane—and he was 

about to witness a Forest vision he would never forget.  It would 

seem to mean more than just the sum of its parts—as if it were 

trying to transmit a warning to him—to abandon ranging forever—

and to never look back.    

He watched then as his elder Seven walked out of a dark 

wood—where he came upon seven red ravens that were lying dead 

in a circle—in a clearing by the Payne.

In the distance, a jaguar circled, stealthily threading through 

the trees.  It was the same cat Seven had often spotted when out on 

his many excursions in the Forest.  

There was always this mysterious nature about the cat that 

emanated benevolence.  He had come to feel it was a good luck 

charm—and that in some strange way it was watching out for him.  

Although it had never ventured close for very long—in 

later days, when Seven was embroiled in his painful affair with 

Faye, the cat would often race out of the shadows to scare Her off.  

Faye would always hiss and curse at the cat.  

She called him 'Old One'—indicating to Seven a strange 

bond between them.  

There was always something about the beast that held sway 

over Her—although in time She did seem to become increasingly 

defiant of the jaguar—even to the point of eventually taunting the 

cat into savage duels.

Nevertheless, whenever She did take the offensive in latter 
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years—the cat always backed off before battle ever descended into 

death blows—indicating to Seven the jaguar also held reservations

—despite his interventions.

So then, in the mirage of the pond, Seven watched his elder 

self carefully approach the ravens—when one-by-one, the birds 

started turning silver—and from out of the circle that their 

circumference delineated—a liquid silver orb oozed up from out of 

another dimension—elevating far above them, out of sight over the 

treetops.

Then it dropped down again, a ways off—low enough to be 

seen—but high enough to remain indistinct—and Elder Seven spun 

about with his cane to crash across the Payne in the direction of the 

flying sphere—in order to catch a closer glimpse, while his eyes 

were still making him a believer—skinned and sober to the sight.

He fell down in the rapids—however—and when he 

recovered, the jaguar was wading through the water, stalking 

swiftly across the rocky shoals toward him.

He scrambled back, fearing that the cat was coming to kill 

him—when a shadow then fell over both of them—and they 

looked up to see the sphere hovering over.

'OLD ONE!!! Faye's voice rang out hollow from the 

pulsing red heart of the weightless orb.  

The jaguar growled up at Her.

A storm whipped in, nearly knocking elder Seven down 

again.  He started heading the rest of the way across the water—
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but before he could make it, he began to rise up into the air, feet 

futilely pedaling beneath him—as he floated up and up toward the 

sphere.

The jaguar roared at the sight—now rising up on hind legs

—transforming into werecat.

Elder Seven disappeared into the sphere then—and from 

out of it, the Silverskin emerged—hovering down—coming to 

reclaim Her one true love.

The sphere accelerated out of sight—taking the elder Seven 

far away from Her and Evan.

The Silverskin landed in the stream, forcing the water away 

from Her by sheer will.

She stalked in on the werecat, swinging Ierre—burning the 

werecat's flank, drawing an arc of blood—sending him recoiling 

into the rapids.

'Now you are mine at last!!!’ She cried.  

But he was not down for long—and as he rose up once 

more—growling in a primal fury—the Silverskin back away, taken 

aback by the rage.

She swiftly sheathed Ierre then—and after slinging Hete 

across Her back—She skinned Her claws, now ready and keen on a 

fight—kill—or be killed.

The werecat roared, leaping at Her—gnashing his teeth in 

her neck—grappling Her down—muscling Her under the breakers 

of the crystal stream.
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She screamed in agony from the Payne.

They rolled over sharp beds of rock—biting and slashing—

tearing and stabbing—bringing each other to shredded, ragged 

ends—two broken lovers from a distant age, now reunited through 

blood and fang.

They fought all the way down to Evyl Falls, where Faye 

finally forced Evan off the cliff—and he tumbled down to his 

death in the rocky basin below.

Midnight was over—and the spirit of Evan French would 

now finally vanish into the abyss of time.

But when Faye turned back from the edge, She came face-

to-face with her own end: Aly on Darkhoof.

Aly had served the Silverskin well all those years, only to 

come at last upon a window where she would make a stand—and 

so in a flash, she kicked up the flanks of her dead brother`s stead 

and charged the Silverskin full on—as she simultaneously 

morphed into her lizard form, leaning down from Darkhoof to claw 

Faye across the face.

  Faye stumbled back in the rapids, already drained from her 

battle with Evan—when Aly spun Darkhoof about and jumped off, 

tackling Faye over Evyl falls.

Together they plummeted to the frothing pool—as Aly 

clung to the Silverskin in a four-limbed death-lock, every last cell 

intent on making sure Faye did not survive this fall.  Aly knew 

only too well that the achilles heel of the Silverskin was the Payne 
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itself—and if she could hold Faye underneath for long enough—

Death would come.

Faye struggled, but Aly was stronger—invigorated from 

years of lying in wait, planning Faye's end, in hidden thoughts—

and now she had action at her back.

She used her lizard instincts to snap into kill-or-be-killed 

mode, for she knew if for any reason this did not work—Faye 

would lash back at her in a fury tenfold.

Aly dragged her down to the bottom, digging her claws 

deep in Faye`s silver hide, clouds of blood flowing up toward the 

surface—and eventually the Silverskin stopped twitching—and 

She began to disintegrate in Aly`s arms, dissipating into the Payne.

The vision in the pond then switched to the elder Seven 

trapped inside the silver sphere—curled up crying in the fetal 

position, shivering uncontrollably inside the cold chamber of 

Faye`s silver heart.

But as Faye faded from body and consciousness—the 

sphere began to shrink, until it was crushing the Elder Seven, who 

futilely pushed against the inner walls—and then used his cane to 

prop open the collapsing diameter of the sphere. The stick shortly 

snapped in half—and he was instantly compacted into a ball of 

flesh and blood—and then eventually nothing but a red speck.

The younger Seven reeled back from the water's edge, 

tearing himself away from the horrible sight of his future self 
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dying inside Her awful heart.

He ended up blocking out most of the details from that 

vision—not understanding the signficance of the sight—thinking 

of it more as a nightmare than anything—and simply wishing it 

would all go away. 

But he did pray to the sky that day—and promised himself 

never to venture forth into French's Forest ever again―so scared 

was he by the sight of himself at Faye's mercy in that far flung 

future twisted ill.

But by the very next night, he was already breaking his 

vow―as the wood called him back.

Deep down he knew for sure that, at the very least, he 

would have to see the Silverskin just once, before he could ever 

quit looking for Her for good.

But beyond even Her, French's Forest had become as much 

a part of him as anything—so that to cut it out of his life seemed 

like killing the feeding hand.

So he continued on, but always with this looming emotion 

in the wings that dead ends for bad choices waited in store for him 

somewhere down the line.

Regardless, he tried to make the best of life.

He would often meditate down by the Blacktree at Evyl 

Falls—or spend an afternoon in a canoe on the Payne—wondering 

what the future held in store.  

Most evenings he prayed that his life went on forever like it 
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was then—and that it never changed. 

From gnarled trunk to ravine dancing wild―from Wishing 

Well to Oracle on Mount Miramar―he never tired of exploring 

those trees—and the Forest never ran out of adventures for him—

every time he set forth.

In hindsight of those wild years, however, he was surprised 

to still be alive—let alone moderately balanced in the head—and 

not entirely off-center of reality.  

For at the height of his exploits, he could have been found 

in unimaginable escapades, doing the most dangerous deeds by 

routine—and daring feats by rite.

He was a Master Archer, Master Falconer, Master 

Swordsman—and Master Ranger—all by seventeen.  

He could track down sylvan apparitions anywhere they fled

—over craggy fields—through the densest thickets—across 

slippery river rock shallows―into reedy crocodile swamps—up 

majestic summits on summer mountain peaks—and everywhere 

else imaginable.

He was equally apt at hiking unexplored tunnels as 

climbing high into the clouds, looking for universal peeks into 

parallel planes low and high, for some small sign of Lady Faye of 

French's Forest.

He was just as likely to conquer his inner  divining―as to 

mount new precipices—for in him there was always this need to 

play spirit off of earth—to temper the divine with the hard line.
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Somedays, for instance, while sitting still, catching the 

wood's wind-song―he would suddenly see the unity in infinite 

blades of grass—and for a moment, the skin of everything wrapped 

him up in supreme consciousness.

But other times, he would spend an afternoon in the boughs 

with his trusty bow and arrows―shooting down flying goblin-rats 

into the dusk—not thinking a single thing in the universe—but just 

breathing with the stars.

In the end, French's Forest always meant more to him than 

She ever did.  She was always just another adventure—albeit a 

symbol of the ultimate hunt to him—but still just a small facet of 

his otherwise deeply fecund pastoral bildungsroman.  His intimacy 

with the woods had become encyclopedic—and his penchant for 

hiking had come to fit the hardiest forester to a tee.  Perhaps with 

the exception of Evan French, there was never another woodsman 

around so adept and capable as Seven Bane.  

Still yet, despite the fact that those trees were his first love

—Lady Faye and French`s Forest came as a set—and so up until 

he finally left the woods for good, he lived with the everpresent 

portent that he was moribund.

Some evenings―he would see a silver flash in the distance

—or spot a ghost flitting fast through the murky pitch—which for 

a moment reignited his hope of finding Her—but it always turned 

out to be a trick of light on his eye—and so he slowly learned to 

leave Her behind.
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xxvii. Liberated From The Wood

He sat down and lit a new smoke with his dying one.  

Out of the past―he recalled catching a blue darner in the 

shade by Black Heron Lake―and he felt a pang of nostalgia.  He 

tucked a tear away from the corner of his eye into a fist―wishing 

he could be that bright kid again.

He never liked letting anything go—because the more he 

did—the more desensitized he became to life.

But that was another age―and he knew times were better 

now―without the Silverskin poisoning the mix.  

He was better off deeply buried away in Old York, 

liberated from the wood's influence—free to be human.  

There was always some lingering amour for the trees in his 

bones—some trace of a fanged lineage in his visage under the full 

moon—or even in the heart of the city, at the height of daylight—

but he was now learning how to live without those old trees—and 

he was getting used to existing without those familiar 

interdimensional vibes.

He ran his fingers over the old carvings in the wood desk.  

He used to sit there and smoke long into the wee hours—writing 
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almost as fast as he was able to think—losing all distinction 

between the pen and the paper.

Sometimes he liked journalling up on the roof, at the peak 

beside the weathervane—or down in the cellar with the rat bones 

and the old wine—or out on the porch looking into the settling 

dusk for creative inspiration.  

But most of all, he liked it right there, in the alcove—at his 

comfy writing desk, with a raven-feathered quill.

He always wrote feverishly―religiously―in case one day 

became his last—in purposeful, longhand pastiches―ever re-

working through countless drafts.  

He told of a young ghost hunter named Nine, who lived in 

an enchanted Forest called Whisperwood.  

The writer-in-residence at NLU evenutally showered 

accolades over him for weaving such fantastic fables—never 

suspecting the stories were real—for to any human being they 

could only read like absolute fantasy.

But looking back, it was all a logical progression from 

exploring to recounting the tales in detail.

He knew firsthand what strangeness lurked beyond the dark 

veil―and so he always longed to tell his story—being gifted with 

such close firsthand knowledge.

In his stories, the ghosts of Whisperwood were the 

quintessential outcasts with whom he so intensely empathized in 

life—based on characters he had encountered in his escapades in 
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French's Forest.  

The adventures helped him belong to something—being the 

lonely black lamb of his family pack of  zombies―and so 

chronicling the escapades just became a natural extension into 

exquisite catharsis for him.  

He found solace in the undiscovered elements of the rock 

and water―in dark rifts where his kin only ever saw the old river 

and rambling banks of soulless stone. 

Then one day in his eighteenth year, he awoke to discover 

an extra-human sense deep inside himself.  

Parallel and everpresent—it was the innate knowledge of a 

dragonfly beating its wings half-way across the world.  

Always lingering in the bottom of his heart—and the corner 

of his mind—it was a kinetic connection to the deepest roots far 

below ground―growing relentlessly ever downward.  

For the first time in his life, his third eye had awakened—

and his human gift for love and empathy had truly flowered.  

For the first time, he had transcended his vampire blood—

and forever after—not Godwin nor Marietta nor Olin would ever 

know―what he now knew.

It was suddenly clear to him that he was just another string 

in the membrane of a vast multi-verse.  

The sky was but a reflection of mind.

The ground ran right out from his feet.

When he heard the birds chirping in the trees, he could 
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almost interpret their natural language.

Seeing a fawn in flight, he would feel as if he were the one 

running fast and free with the breeze. 

When he tracked the foxes down into their dens, he would 

see them with his mind before his eyes.

So he began to explore the Forest for what seemed like the 

first time.  Everything was fresh again.

Then one rainy night of infamy—while following an inner 

calling―he was tracking past a babbling brook, when he ran upon 

a black-haired girl—who just then looked at him with a devilish 

grin and began pulling back her flesh—slowly shedding her skin 

for him—revealing a shiny silver epidermis underneath—that 

shone with a scintillating brilliance—dazzling his heart`s mind.
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xxviii. Before Stars Of A Higher Rarity

A bluish haze hung in drapes over the Forest.

He rubbed his eyes—but the girl was still there.  

He did not recall a body of water here before—and he was 

now amazed by the witness of it—and of Her.  

Her silver skin rippled and surged in maelstroms.  

A silver bow of light arched over the clearing―and fell in 

undulating reflections upon the sparkling pool. 

The girl's green eyes shone two cones of light wherever She 

looked—as if She were glowing inside.  

Black fangs peeked out from over black lips.  Black horns 

protruded up from under a mess of dark locks.  

She waded across the silver water toward a rock in the 

middle of the pond—casting ripples out around Her.  

The boughs of willows along the banks bent and bowed 

toward Her as She moved along through them.

He had finally found Her: the long-fabled Lady Faye of 

French's Forest; the Silverskin in shining flesh.  
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She climbed upon the rock―lounged back on Her elbows

—and began singing a mellifluous melody.  

She sounded as if angels were caged behind Her ribs―yet 

Her lips never moved to produce a note.  

As Her legend went, She could sing so softly that a 

thousand feathers would fall from out of clear skies―or wail so 

long leaves would fall from out of the trees.

She could warble so sweetly as to attract every kind of bird 

to perch in Her hair―or croak so grossly, that a thousand black 

frogs would fall dead from the sky.

He pointed his camera―stilling his arm—steadying himself

—knowing this was his chance.  

He had one shot to catch history.

Closing his eyes—he took it.  

So he had finally fulfilled his promise to himself: to capture 

evidence of Her existence.

Before stars of a higher rarity, he had looked through an 

inter-dimensional lens—and seen something few others could ever 

claim to have beheld before him.  

But Her singing now started piercing higher octaves—

stunning him into a spiraling mesmerism.  

She was intoxicating―with curves that curled lips―and a 

dynamism defying the sum of Her lines.

She turned and gazed long into his tender eyes.  
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She beckoned to him.  'I have been waiting for You ...'  She 

said seductively.  'Please—come to Me ... ' 

He shook his head, but could not resist.  He knew She was 

Death incarnate—but a voice told him to follow Her wishes, to 

allow Her to have his mind and soul. 

He stomped over the clearing toward Her, an automaton 

entranced—sticks and long-grass crunching underfoot as he 

marched—attracted as if to a magnet.

Smiling wickedly, She pulled at the air, drawing him in by 

an unseen tether—twisting his hate into love.  

Dark horns spiralled from Her temples—and fangs snaked 

over Her chin—as She slowly reeled him in.

'Call me Lady Faye ...’ She softly instructed.

 He tried to scream for help, but nothing sounded.  He could 

not disobey his body’s direction—but his spirit was still springing 

to recover itself.

'I have been waiting for You ...'  

He found his voice—and discovered himself saying: “I 

have been looking for You ...”  He did not mean to imply that he 

desired Her—although it sounded so.

'Of course you have, My boy ...  

'None of this is by accident, Seven.  The stars are not just 

scattered about.  The clouds do not just drift off course all on their  

own.  The mountains were set in stone long before they were ever 

born.
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'The unseen is no less real.’

He nodded—giving up.

She offered him a hand up onto the rock, where he sat 

beside Her—and She stroked his hair.

'Look inside your heart, Seven—and ask yourself why is it 

that you have sought Me out.’

“I wanted to prove You existed.”

She laughed coyly—then took his camera in a flash—and 

dropped it into the silver water.

'You do not need a picture to see Me, Seven.  You can see 

Me everyday, with your eyes.’

She reached out and closed his lids―then kissed him 

deeply—and when he felt Her finally break away, he opened his 

eyes again—but She was gone.

 From that day forward, he became Her tortured plaything.  

She delighted in building him up then burying him.  She reveled in 

romancing him into ridicule.  She loved to seduce him, only so as 

to deepen his torment.  

He came to crave Her attentive side―while simultaneously 

seizing up over Her sadistic tendencies. 

At first, he could tell no one about Her—since he still had 

no real proof that She even existed—let alone that She loved him 

and had put a trance on his heart.

But over time, the more determined that She became to 
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own his soul―She started to show more of Herself around the 

Forest—and so it eventually became undeniable to all that the 

Silverskin did indeed live.
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V

Under Silver Shallows
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xxix. She Grew Intangible In His Arms

One night, a soft knock came at the door―and Seven heard 

Marietta speaking in the hallway.  

In the doorway stood a black-haired, pig-tailed girl in 

patched overalls—with two lower lip studs either side of her mouth

—and a curious glint in her eyes.

“Seven, this is Shea Cavil―our new neighbour behind the 

Alterman's ...” Marietta said, stepping into the room.  “Will you 

come say hello please?”

He crossed to take her hand.  “Shea?”

She smiled at him rather demurely.

“Have you been here for very long?”

“Just since yesterday.”

“Do you like it yet?”

“The owls keep me up.” 

“Shea wants someone to show her around the Forest, 
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Seven.  I said that you made the perfect guide.”

Seven shook his head, sensing a set-up.

“Maybe tomorrow?” Shea said.  “I should get going 

anyway ...  Mom's making dinner about now.”

So then Seven retired to his room—where he thought about 

both Shea and Faye until dawn.  

Then the next night, Shea came tapping at his bedroom 

window—urging him to come out and show her around—flashing 

a set of rebellious eyes.

She almost seemed aglow in a light.

“It's almost midnight, Shea ...  Have you even been out past 

the Witching Hour in French's Forest yet?”

“No …  I thought it was a good time to start.”

So he found himself forced to teach her all about the 

dangers of the wood—at least long enough to show her how to 

explore—or defend herself in an emergency.

He remembered one time, they got caught crossing into 

twilight while bridging the Payne on an old stone dam―when 

Shea slipped, planting a foot underwater—and it burst into blue 

flames, burning the shoe away—revealing silver skin underneath—

to which Seven instantly suspected Faye was at foul play with 

them.

Shea shrieked—pulling her foot free of the water.  

The skin of her foot returned to normal—but the blue fire 

continued to spread up her leg—as she fainted.
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Seven caught her before she landed on a bank of sharp 

rocks—and he carried her over to shore—where he tried to beat the 

fire off of her with his jacket.  

The flames were resilient—but after dunking jacket in the 

Payne, he did manage to snuff them—and Shea recovered despite 

spontaneous combustion.  

“Eva, are you … are you okay ...?”

She blushed.  “I'm fine.  It was my fault, I slipped,” she said

—lowering her brow shyly.  “Maybe I am out of my element out 

here after all.”

He nodded.  “It will be okay.  You will learn in time,” he 

said.  He lifted her chin, so that she had to look him in the eye.  

“The fire was not your fault.  It was someone sending me a 

message.”

“What?  Really?  Who?”

“It's a long story, for another time.  Come on, we'll make 

short work of the way home—and spare ourselves any further 

unwanted interruptions.

“Thank you,” she said smiling.

Helping her up, he looked into her eyes—and saw a 

loneliness in her that was deeply seated.  Brushing back a red bang 

from her face—they kissed.  

A month on, they were making love at midday on a rock in 

the Payne.  They had crossed out on a cobbled causeway Seven 

had constructed as a kid.
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Just as their lips were sealing into an unbreakable crush, 

when their passions were at rapturous peaks—dark storm-clouds 

started to gather above—and lightning flashed spasmodically 

across the distant horizon.

He shielded Shea in the sudden onset of whipping rains—

which turned to sheets of blood—and when they let up for a break, 

the clouds parted to reveal the full moon—and the Silverskin 

floating down toward them―descending in a funnel of raging 

winds―shaking the very lake bed up in water-spouts of shell and 

sand—pushing the Payne away, clearing a place for Her to land.

Then Shea began to grow intangible in his arms—

collapsing his grasp upon her—and she vanished like a fleeting fog

—as if she was never there in the first place. 

The Silverskin looked on in delight, from where She 

hovered overhead—chortling madly at Seven's surprise.

But to the east, the clouds parted again—this time revealing 

a brilliant sun.  A feathered avian of fire flew down through the rift

—transforming into a woman—the brilliant spirit of Faye's twin 

sister—Solana Lytebird.

Once within range of Faye, Solana whirled about with a 

dazzling flourish, producing her darksword Mirce―and spinning 

her shield of light—Sunna.

She flew in fast, slicing Mirce toward the Silverskin's heart 

at lightning speed—but Faye spun away at the last second, their 
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reflexes were so well matched.

Then Faye raised one fist—casting a cataclysmic thunder 

clap across the sky—sending a wall of electric precipitation 

tracking toward them from the storm.

 She whirled into a silver wind—unleashing Draca from the 

frenzied eddies of Her mercurial twister.

He struck at Solana, coiling around her torso—burning 

from her hot bands of light, but not letting go.

They collapsed together into the rapids—as Draca squeezed 

the spirit from Solana's frantic frame.

Now again Faye hovered down over Seven.  

She landed beside him in an arc of blue fire—snapping out, 

clutching him by the throat—and then lifted him aloft, choking the 

breath from him—as Her strobing green eyes sent him into a 

supernatural submission.

His eyes rolled back into his head as She moved in to kiss 

him.  She sucked his soul out through his mouth—sealing their lips 

with a firm grip on his throat—as She quivered in glee for Her kill 

at hand.

Meanwhile, under the Payne, the last light left Solana's 

eyes, as Draca sunk his fangs.
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xxx. Cast Her Icy Shadow

Seven awoke in bed the next day—apparently intact and 

seemingly unharmed—but he still felt something was different, 

like he had lost touch with himself.

His instincts now screamed at him that his troubles with 

Faye were only just beginning to unfold.  

But he sensed there was something more to the alarm he 

was feeling—and as he was stretching, it dawned on him that he 

was no longer feeling the presence of French's Forest.  Checking 

the window, he saw the woods were still there—but he felt blind, 

being unable to listen to the trees.  He felt oddly detached and 

vulnerable.

No longer could he sense the mood of the wood.  No more 

could he hear the squeaking of the mice.  Not now were there any 

of those old signs of wild life nor organic growth creeping at the 

peripheries of his mind—and he was growing disoriented for this 

loss of mooring.

It felt like being in the city, except the difference was that 
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he knew the Forest was still there all around him—and it was he 

who had somehow changed, not the essence of the trees—which 

distressed him to no end.

It felt like his vampire blood was surging—drowning out 

his empathic side—leaving his human heart asleep in the back seat

—while his cold-blooded instincts took over the steeds of his sense 

and spirit skills.

He went about his life this way for many, many months—

before the sheen of disinterest declined from his emotions—and 

his former self re-emerged, forging stronger connections to the 

Forest once more, realigning himself with the patterns of his nature 

and bio-clock.

The Silverskin's jealousy did not abate, however, but only 

escalated—so that She eventually became obsessed with him.  He 

found that he could not even be friends with another girl, without 

sparking the ire in Faye—who would cast Her icy shadow over 

every facet of the affair.

He remembered how one time his old ex Emily Black had 

snuck in on him while he was showering.  

After stealthily disrobing, she had yanked back the curtain 

to find Faye in the stall with him—kissing him in a long, 

passionate embrace—which She had deviously devised to 

manufacture, by playing on his lower brains.

“How could you?” Emily would cry—not knowing Faye 

had only materialized there the moment before.
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Seven followed her out in a towel—begging to explain.  

“Please, Em ...  She means nothing to me … She's just a ghost to 

me now …  I swear to you ...”

“She seems pretty real to me you asshole!”

Em left him that day just like all the rest.
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xxxi. Tears Are Not Good Enough

 

He slowly started feeling tired again.  

He mashed out his smoke and rolled back into bed, leaving 

the curtains wide open―submitting to a star-swollen slumber—

unsure what time it was, other than knowing he did not have long 

left to sleep.

He awoke twenty minutes on, in freshly glistening 

skin―amid heated thoughts over his dream sequences.  

He ripped his covers aside and sat upright in bed.   

  He snuck off to the bathroom to start a shower.  

Looking in the mirror, splashing cold water on his face—he 

worried that Eva was not safe here—either from French's Forest—

Lady Faye—or even from himself.  

Indeed, the woods brought out the animal in him—and he 

knew that the longer they remained there, his vampire instincts 

would slowly take greater hold.

He might bite her in his sleep if he was not careful―or lead 

her into danger—if he was not watchful on his subconscious mind. 
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But most worrisome to him now was the likeliness he 

would see Faye soon.

He showered, toweled―and dressed for the day.

He crept down into the kitchen—and opened the door onto 

the morning.  

Lifting the windowed screen, he let crisp fresh air roll in, 

clearing his head.  

He stared into the breaking night, studying the shadow-torn 

edges of French's Forest for a time.  

Some stubborn darkness still clung there, to the inner 

branches at the fringes―but when the day finally turned over, it 

would be fast and bright upon them.

He began to grow uncomfortable with the imposing 

presence of the wood just then―and so he shut and bolted the door 

again—attempting to steady his breathing.

'Lucky ...  Lucky …' 

He closed his eyes, shaking his head.  

'Lucky … … …!!!’

He could feel her prying at his mind.  

'Yes ...  Seven … …

'Look inside you—and you will find Me there ...’

He blinked once—and his eyes glazed over into a deep 

unconscious mindlessness.

Her presence enveloped him.  

'Yes, Seven …  Come to Me now ...’
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Beyond the strident cricket-song, he heard Her heartbeat—

which served to quicken his own, being so close to Her now, like it 

was before—bringing him back.

He once more unlocked the door and started to step outside

—when he remembered Eva—and finding his strength of will 

again, ripped himself from Faye's clutches―darting back inside 

the house again.  

He locked the door and quickly stepped into the 

kitchen―where he bumped into Eva.  

“Shit!” he said, steeped in jitters.

“Are you okay babe?” she asked.

“You scared me is all,” he replied.

“I was standing here the whole time ...  Just watching 

you ...” she said―winking at him.  “Sure you're okay?” she said, 

seeing him shake.  “What's going on?”

“Nothing ...”

“Did you see something out there?”

“No, no ...”

“Did you sleep at all last night?”

He shook his head, lowering brow.

“It was another nightmare wasn't it?”

He slumped in shame.  It was a nightmare alright—and he 

had brought her into the heart of the web, under full knowledge of 

what risk he was taking.

“I'm so sorry ...” she said, taking his arm—hugging him 
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close.  “Just remember―at least you remember your dreams.  All I 

ever get back is a black hole.”

He smirked.  “I do envy you for that.” 

She shrugged cutely—unexpectedly producing a present 

from behind her—offering it with a big smile.

“What have you done?” he said.  “I thought we said no 

gifts―ever …  We had a deal, babe—remember?” 

“Don't worry, this one doesn't count,” she said, casually 

waving it off.  “You know how you're always late, right?  Because 

you don't ever have a watch ...”

He nodded silently—unsure of what to expect.   

“Well ...” she said―pulling out a small, crimson-ribboned, 

silver-foiled box.  “No worries—it's nothing.”

He reluctantly took the box from her—stuck one finger in a 

loose fold―and tore the wrapping off.

Lifting the lid, he saw a silver pocket-watch.

He dangled it by its chain before him, letting it swing back-

and-forth like a pendulum, reflecting brilliantly in his hazel eyes.

The silver gave him a slight tingling sensation, which he 

ignored—shutting out.

“I'm speechless,” he said. 

“Now you have no excuse not to know the time ...” she said

—blushing like she had been practicing the line.

“No excuse ...” he said smiling.

He wondered how he would ever tell her the truth about his 
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undead origins.  He was only too sure, that someday soon, he 

would lose her forever.

“It's engraved too ...” she said.

She flipped it over for him.

The inscription read: 

Seven's Lucky Hands.  

His lids brimmed in light.  

She hugged him tightly to her.

“I love you,” he said, eyes wet.

“Why do you cry?” she said.

He could only shake his head.

“Tears are not good enough.”

He put on a smile for her, unable to reveal his sadness they 

might soon both be dead.

“Love should be a celebration.”

“I will party when we’re home.”
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xxxii. No Slivered Shadow Allowed In 

Ungodly thunder broke outside, shaking the walls like 

paper flags—rocking the foundation in waves.

Chandeliers jingled―silverware jumped—plates 

smashed―and a few windows cracked into webs.  

“What the Hell is going on ...?” Eva cried, her voice 

growing tremulous and cracking in fright.  “It looked clear out just 

a minute ago, from the bedroom window ...”

“Storms blow through fast and hard here ...  Some nights 

you swear the house is lifting off,” Seven said.  “Then fifteen 

minutes later, all is quiet as dust again.”  

“Craziness … I don't think I could ever live here.”

Seven sighed.  “Eva—I’m sorry that I even brought you 

here at all.  This was a mistake from the start.”

“What?  Why?”

“It's not safe.”

Her face fell.  “What is going on?  I want to know 

everything—babe.  No secrets—like we always said.”

Lightning flashed chaotic—crashing into a tree, cracking a 

branch at a frightening proximity—causing them both to jump in 
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surprise.  

Thunder clapped again, mercilessly unfolding from the 

tumultuous heavens overhead.

The front door handle turned back and forth, as if someone 

was just then coming in.

The lights went out—and they suddenly knew that they 

were in the heart of the system. 

Eva stepped into the drawing room to look out the picture 

window—with Seven following close behind, snatching at her 

elbow to turn her back.  

Outside―clouds blotted out the dawn―rolling daylight's 

early wax back toward night.  

Just then the back-up generator kicked in—and the house 

lights fell short on the dark lawn.  

“Did you see that?” Eva hissed. 

“What?” Seven said―but then he saw it too.  

In a flash of lightning, just beyond the wood-line, in the 

shadows, Faye and Draca swam through the air streams—between 

the trees—as if the very Forest wind were their river—and the 

wood were their sea of dreams.  

In a symbiotic synchronicity―they slid through the leafy 

shine and shadow of French's Forest—rising and sweeping in long, 

graceful dips—and high, daring arcs—surging and swaying in 

parallel hyperboles—in perfect harmony together, after having 

spent near eternity as one.  
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Draca now took the low side, as Faye flew a stretch above

—swinging left and right, gliding past the grasping limbs—which 

reached out longingly, forever attracted to Her like a tropism—for 

the mere touch of Her skin was said to feed the trees’ essences—

warming their roots in the bitterest months of winter—when the 

wind would not stop for weeks—and their leafless statures started 

to sag. 

“It's Her isn't it?” Eva said, already self-assured of the 

answer—but holding out hope she was wrong.

Thunder boomed again, shaking roof and rafter.

Lightning flashed―and Faye and Draca were half as far 

from Bane House as they were the moment before.

Then a silver shine radiated off of Her, illuminating the 

fields in a tidal light―swallowing up every last tendril of darkness

—allowing no slivered shadow to slither in.

“Look away,” Seven warned, but it was too late―and Eva 

was blinded—no longer just in spirit.

“Seven―Seven, I can't see―oh my God, oh my God―I 

can't see Seven! ...  Seven!” 

Seven pulled her tight.  “Shhh ...”

Squinting into the glow, he saw Faye had landed.

She stalked across the front lawn―a dozen yards beyond 

the window—effortlessly closing the distance.

She now undulated in pulsing clouds of blue and silver 

spheres—Her eerie green eyes flashing off in mesmerizing spirals, 
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as everything throbbed in unison.

Between waves of bass and beats―he spotted Draca 

slithering through the grass toward the house—coming closer to 

the picture window now—slowly zoning in.

He drew the curtains together and swiftly led Eva back into 

the kitchen—where held her close.

“Put Her out of your mind.  Do not think of Her―and She 

cannot enter Bane House.  

“She feeds on our attention.”

Eva remained speechless, clasping Seven's hand tightly, as 

vision returned to her.

Cutlery clinked—and they jumped in their skittishness—

but it was only Marietta doing dishes in the corner.  She had her 

hands deep in soapy water, looking over her shoulder at them with 

a grin.  

“What are you two doing up?” she said.  “I was just going 

to start breakfast for everybody.”

“Faye's come back,” Seven said.  

Marietta's face grew unnaturally grey and long.  

She slumped heavily on the counter.  “Not again,” she 

cursed.  “Damn Her—She cannot be stopped …”

Walking over, Eva tried to console her—gently rubbing her 

back—but Marietta just shrugged it off.  

“Do not touch me,” she warned in a voice suddenly gone 

guttural—inflected by a snake-like raspiness.
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Her frame expanded—bulking up into a beastly figure—as 

she manifested her true undead form.   

Her eyes seemed to drip with blood—as her fangs grew 

long and curved—and a forked tongue snaked out of her maw in 

spastic, gnashing snaps—as her fingers grew long and spindly, 

looking like more bone than flesh.

“The Silverskin will die today ...” she hissed, eyes darting 

side-to-side, in an dance of a fox-like cunning. 

Eva took a step back, shocked by the witness of such a 

horrific transformation, but not able to vocalize it.

She reached for Seven, but he had stepped away to peek out 

again—already forgetting his own advice to put Faye out of mind

—instead putting Her forefront in it.  

“Seven,” Eva began, but when she looked again, Marietta 

had already reverted to her normal human form—apparently 

unaware that anything went awry.  

“What is wrong, dear?  You look ghostly.”

“But I …  I thought I saw ...”

“What is it?  Spit it out ...”

Seven returned.  “No time …

“Upstairs … NOW … !!!”
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xxxiii. Hell Of An Hour For This

A tremendous humming arose from outside, as if a river of 

energy was rushing the house. 

Songbirds warbled their dismay.

Every window lit up in a bluish blush.  

Silver mist slipped in under the door cracks—and down the 

chimney, in through the fireplace.  

“Just clear Her out …  Forget Her name ...  Forget Her face 

…  Forget this place …  She feeds off our lack of faith …  Find 

confidence in the silences ...”

Godwin and Olin came rushing down the stairs just then—

alarmed at the events.

“What in the blazes?”

“Hell of an hour for this ...”

The humming elevated to a deafening pitch—popping 

drums one by one.  Even as they covered their ears in earnest, it 

did no good—for the vibrations penetrated everything—shutting 

down their soundscapes—leaving them in muted tension.
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Suddenly the front door blew off its hinges, slamming 

against the far hall wall.

Faye's silver water flooded the room half a foot deep—

swirling with mist, surrounding their ankles—as it cast off a light 

that filled the room with a bright aura—until everything brimmed 

in a surreal blue. 

“What does she want?” Eva cried.

“She's just jealous!” Seven yelled back.

“There's got to be a reason She is upset!” Eva growled.  

“You must have led her on somehow ...”

“No!  She means nothing to me …  I swear!”

“Please you two!” Godwin pleaded.  “No time!” 

Olin stiffened—suddenly entranced―arms falling to his 

sides—eyes rolling back into their sockets—and then he pivoted 

like a robot—toward the door, where he marched forward—

forsaking all danger for his love.

“Olin!” Godwin barked.  “What are you doing?”  

Godwin leapt into action—grabbing Olin, pulling him back 

from the door—slamming him against the wall—where he held 

him, even as he struggled to break free.

Godwin got his head down and bulled into him.

“Snap out of it, boy ...  You`re out of your mind.  I may 

have made you undead―but never forget I can make you mortal 

again!” he snarled savagely.

Olin spat in a frosty defiance.
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Godwin struck him once.

Blood sprung from Olin's lip.

Olin froze—but did not flinch.

“Now keep an eye out―and stay close―everybody ...” 

Godwin primed them.

They clung together, following him upstairs.
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xxxiv. Wood Energies Were Surging

“We have to get on the roof,” Seven explained to Eva.  

“Above the trees, where She loses strength, we may be safe.  It's 

our only chance.  There's no way out but up.”

At the apex of the house—where the iron gargoyle weather-

vane perched, forever carving out the four winds with its wicked 

wings—Faye's powers first started to cut out―at the uppermost 

edges of the wood's mystical field.

Only during severely inclement weather, when wood 

energies were surging beyond their limits―had Seven ever seen 

Forest phenomena materialize up that high.

He had spent much of his boyhood on the roof—in retreat 

from the Silverskin and Forest life.  On clear nights, he would 

write under the full moon undisturbed—just him—the horizon—

and the trusty old weather-vane.

When they reached the first landing, Eva spun him about—

looking him square in the eyes―with tears streaming down her 

face.

“You promised me that you would never lie!” she hissed.  

“We had a deal!”
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 “Eva―we did―”

“―there's no time,” Olin interjected.

“'All history on the table',” she recounted.  “What happened 

to that?  I thought 'honesty was our best policy' …  You fucking 

bastard!”

“It was—I know ...” Seven bumbled.

Silver water swirled up the stairwell.

Olin signaled to Godwin and Marietta to continue  climbing 

up the stairs.  Godwin nodded gravely―leading Marietta on to the 

next landing.

“Eva ...  Please, let's go ...  

“We have to keep moving,” Seven said, lightly touching 

her elbow to urge her up.

She pulled away, glaring at him.

“Let's go you two, don't be stupid,” Olin hissed, waving for 

them to follow him up to safety.

Eva wiped her tears, sobs breaking into laughter.  “What an 

idiot I've been, all this time spent thinking that you were somehow 

different from the rest.”

“But I am Eva ...  I never meant to hurt you.”

“No, you're not, you are just another cheating, lying 

bastard.  I see it in your eyes, Seven.  You've been hiding this from 

me all along, haven't you?  I've listened to you in your sleep, Seven 

…  I've heard you say Her name countless times before … 

“You don't think I saw the look in your eyes last night 
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when Olin mentioned Her?  God damn it, Seven ...  

“God damn you.”
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xxxv. Jump In After Her

Silver water now lapped at Eva's thighs—while silver mist 

swirled and slithered around her waist.

With her vacant gaze locked on Seven's earnest 

expression―she backed away further down the stairs―deeper into 

Faye's menacing essence.

“Eva ...  Please come with me now―”

“I feel like ...  I don't even know you anymore, Seven,” she 

said, eyes brimming with silver tears.  “Like I don't even know 

who I am anymore.”

She waded in up to her waist, where for a moment she 

hesitated, coming to her senses.

But now looking down into the silver swirls that were 

swallowing her up―she started to feel comforted, as if wrapped up 

by an old familiar skin.

“Do you love Her?” she said weakly.

“No, Eva  ... please ...” Seven said, his voice cracking.  “It's 

not like that, at all ...  

“I hate Her ...  I hate Her, Eva ...” 

“What does She want then?”
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“Me.  She wants me, Eva ....  Please ...  I'm so sorry, Eva ...  

Please come ...  Come ...”

Draca surfaced under silver shallows—right behind Eva 

now―circling in for the kill.  

In the crux of the moment, Seven thought Eva might panic 

if he warned her―in turn quickening the snake's offense―so he 

tried to just remain calm and speak slowly.

“Please ... come ... Eva ...  I love you …  I love you  more 

than anything ...”

“More than Her?”

“More than  myself  ...” 

Suddenly, the pooling silver turned into a dark twister—

with Faye's jealous heartbeat pounding at the core of the roaring 

vortex.

Eva's breathing grew troubled—as she froze in a sudden 

panic attack.  “Seven?”

Thunder boomed hard, rolling outside.  

The house shook under Her awful wrath.  

Bright lightning flashed fast in the stairwell.  

A tree suddenly crashed through the window, sending glass 

shards shattering over everywhere.

Twisting out of her trance, Eva screamed, shielding her 

face in the cutting rains of the broken pane.

Seven waded in—pulling her out of striking distance―just 

as Draca had come upon his prey.
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Eva allowed Seven to lead her further up the stairs―out of 

the water—out of Faye's clutches.

“Keep moving, we have to get higher ...”

“Why did you lie to me all that time?”

“Two more flights or it won't matter.”

“What are you afraid of?  Loving me?”

“No,” Seven said—stopping her.  “I love you ...  I  do―but  

… the thing is …  I don't deserve you.” 

She stopped on the stairs—crossing her arms.  “I'm not 

moving until you explain,” she said in her stubborness, despite 

their fast impending doom.

“Listen, Eva.  I'm cursed.”

“Damn you,” she growled.

“Okay ... you want the truth ....  In the kitchen just now ...  

You saw Marietta turn―didn't you?  You saw her change skin 

right before your eyes?” 

For a moment, Eva acted confused—but then she nodded in 

understanding.  “They aren't albinos are they?”

He shook his head slowly.

“What are they Seven?”

“I think you know now.”

She mouthed the word: 'Vampires?'.

He nodded, long and gravely.

“I want to hear it from you.”

“Vampires, Eva.  Vampires.”
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Her lips parted to hear it.  

“You are too—aren't you?”

“Half.  My father was a man.”

“Why didn't you ever tell me?”

“I was afraid you would leave me ...”

“Wish you were honest from outset.”  

“We're losing time.  We have to go ...”

Silver water again gathered at their feet.

They regrouped with Olin, Godwin and Marietta on the 

third floor, where the family heirlooms hung—and suits of armor 

stood on display—all down ten-foot walls.  

At the front of the hall, the family crest hung above a 

podium―upon which an old scroll by a long-dead ancestor was 

ensconced inside a cube of inch thick glass.

Swords and spears once used for battle against the New 

London Ripjoys hung throughout the West Corridor—and family 

crest rugs lined all along the East Wing.

Seven took down his old longsword off of the wall.

It was not formally his sword, but it was his weapon of 

choice for battle.  On it's hilt was inscribed its name, bestowed 

upon it by a knight long ago: Tréowlufu.  

“I hurt my ankle,” Eva said wincing.  “You were pulling 

me too fast.”

He turned―and their eyes met for a brief moment of open 

reconciliation.
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“I'm so sorry, Eva.”

They returned to the others to find Godwin had a mad look 

blazing in his eyes.

“I'm going to buy us some time,” he informed them all.  

“Had enough with this nonsense,” he said, taking down off the 

wall the mace that he was most familiar with—on which was 

etched the namesake Réðscipe—and a steel diamond shield 

emblazoned: Hilderand.

“Please, Godwin,” Marietta pleaded. 

“She will crush you,” Olin boldly warned.  “She has no 

discernment between us while she's raging like this—she'll kill you 

like you were Seven himself.”

“Just get yourselves up to the roof and safely away from 

here,” Godwin replied.  “Leave Her to me.”

Godwin was not afraid of dying at the hands of the 

Silverskin—but before he did, he would endeavor to infect Her 

with his mind-control venom—so he might have the chance to stop 

Her dead in Her hunt, by taking over Her body via his parasitic 

blood magic.

“You saved my life, old man,” Olin said, offering his hand.  

“I'm just trying to return the favour.” 

Godwin grabbed it.  “Good on you, boy.  Watch out for 

your mother for me, okay.  Be brave, son.”

Olin nodded grimly―smirking in a bitter pride.  “I will, 

father,” he said.  It was hard watching Godwin go—but he could 
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hardly admit it to himself.

Eva gave Godwin a brief hug.

Seven shook his hand good-bye.

“She's got some nerve for a human, my boy,” Godwin said 

to him.  “Good on you.”

Seven nodded.  “Good luck, Godwin.  The key to killing 

Her is in the snake.  Kill the anaconda.”

Godwin nodded—more bloodthirsty ideas already popping 

into his already fertile predator mind.  

He pulled Marietta into a final embrace.

She bit him once sharply on his cheek.  

A thin line of blood ran down to his lip―where he licked it, 

tasting the bitterness of departure.

She looked away, now tearing up.

His eyes brimmed in blood.

He gave up one last side-long glance over to Marietta―and 

then turned back down the stairs, toward the great swirling silver 

storm below.

His breathing hastened—as his shoulders widened—and he 

mutated into a great monstrosity―fangs winding out long from the 

sharp trap of his maw.

Just then, Faye emerged from her mercurial 

whirlpool―with Ierre and Hete readied for battle.

She swung hard at Godwin―but to Her dismay, his 

matchless reflexes caught Ierre in his bare hand. 
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He grimaced as it burned through his flesh, down to his 

finger bones, where it etched a hot passage.

He smashed Hete with Réðscipe—blood from the shield 

splattering both of them.

She buckled under the blow, falling back into Her 

maelstrom—but then instantly re-emerged—weaponless—with 

just black claws drawn.

She lunged at him—and he ducked to dodge Her attack—

but She dexterously spun into his evasion, tearing away his pale 

flesh with relish.

“Die you bitch,” he grunted—swinging Réðscipe around 

again—connecting with Her jaw—jarring Her head to the side, 

sending broken fangs flying everywhere—along with a shower of 

blood.

She paused for a second, slowly looking back at 

him―clearly about to lose all control.

'I CANNOT DIE,' She growled in a deep demonic voice—

shaking in a boiling fury.  'I AM DEATH.' 

He gulped, suddenly unsure that he had not gotten himself 

into a quick and dead end this bad day.

Then suddenly Draca coiled out from the silver pool around 

his waist—and began slowly crushing him—causing him to drop 

Hildebrand—while he managed to,  keep a hold on Réðscipe, 

despite the torturous vice.

Then She closed in, unsheathing Ierre again—from out of 
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Her ether dimension—and She arced blue flames across his neck—

scorching his exposed jugular.

Blood burst like a fountain from where the blade entered—

and he sensed he would not live long.

Remembering Seven's advice, he gnashed his fangs deep 

into Draca's lashing tail.  Draca loosened his grip―and then 

slithered away into the silver water.

She then swung about to finish him off—but he recovered 

his command of Réðscipe in a pinch—and managed to pull up fast 

enough to smash Her in the back—hurling Her hard against the far 

wall like a doll.

He moved in fast to follow up, but then grew dizzy from his 

blood loss—and staggered in his approach.

She retreated to Her swirling waters—and with the last of 

his will, Godwin summoned all of his courage—daring to jump in 

after Her—even though the molten silver was sure to finish him 

off.

Godwin swam down through the pool of silver after the 

Silverskin for what seemed like forever.  The water burned him at 

every stroke—and he figured he could last an hour submerged like 

this before it was lights out.    

A dozen yards down he saw Her darting below.

She was like a slipperly eel—for every time he thought that 

he had snagged one of Her ankles—she  kicked him off—and 
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swam further down.  

The waters were depthless here—and he suspected that had 

entered another dimension.

Then there was a ball of light, as if the sun was below them 

now—and they broke surface, on another world, in a tumultuous 

silver sea.

Godwin tried to grab for Her—but She just laughed and 

swam away like iced mercury.

‘YOU ARE IN MY WORLD NOW, OLD FANG!’

“Show yourself fiend!” Godwin barked—as a giant wave 

rose and crashed over him.

Silver clouds opened up in a parade of lightning that danced 

across burgeoning silver waters—rolling over Godwin—zapping 

him with enough voltage to kill a hundred men—but not a fanged 

one. 

His cries were thunder—roaring under torture.

‘LISTEN NOW, GODWIN BANE,’ Faye’s voice crackled 

and boomed overhead.  ‘IN THESE LAST MOMENTS, AS YOU 

SLOWLY CLOSE THE DOOR ON YOUR LIFE—I WANT YOU 

TO CONSIDER WINNING YOUR FREEDOM BACK … AND ALL 

THAT I AM ASKING IS ONE SIMPLE THING.’

“I’m going to make you pay for this!” Godwin feebly 

retorted—in no position to be issuing threats.

‘Now, now,’ Faye soothed.  She hovered down before him, 

legs crossed—holding Her hands out, as he writhed in agony—
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struggling to keep composure.

‘This could all be over, all for a favor.’

“NEVER … !!! !!! !!!”

The silver water was making his insides boil—clouding his 

thoughts—as the searing pain gutted his courage—and left him 

forgetting his mission.

All he wanted was to be with Marietta.

‘Such a mess you have gotten yourself into—and all for a 

son who was not even of your blood ...  Such a shame—such a pity 

to consider how your life was wasted, because Seven got messed 

up with someone like Me.

 Hehe … hehe … hahahaha haaa … ah-hahahahaha!!!’

“I love him like a son!”

‘He did not love you, Godwin!  He told Me so himself!  We 

were close, remember …  Very close … and he confided in me 

many times how much he hated you …  Bah haha ha ha …  Bah 

haha ha ha ha ha ha …  Oh … and here you have given your life 

for him … I’m sure he appreciates it so very much Godwin …  

Such a pointless martyr you have now become …  Such a waste.’

“You will pay for your ways one day, Faye …  For messing 

with dying minds …  None of this is free!”

‘Bah!  You and your pathetic moral compass.  It always got  

in the way of your family getting ahead.  If the Banes had just been  

like other vampires—and stopped trying to fit in with the humans 

all the time—you might have actually been satisfied in life—but 
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instead you damned yourself to a castrated existence.  You were 

never meant to be a monk, Godwin.  You were meant for blood.’

Godwin was so weak now, he kept bobbing underwater, 

choking down the silver—only to resurface with resurgences of 

strength enough to get a few last words in edgewise with the 

orchestrator of his demise.

“What is it …?” he finally growled, unable to stand the 

agony any longer—unable to kill the idea that She was right about 

Seven not loving him—and that he had given up his life for an 

ingrate.  “What do you want …?  What is it …?  Please just tell me 

…  Just tell me what to do …!!!”
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VI

Never Stray 

From The Ruddy Stroll
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xxxvi. Bringing Brother Back

Seven and Olin stood straight and tall in the fresh horror 

that they were now utterly fatherless.

Eva hugged Marietta while she wept.

After a few endless moments, Seven said: “We must move, 

lest we ruin his legacy.  He gave his life for us to live on with his 

memory—not to get ourselves killed.”

So then the new quartet carried off up the stairs.

Half-way to the next level, they heard a scream of utter 

agony from below—which none of them doubted was Godwin's 

final cry—as his life was snuffed.

“Come on,” Seven said evenly, keeping everybody on alert. 

“We can make it, but we cannot stop.”  

Once on the fifth floor, Seven set Tréowlufu down  on the 

long-table that ran through the middle of the room.

“Look!” Eva cried pointing across the floor.
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Silver water seeped up through the boards.

Seven leapt onto the table—waving Olin up.  

“Give me a boost,” he barked, adrenaline racing.

Olin jumped up―and lifted Seven enough to unlatch the 

skylight—allowing him to climb up through it.

Eva and Marietta clambered onto the table now.

After Seven got on the roof—he reached down to help 

Marietta and Eva up after him—with Olin boosting them each up 

one at a time.  

But just then―as Olin was about to jump up last through 

the skylight―Faye re-emerged from Her vortex, suited in thorny 

black armour.  

Ierre stayed sheathed at Her side―and Hete remained 

strapped to Her back.

The silver water rose level to the long table—and She 

strode across it toward Olin.

‘I came here for You ...’

“Olin,” Seven said.  “Let's go ...”

“What?” Olin said.  “No ...”

‘I only ever loved You, Olin.  Only you,’ she whispered.  'It 

was Seven that always stood in Our way.`

“Olin!  What are you doing?  Don't listen to Her.”

But Olin felt his pulse pause—and he found himself at 

attention—lost in Her.

‘Believe Me, Olin.’
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“I … I believe you.”

She cackled mischievously.    

‘In his arrogance, Seven thinks that I am here for him—but 

it is you who I have come for.   It is you who I desire most ...  

‘YOU ...’

 “But why now, after all this time?  I gave up on You, so 

long ago ...”

‘It was Seven …  He was too shallow to love Me with all of 

his heart—yet too jealous to let Me see another ...  He tried to keep 

Me to himself ...’

 Olin glanced up at Seven. 

“She's lying.  She doesn't care about you ...  Put Her out of 

your mind,” Seven implored. 

‘He's just jealous, Olin …’

“Take my hand, Olin ...”

Olin reached up to grab Seven's hand—but then pulled 

back, succumbing to doubts. 

The last thing he wanted was to dash his one true chance 

with his first love—just because his brother was having a 

subconscious fit of jealousy.

“She's right, Seven.  Even after you moved away, you never 

let me even talk about Her.  You always hoarded all the women to 

yourself.  If Faye and I loved each other, why couldn't you let us 

be together?”

“Olin … please …  She's using you to get to me, that is all 
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the interest She has in you, believe me ...” 

“Bah!” Olin objected, sensing an excuse.”  

“I know how She operates … I wouldn't lie to you about 

something like this, I swear to God …!!!”

“Gah!” Olin exclaimed.  He closed his good eye, trying 

hard to shake Her words from his mind.  

‘There is no use in denying the truth, Olin.  Now is your 

chance.  Come embrace Me.  I am summoning You.

'This is our time, not his ...’

“She's lying, Olin,” Seven barked.  “Take my hand!”

But when Olin opened his eye again―it now brimmed in 

blood. 

‘Come, Olin ...’

Olin walked off of the long-table like it were a plank—and 

when his foot set down on the silver water, the surface held 

tension, supporting his feet—and he was then able to plod over 

toward Her.

‘That’s right, Olin ... See ...  You will be safe with Me 

now ...  Come here to Me now ...’ 

“Olin!” Seven cried.  “Damn―” 

He turned to Eva and Marietta.  

“I'll meet you at the top.”

“What? No!” Eva objected.  

She grabbed him, but he pushed her back.  

“Please, Seven,” Marietta begged. “Don't make me lose all 
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my boys tonight.”

Seven sat into the frame of the skylight, feet dangling down 

inside.  

“No!” Eva cried, cupping her mouth―stricken by a sharp, 

stinging terror.

Silver mist now filled the room—so he could barely see to 

the table below.

“Don't leave poor Eva!”

“No choice, Marietta.  Meet you at the top,” he 

said―nodding at each of them.

Conjuring up his vampire self―he dropped straight down 

into the silver mist, landing hard on the long table—mind bent on 

bringing brother back.

Eva dropped to her knees at the skylight above, sobbing 

hysterically into her hands.

As a whipping rain rolled over them, Marietta pulled  her 

away.  “Too late, young fawn ...  He's gone ...  He's gone … We 

must save ourselves now.”

“Seven …!!!”

“He’s gone.”
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xxxvii.  Stones From The Gallows

They scaled the rest of the way up the slate shingles to the 

gargoyle weather-vane, where they could see to the distant edges 

of the woodland in every direction. 

They clung to each other with arms around the gothic wind-

gauge―praying to themselves that they made it through the 

horrors of the day—as the storm steadily intensified tenfold, raging 

strong all around them.

Eva shivered in shock―staring off into the sky's tumult, as 

lightning crashed across the Forest crown―from Miramar to Evyl 

Falls of the Payne.

She was unable to feign bravery any longer.

She just wanted to get as far away as was humanly possible 

from this Lady Faye and French's Forest.  

She just wanted to be home again in Old York—and to 

never have bothered Seven about meeting his family in the first 

place—to never have even thought of it.

She closed her eyes, desperately wishing she could take it 

all back and escape into clouds like a bird.  

If she lived to see home again, she promised herself she 
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would forget that place for as long as she lived.

Meanwhile, inside―Olin knelt down on the surface of the 

silver water, submitting before Faye in total surrender—shoulders 

hung, head slumped down low.  

But just as Faye raised Ierre to strike him from life―Seven 

jumped from the long table, tackling Olin under silver swirls—and 

Faye flung a funnel of blue fire from Ierre—just missing them as 

they went down.

Blue flames crackled across the surface, as bubbles rose up 

from where Seven had tackled Olin under.

'Everybody surfaces eventually,' She taunted.  'How dare 

you ever keep Me from My Olin,' she cried.  

'He is MINE NOW!!!’

For a moment, there were no more bubbles—and the 

surface soon stilled—but then suddenly, Seven stood up out of the 

water, pulling Olin with him, holding him in an iron arm-lock from 

behind.

Olin's skin was melting off his skeleton from the exposure 

to molten silver—while Seven was beginning to feel numb in his 

limbs.

“Let me go brother!” he snarled―choking and hacking—

spitting up blood.

“This is for your own good.”

Faye hissed.  ‘I knew you could not stand by and watch 

while I turned My attention to your brother.
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‘Admit it—you cannot deny ... your feelings for Me remain 

to this very day.  You have never let go ...’

“I HATE YOU!” Seven snarled at Her.

“I am warning you once,” Olin hissed, straining against 

Seven’s grip.  “You had your chance!”  

“She's playing you!” Seven growled.

This only infuriated Olin even more.  

He thrust his head back and struck Seven squarely on the 

nose—drawing a font of blood.

But Seven redoubled his hold.  

“I'm saving your life, brother.”

‘LET HIM GO!!!’ Faye boomed.  ‘Why must Olin suffer for  

your jealous ways, Seven?  Why must you ruin Our love, just to 

satisfy your greedy heart?’

“SPARE ME YOUR GAMES!” Seven roared.  “I SEE 

THROUGH ALL OF YOUR LIES NOW―YOU GODDAMNED 

HEARTLESS WITCH!”

“Let me go, brother,” Olin growled through gritted teeth.  

“Last warning ...”

“Snap out of it Olin!”

“Let me have Her, brother.  You have Eva now.”

“I don't want Her―and She doesn't want you!”

“LIAR!  You are just jealous She loves me!!!”

Olin bit Seven's arm—fangs sinking deep into muscle—

causing Seven to cry out and loosen his hold—allowing Olin to 
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break free.  

Seven recoiled, blood spurting from his arm all across the 

rippled silver surface.

Olin waded toward Faye, losing strength with every step, as 

the silver sapped his spirit.

She pushed him to his knees—where he clung to Her leg—

unwilling to let Her go again.  

She grabbed him by the hair and leveled Ierre at his neck—

smiling wickedly to Herself.

Seven jumped on the table again, grabbing Tréowlufu—

which he held up yelling:

“LET HIM GO!!!” 

'MAKE ME!!!’

“Olin!  Wake up!”

“I always loved Her more than you, brother ...” Olin said 

with a sneer―head cocked and ready to be severed—in order to 

serve Her fancy.  

“She was the moon to me,” he concluded, closing his eyes.  

“All I ever wanted.”

Seven steadied himself―feeling the tip of Tréowlufu twitch

—and he closed his eyes—infusing his pure consciousness into the 

blade.

He targeted Faye in his mind.  

Bat-blind―he twisted about and flung Tréowlufu―but Olin 

saw it launch—and at the last second, he jumped up to shield Faye 
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with his own body.  

“She is MINE now!” Olin cried—just as the sharp tip of the 

blade met with his heart―and blood gushed like a grotesque 

geyser from entry point and open mouth.

Then Tréowlufu hovered there―holding him up, skewered 

aloft—just like the poor pigs Olin used to steal at night from the 

local farms—and eat live off the spit.

Tréowlufu slowly twisted in his chest now—and he wailed 

in agony—voice hollowing as life left him.

Seven looked on in horror, slowly shaking his head in 

disbelief—before it dawned on him Faye did it.

He tried to focus on the moment, in order to keep his wits 

about him—and not go the route of his brother.

He watched as Tréowlufu then began to turn Olin about in 

the air—all the way around to face Faye—and with his last breath, 

Olin screamed in an unspeakable pain—for he now knew it was his 

love who had killed him.

“Damn You …” Seven cursed Faye in dismay—still 

struggling to hold his emotions in check.

Faye laughed at the look of life leaving Olin's eyes—for 

She cherished death in every form.  

Finally, She flicked her wrist in disgust—twisting the 

sword in further—finishing him for good.

In his remaining seconds, when he could no longer speak—

and all intelligence left behind his bleeding eyes was quickening to 
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becoming questionable―he weakly clutched at the hilt of 

Tréowlufu, killed by betrayal.  

Then in a small but touching mercy, just before the better 

part of his spirit departed that dimension forever—his dead eye 

regenerated—and the blood drained from both of them—so that 

although he was all but dead—for the first time in his life he was 

no longer undead—and his eyes shone clear as crystal, in a 

beautiful human blue hue. 

But his body went limp and hung suspended by the 

hovering blade that remained parked in his dark heart—and after a 

few palpable beats of sadistic enjoyment in the pain that She was 

inflicting on both him and Seven in one fell swoop―Faye pistoned 

Her elbow—yanking the blade clean from its heavy sheath of 

flesh.

Olin's corpse dropped like a stone from the gallows, into 

silver water, never to resurface.

Only bubbles of acid now riddled the water where he went 

down―as every cell of his body was slowly devoured by the 

swirling silver pool.

Then Faye pointed to the side―and the sword flew across 

the room, smashing into the giant stone boulder fireplace―sending 

up plumes of ash and ember—spreading blue flames over the iron 

mantle, high along the walls—and across the ceiling by quantum 

arcs.  

Then She leapt like a bow of quicksilver onto the long-table 
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before Seven—whirling Ierre above Her head,  roaring in a feral 

battle-lust—fueled by Her fresh kill.  

Seven braced for the impending melee—but his heart 

teetered on see-saw hopes—for he secretly knew that nothing 

could ever truly ready one for Her rage, when She finally hit Her 

stride—and decided to really show it.

So as She brought Ierre down upon him—it seemed like 

She was moving in slow motion—as he struggled and  wrestled 

with himself to get his wits back about him.

But he managed to snap in—agilely dodging to the right—

yet blue fire flared from Ierre as it swept past him—burning up his 

back as he tried to spin away from harm.  

Still, he turned full circle—and holding his hand out, used 

his latent telekinesis to summon Tréowlufu from the bowel of the 

fireplace.  He drew its hilt back into his hand—and spun to strike 

Faye―crashing so hard against Hete, as to hew it into halves that 

melted away from Her arm.

In that moment, he was profoundly reminded that She was 

real enough to die—if he kept confidence alive.  

Scowling in a hell-raising fury, She sliced at his jugular—

but he deftly parried Her attack—keeping Her on Her heels with a 

flurry of swordplay, driven by his instinct to survive, derived 

directly from his human side.

He had nearly forced Her off of the end of the long-table—

when She suddenly sheathed Ierre—and bowing in surrender—fell 
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to Her knees before him in a vulnerable supplication, preying on 

his weaknesses for Her love.

‘Please ...’ She begged in her sweetest voice.  'I've made 

such a mistake ...!  Seven—I never meant it!’

“Best explain yourself quick!” Seven cried, exasperated—

now caught up by his own bloodlust—and deathly afraid of giving 

her an inch—lest he give her his life for the fault.  “One false word 

and I will finish you without another thought!” he growled 

ferociously.

But then he made the error of casting his gaze deep into her 

enchanting green eyes—and he could not help but to recall the 

deep romance that they once shared.

‘Please,’ she cried, affecting Her most pitiful airs.  'I got 

confused, Seven …  You know you were the only one I ever loved 

…  I was just reacting to your rejection …  I never meant any of it 

…  Please …!  PLEASE … …!’

Seven let Tréowlufu come to a rest by his side—and 

reaching out, stroked Her hair.

“I missed You,” he said.
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xxxviii.  Under The Blood Blizzard

Faye smiled up at Seven.  

'I have been so very sad without you, Seven …  Please say 

that you will finally come back to Me …  Come back to French's 

Forest forever …’

He shook his head, but only because Her words triggered 

memories from the woods that he did not want—not because he 

was not still opening up to Her.

But She did not realize She was still in control—and She 

lost Her temper under perception of his rejection.

'DAMN YOU!' She screamed.  'HOW DARE YOU DENY 

ME!!!' She boomed―snapping him out of his short-lived illusion

—and he once again steeled himself then for Her immediate 

execution—before it was too late.

He  lifted his sword again—but felt it being pushed back 

down—and he could see in Her eyes that She was once more using 

Her mind to force it to do as She bid.

She cackled in defiance.  ‘Try as you might, Seven …  At 

best you are only ever half a man—or half a vampire …  Such a 

pathetic excuse for an existence—such a miserable way to spend 
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your life—always split in two.  

'You should have taken a lesson from Me, boy …  Whatever  

side you choose to embrace, make it all the way—or don't go 

wasting your life with making it at all.’

But by mounting waves of emotion―he called up his 

undead flare more than he had ever done before in his life—giving 

himself over to his monster core―and using every ounce of will to 

force Tréowlufu back under his control—he pulled it up, wholly 

intent on beheading Her.

'Oh, please give me one more chance!' She pleaded, back in 

Her game of pity and pathos—still confident that She could cast 

him down with a flick of Her wicked wrist at any time—just 

wanting to torture him to the fullest.

But he was not believing it.  He knew Her too well.  It was 

just a joy to Her—to toy with his heart in this way―in order to 

find the most wicked final exit for him She could—so in the heat 

of his ultimate slaying―She might feast upon the most possible 

pain.

“You have had one chance too many.”

'I cannot live without you, Seven …’

“How convenient then that You are already dead ...” he said

—and swung fast for Her neck.

But at the last second, he pulled out—suddenly seeing an 

innocence buried deep in Her green eyes, which his empathy could 

not bear to trespass on.  
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It was clear to him in a flash, that if he killed Her now, just 

to rid Her from his life—he would be condemning himself to Her 

world—bound to the memory of what he had done murdering his 

Love. 

'I never meant any of those things I said to Olin, I was just 

trying to get you back, Seven, I swear ...’

Seven tossed Tréowlufu into the silver water.  

He could not stoop to Her heartless realm of 

destruction―and expect to ever sleep soundly again.  

“I forgive You ...” he said—carefully backing away from 

Her down the table, one steady step at a time.  

‘Don't deny your true self, Seven … Olin and Godwin are 

dead—and you killed them …’ She said, craftily attempting to 

inspire a fissure of guilt in him.  

‘You brought Eva back here on purpose—now admit it ...  

You came here to see Me from the beginning!  You knew all along 

that I would sense your return!  

‘Examine your subconscious, Seven—and ask yourself ...  

Can you in good conscience say that you are not responsible for 

what has happened here?’

“This is Your fault!” Seven growled defensively, losing his 

temper.  “You lured me here, haunting my dreams every night ...   

How dare You destroy me for your petty pleasures ...  What did I 

ever do to deserve being cursed by You all of my life?  Why me?”

Now he was standing below the skylight.
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Rain poured in torrents down through it.

'Please don't go Seven ...  I cannot control Myself if you 

leave Me again …  I may just burn this Forest to the ground 

forever!!!  I cannot control Myself!!!’

 He deftly leapt up to the open skylight.

Grabbing the frame―he pulled himself onto the roof, just 

in time, as a bolt of lightning shot up after him—blasting out the 

skylight, knocking him forward.

The rain then turned to torrents of blood.

‘COME BACK, SEVEN!!!’ She screamed from below, 

unable to climb any higher—held back by the diminishing 

electromagnetic field of the Forest. 

Covered in a hundred cuts, slipping in the blood blizzard, 

Seven scrambled up the roof toward the peak of Bane House—to 

reunite with Eva and Marietta.

  

He found them huddling around the weather-vane, as red 

rain drove down in waves.  Eva immediately took him up in an 

iron embrace—as blood painted their skins in whipping sheets, 

spattering them crimson.  

“Seven, thank God you're alright―I'm so sorry I yelled at 

you ...  I love you sooo much ...”

“No Eva, it was all me …  I'm sorry ...”

“Please take me far away from this awful place.  I feel 

horrible I ever made you take me here.”
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Marietta shed tears of blood, thinking of Godwin just then, 

filled with a twinge of despondence.

The roof was now hot under their feet.    

“She's obsessed,” Marietta growled.  

They huddled around the gargoyle―bracing themselves for 

the worst—but praying for the best.

The humming hit a crescendo pitch, rattling the roof―as 

silver water now seeped through the shingles, undulating over the 

shingles—all ablaze in blue fire.  

Lightning shot from out of the chimney, into the skies—

illuminating the night in a great blinding flash.

“I thought we were safe up here,” Eva cried.

“It's the  storm ...  She feeds off the energy.”

“SHE WILL NOT GET AWAY WITH THIS!!!” Marietta 

bellowed.  “She will NOT take my last child.”

“NO!!!” Seven cried.  “She's too powerful!”

But Marietta could only think about Godwin—and she no 

longer felt like living.

“Take care of this one, Seven,” she said, nodding at Eva.  

“She must have the heart of a monster, if she will put up with you 

of all creatures.”

“Please no ...” Eva begged.

She gave Seven the keys to the truck.

Seven shook his head in disapproval.

“Marietta ...” he began, but he could not find words that 
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would convince her to change her mind.

 He felt if anyone died next, it should be him—but mothers 

were stubborn—and his was no less.

“It's up to you now, to carry on the blood-line,” she said to 

him—carefully squeezing his shoulders.  

She closed her eyes, breathing in deeply―and after a slight 

repose―prophesied in a strange tongue that he could nevertheless 

understand: '[Ninth child of undead blood—but none the rest.  

Keeper of the Crest.]'

Seven bowed his head―acquiescing in the finality of her 

words―nodding slowly in the grim moment.   

Marietta then skinned her kitchen knife from her apron 

belt―and cut her arms wide open, from wrist to inner elbow—and 

back again—just for good measure.  
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xxxix.  Ravenous For A Bloodfast

Marietta feverishly sucked her own blood―and her skin 

soon glowed from the ritual fix.

Her fangs grew long and muscles rippled in sinewy 

undulations―as she turned into her true form again—as Eva had 

seen her do earlier that morning.

Ravenous for a bloodfast—and a bloodfest—Marietta 

embraced her carnal birthright.

Suddenly, the wind turned, swinging the gargoyle weather-

vane about—and Eva's scent started to send Marietta into a crazy, 

mindless frenzy.

“We have to jump now,” Seven said.  “She will lose it 

shortly.  It’s out of her hands now.”

“I can't,” Eva whimpered.  “I'm scared.”  

“Climb on my back—and close your eyes ...” 

Blue flames raged all around them now.  Silver water made 

it hard to maintain footing.  Mist kept every step uncertain until the 

sole set down. 

Marietta's breathing quickened―as a zombie-gaze came 

over her face―and she started foaming at the mouth—crossing 
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through the blazing walls of blue fire, past the weathervane—

tracking Eva’s scent.

Meanwhile, Eva clung to Seven for life—as he crouched 

carefully—and crept deliberately—down to the edge of the roof—

where they jumped far out, aiming for the middle of the front 

porch awning.

Just then another bolt of lightning shot out of the 

chimney―into the ruddy clouds—where it formed into Faye's face

—in blood and blue flames.

Looking up at the eyes of the Silverskin in the skies—

Marietta recognized the visage of her true enemy—and for a 

moment remembered herself—long enough to turn her attention 

from Eva back to Faye.

Then up through the busted out skylight, Faye now rose 

like a shining missile on a raging twister—as mist poured out all 

around Her, rolling across the roof into the fog of the night—and 

the Forest beyond.  

Her throne funneled fast beneath Her—of silver water 

crackling all over in electricity—as it burned in marching soldier 

waves of Her ever hungry blue fire.

Marietta stalked toward Her, ready for blood.

 Faye merely laughed, sensing new meat—and so She 

unsheathed Ierre—as Marietta closed in on Her.

Marietta jumped high in the air—and fell upon Faye in a 

cloud of slashing fury, with claws outstretched.
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Faye spun right—and deftly lobbed Marietta's left hand off

—sending it flying, spinning into the pitch.

Marietta fiercely clawed Faye in the face with one right 

sweep―drawing three lines across one silver cheek.

Faye fell back from attack, then summoned Draca to Her 

side—who spiraled up the twister beneath Her.

Marietta bent over her stubbed arm―which at first was 

spurting blood into a pool at her feet—but now had healed over—

and next was growing itself back.

“DIE!!!” Faye roared—throwing up Her arm, signaling for 

the snake to take its target and strike.

Draca launched from the twister, ensaring Marietta in his 

scaly noose—and in a crushing embrace, she began to howl, as if 

from many lungs, like a pack of dying coyotes.  Then as her eyes 

fluttered open and shut in her weakened condition, with silver 

ebbing and flowing over her body, destroying her soul—she 

thought she saw Godwin suddenly appear before her—raising up 

Réðscipe.

Faye had released Godwin from her twister—and casting a 

veil over his eyes, She caused him to think that Marietta was in 

fact Seven.  She stoked his ire again, conjuring thoughts in him 

that his son was the bad seed that had brought the Silverskin into 

his life—and brought the Bane family to its knees.  Such ideas sent 

Godwin over the edge of madness—where he was ready to murder 

his own son.  Faye always delighted in getting pathetic men to do 
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Her bloody work—and now was no exception.

So Godwin clubbed the last life from his wife sans feeling.  

The silver water in her lungs had already ensured her demise, but 

he sealed her fate with his mace to her face.  Only afterward did he 

look on in horror as he saw who he had actually killed.  He picked 

Marietta up in his arms, standing on the roof in the blood rain—

and roared  at the stormy skies in the agony of what he had done.

'Ba ha ha ha ha!!! Ba ha ha ha ha ha ha!!! !!! !!!' Faye 

cried and cackled from atop Her twister.  

“This was Your doing!!!” Godwin barked.

'On the contrary, Godwin …  I had nothing to do with this 

…   In your barbaric mindset, the blinders of anger led you into 

your own tragic illusion …'

For a moment, Godwin knew Faye was lying to him—but 

then his rage took over—as he frothed in fury at the thought that if 

it were not for Seven—Faye would never have haunted his family 

thus—and he would never have killed his wife—and everything 

would have been fine.

But soon his madness sank into despair—and he sat in the 

silver eddies on the roof—even as they burned at his skin—and 

with Marietta still in his arms he blubbered uncontrollably into her 

bosom.  He felt disconnected from his past —as if nothing else 

mattered anymore—except the possibility of revenge on his half-

human child.  

Faye then descended on Her twister and gently lifted  his 
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chin up—gazing long and hard into his eyes.  

'Only I can help you avenge Marietta now.'

He nodded in understanding, emotionally spent and 

susceptible to any kind of helping hand—like he were just a 

brainless child believing whatever he heard—and as he gave 

himself over to Her once more—She enveloped him and Marietta's 

dead body into Her swirling body. 

She loved nothing more than to play these pathetic pawns 

off one another—and now that Godwin was lost to his primal 

instincts—and had less to lose than ever before in his life—She 

looked forward to seeing him kill again. 

Meanwhile, when they hit the awning, Eva lost her grip on 

Seven's back in the sudden jerk―and she went flying over his 

shoulders, somersaulting off the edge.

In a snap reaction, Seven dove and caught her wrist, but her 

momentum simply pulled him over with her.   

So they landed, smacking hard on the patio stone—and 

Seven managed to roll through it, with his supreme agility―but 

Eva smacked her head, blacking out.

She found herself resurfacing in a flood of remembrance, as 

her childhood memories rushed back to her for the first time since 

she was just a little girl.
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xxxx.  French`s Forest, Form For Me

The day she turned seven, little Eva Marin started having 

strange dreams at night.  

The mural of a mountain, Forest and valley painted on her 

bedroom wall came alive while she slept—as a distant world 

revealed itself.

In the foreground, a jaguar perched upon a precipice of the  

mountain―overlooking a lush green valley, filled with a silver 

fog.

In the middle-ground stood a blue wood, through which 

wound a redstone trail.  

A sign along it read: 'Ruddy Stroll'.

Down in the lower right-hand corner of the mural, the 

landscape was signed in a scrawl:

‘French's Forest’ by Evan French

There was no date signed—and Eva knew nothing else of 

the mysterious painting's origins.   

When she slept—all along the wall―to the vanishing point

—the limbs of the Forest swayed with life, like countless restless 

soldiers in an army of darkness, always awaiting orders, never 
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abandoning their posts.  

Their trunks ran over a sea of rambling hillocks―up the 

side of a massive mountain, to a darkly crowned ridge―where 

clouds parted for an old wooden sign that prominently read:

MOUNT MIRAMAR

Above the sign, the moon never waned—hanging full every 

hour of the month—day or night in the Forest.

In her dreams, Eva could hear coyotes howling— owls 

hooting—and wailing mating sounds all night long.

Cricket song pierced the crisp Forest air in frenzied 

cacophonies―as frog croaks ballooned tenfold under the heavy 

dome of darkness—where echoes effortlessly collected, 

culminating in a chorus for the wilderness.  

Shrill cries rang out―as claws clashed in the pitch—and 

the belly of bedtime held nothing less than every horror Eva’s 

heart could imagine—to a musical backdrop—with notes of 

insanity and dischord in ample doses.

In the fall, her night visions would darken, as the trees shed 

their leaves―growing more crooked and wraith-like—and the 

weald turned even more wild―as animal cries ran rampant—and 

the calls of territorial strife rang out from the trees, rolling across 

the valley.

On those autumn eves―the jaguar would pace back-and-

forth, lowly growling, always on guard—on watch for whatever 

might emerge from the shadows.
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In the summertime, when the mural bore more blue skies—

the jaguar slept like a cloud, but when the night rolled in—he 

remained ever on alert and unsettled.

Then down in the bottom of the valley stood a tree, in 

which were perched seven red ravens, that would occasionally 

swoop out, especially when the sun was up—so they could soar 

about, bathing in solar waves.

But like the jaguar, under the cold evening stars, the ravens  

would ruffle their feathers in concerted discomfort at every eerie 

sound to come from the Forest. 

Eventually, Eva took this jaguar and those ravens to be her  

guardians—and she grew unafraid of them.  

In fact, she came to feel better just knowing they were there

—between her and the Forest—and she started to feel that she 

would not at all be disinclined toward forging a friendship with 

them if it were possible. 

Indeed, with the security of knowing they were there―she 

became increasingly intrigued by them—as well as the enchanted 

Forest scene—forever more fascinated with the mural as it 

continued to become animated for her personal amusement each 

night.

But every morning, memory of the Forest would quickly 

fade—until she hit the pillow again that evening.

Each night, she would curl up under cover in her four-post 

bed―peeking out from her sheets at the valley, Forest and 
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mountain beyond—always trying to catch the jaguar moving 

before she fell asleep, as proof that she was not just dreaming—

but the cat never budged an inch before she closed her lids.

Sometimes she would pretend to sleep―only to sneak a 

quick glance―but all animation was still nil while she was 

conscious. 

This game of hers carried on for weeks, until one day she 

was talking to her mother about dreams—who told her that she 

could control them, just by thinking to do so before going to sleep.

“Just say to yourself: 'I will clearly remember my dreams 

in the morning.'

Eva agreed to try this—and that night, she found that after 

a little practice, she could master the wheel of her dream well 

enough to control it:

“My name's Eva ...” she said.

The jaguar's brow furrowed.  

“Why do you only come out at night?” 

The cat stood up, stretching his back.

'Dear Eva,' he said, for the first time confirming his 

sentience.  'It is you that only comes out at night ...’ 

But despite her amazement, she frowned in confusion at the  

black cat's cryptic statement.

Seeing this, he said: 'Child ...  During daylight hours, 

humans are the ones dreaming.’

“But I am dreaming right now.  The only difference is that 
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I am in charge this time.”

'That is exactly right, child.’

After a pause, Eva asked: 

“What is your name?”

'I have none anymore.’

“Then I will name you―”  

Just then the clock struck twelve.   

“―Midnight!” she squeaked.

It became habit thereafter, that whenever Eva could not 

sleep, if Midnight were awake, he would keep her company, telling  

her stories from his many years in the Forest.

He told her all about how the weald was where dead 

people went to sleep―and where the living who had rejected the 

real world came to dream—in order to divine their futures free of 

the constrictions of the third dimension.  

He warned her that much about the Forest was both 

terrifying and fascinating—and should be respected and feared at 

once.

'It is the Wood of the Unconscious, Dear Eva,' he 

explained.  'Through astral projection, anyone can visit here in 

dreams.’

Needless to say, Eva was impressed by all of it―and she 

found herself growing increasingly curious about visiting French's  

Forest.

She was the only child of a single mother who was a full-
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time nurse―and so she was ever looking for adventure far from 

her lonely home life.

“Midnight ...  Can you take me to French's Forest 

someday?” she asked during one dream session.

Midnight slowly, solemnly shook his head side-to-side.  ‘It 

is too dangerous for a child, Eva.’ 

“Please?!” she begged―fronting her most pitiful eye-set.  

“What would be the harm?”

'It is a bad idea, in everyway.’

“Enter here—never return!” the red ravens cried in 

unison, chiming in on the conversation―supporting Midnight's 

doubts, by offering the warning.  

'You cannot flee family issues, Eva ...  

'French's Forest is for those misfits of the mind―and 

outcasts of the soul―who have nowhere else to turn to for 

catharsis in life.

'You have your mother ...

'She loves you here and now in this world.  It is just the two 

of you—and you deserve her support—just as much as she now 

needs yours.  

‘She has been working too many hours—and you miss her 

so much.  We know it is hard sometimes to embrace life—but we 

think you ought to try.  For your own sake, it is better.’

Eva grew tearful.

'Please, don't cry ...' 
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Eva nodded, still pouting heavily―but tears stemming off.  

“Will I ever get out of here even just once?” she blubbered.  

“Mom will never know the difference, if she thinks I'm sleeping ...”  

'Poor Eva, you must understand ...  

'A boy that once lived here before you―who painted this 

mural and divined this powerful gateway to the Forest—lost 

himself there forever.’

“Oh my God, what happened?”

'One day the wood consumed his consciousness completely

—and he was exiled from your world.  

'His father found the bed empty the next morning—and he 

assumed the boy had run away.’

“So he was never seen again?”

Midnight shook his head shortly.

“I will be more careful, I promise ...  Take me to French's 

Forest just once!  I swear to God ... I will never go back there ever  

... ever again ... ”

Ultimately, Midnight felt pity.

'You may very well be safer knowing how to properly 

explore French's Forest anyway, I suppose,' he said.  'Otherwise 

you may someday stumble over there on your own―and go getting  

yourself killed ...

'But listen―French's Forest is a dangerous place ...  You 

have to stick to the redstone at all times ...  Never, never, never 

stray from the Ruddy Stroll ...  
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'Never interact with anything at any time.

'As a general rule, leave no trace where you go, so you do 

not draw unwanted attention your way.’

Eva nodded slowly, but felt excited.  

She recognized the tone of grave advice—but she could not 

wait to have an adventure for once.

‘When you first arrive in French's Forest―you are just a 

manifestation of your sleeping mind.  

‘But the more you grow used to going there—and being 

there―the more control you will gain.  Just as you learned how to 

control your dreams—you will now learn how to navigate them to 

their fullest extent.  

‘Then, the better that you get, you will begin to be able to 

materialize yourself more and more firmly onto the Forest plane—

and each time that you return, your force will in turn reinforce 

itself—as you feed off the ley lines—and develop your purest astral  

body.

‘Beware, however, that if you stay too long for any reason, 

you will begin to disassociate from your corporeal body more and 

more—until you finally lose yourself to a false reality—just like 

Evan did.

‘Never call French's Forest home.'  

Eva nodded most emphatically. 

“I promise!”

‘We will see.’
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“So how do I get there?”

‘I will now tell you just this once how to get started―so 

listen closely, as I doubt I will be so willing again, given time to 

think about it.’

Eva bit her lip in anticipation.

After a silence—Midnight said:

'All you must do, is close your eyes and let your thoughts 

drift back to a carefree place ...

'Then rise up high, to the zenith of clarity, over the crown 

of the trees in your mind―and you will see a blue light there, that 

is the sun of eternity ...  

'Now, say the words seven times: 

‘French's Forest, form for me ... 

‘Say it with me now, Dear Eva ...

‘French's Forest, form for me ... French's Forest, form for 

me ... French's Forest, form for me ... ' Midnight began to chant—

and Eva joined in.  “French's Forest, form for me ...  French's 

Forest, form for me ...  French's Forest, form for me ... … … … 

… ...”

“French's Forest, form for me ...”

Eva opened her eyes to find herself walking the Ruddy 

Stroll toward a golden plain and French's Forest beyond. Trees 

rolled across the horizon—as Mount Miramar loomed up behind 

in the misty distance.
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She spotted some colorful birds at the wood—and some 

prowling eyes trailing beside her for times.  

She heard some beautiful sylvan songs—and some blood-

curdling calls—mixed together in a dance.  

She got so close she often almost broke her promise to 

Midight about non-interaction—but then she would retreat to her 

waking life, until the next night, when she would begin again to 

explore the woods.  

Her mother started asking her why she spent so much time 

in her room―and she explained that she was just in there reading 

her books.

She always kept her bedroom door locked after eight 

anyway, so that her mother would not come barging in to find that 

her bed was empty.

The few times her mother knocked to say goodnight, 

Midnight covered for her—imitating Eva's voice―calling back: 

‘Good night, Mommy!’  

So then, for eleven years in this way, Eva stayed on the 

Ruddy Stroll―ever remaining an aloof observer—heeding 

Midnight's warning.

But when she turned eighteen―at the summer 

solstice―her caution finally weakened—and in a moment of poor 

judgment, she decided there could surely be nothing wrong with 

veering off of the Ruddy Stroll for just a little bit on her birthday.  

She felt like she must have finally earned it—after all those years 
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of patiently padding the redstone path.   

Then while crossing through a remote nook of the wood by 

the Payne, under a majestic canopy of constellations―she came 

on a pool, where she stripped down to swim under stars.

After awhile, the clouds blotted out the cosmos, darkening 

the sky into a storm-front—and when a wall of rain rolled in, she 

decided she better get back.

But as she started to swim for shore—lightning started 

opening up all around.  Then a great bolt crashed down into the 

pool—instantly electrifying her.  

She cried out—as the water turned into a silver twister and 

swallowed her up.  She writhed in agony under the eddies—

undergoing a supernatural transformation that would change her 

life.

Her ears pointed at the tips—as her hair bled to black—

horns protruded from her head—as her skin turned silver—and 

eyes grew green as grass.  

Then She rose out of the water, dripping liquid silver, 

ascending through the air—when from out of the depths of the 

pool below, a great anaconda shot up high into the atmosphere, 

spiraling a thousand feet toward the zenith in the clouds—before 

eventually slowing to a stop—then coming back down in long, 

graceful swoops and arcs—until ultimately slowing in descent—

coiling in around Her waist.  The ghost of the long dead silver elf, 

Lady Faye of French's Forest, was finally reborn.
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Eva now hosted the Silverskin.

She raised Her hands up in submission to the dark clouds—

as the powers of French's Forest infused Her with their 

otherworldly vibrations.

Then lightning blasted―striking Her upon the head, 

channeling down through Her upstretched arms—out through Her 

feet—for a split second parting the pool below—sealing her new 

fate as Faye.

From that day forward, She was no longer Eva the 

Observer—but Faye the Destroyer.

She was no longer just a girl, but now She was a dark and 

twisted, demonic huntress.  

In Her left hand, She formed Her bloodshield Hete—and in  

Her right hand—Her blue firesword Ierre—and from then on, to a 

distant day―whenever She went to sleep at night—She lived on as  

Faye, roaming French's Forest to sate the seat of Her sadism.
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xxxxi. Intent On A Quick Exodus

Eva rose back to consciousness—forgetting everything 

about her dreams.

Seven shook her gently.

“Eva―we have to go ...” he said―tears in his eyes. 

He heard a snapping in the woods behind him—and 

looking back—he saw a flash between the trees.  It was the 

Silverskin.  Then he spotted her crouching down low by a stump—

eyeing them up.

His supernatural senses detected grass parting in the 

moonlit field—and he heard Draca slithering through it.

“Eva please …  Wake up!” 

Her eyes fluttered open.

Just then Faye's silver figure dematerialized into the 

darkness—as Draca swam off.

Seven cradled Eva―brushing her hair back from her face 

and stroking her cheek.  

“Now's our chance ...”

“What happened?”

“Everything will be fine.”
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“But I'm so tired ...”

She shut her eyes again.

Twigs broke a ways off.  

He quickly picked her up.

‘Lucky …!!!  Lucky …!!!’  

He started for the truck.

 The wind carried Faye's voice far out, to the four jagged 

edges of French's Forest. 

Thunderheads spit blood rain across the clearing—all but 

blotting out their vision.  

“Leave us be!  I LOVE EVA!”   

'Oh Seven, you sorry mortal thing ...  You know you will die  

soon, so you settle in love.'

“You should be thankful!  I was the only one who could 

have ever loved You!”

'BAH!' She boomed.

Despite Her plaint, however, the blood rains let up—and 

the lightning subsided.

'You are lucky that I have not struck you down like a 

dog―Seven ...  My mercy must be great, given how badly you have 

treated me ...’

“I never meant to hurt You,” he cried, desperately kicking 

open the trick truck door.

He loaded Eva inside―and then speedily circled back 

around to the driver’s side.  
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“You've taken everything!  You owe me this much!” he 

yelled—voice dripping in contempt of Her neverending, meddling 

interferences.

Eva moaned—in and out of mind.

'I will haunt you for the rest of your life, Seven ...  

Wherever you are ... I will find you …  Be assured, if nothing else, 

you must remember this: 

'You bring Me with you―everywhere you go ...'

  He slipped in behind the wheel—quickly twisted the 

ignition on―and carved out of the lot in a plume of dust and stone

—intent on a quick exodus.

Racing down the road, he tried to clear his mind of thoughts 

of Faye―but as Eva tossed and turned, in-and-out of 

consciousness―he noticed something closing in behind —flying 

down the highway after them.

Looking closer, he saw plainly that it was Faye and Draca 

chasing after them in a steady pursuit.

When Eva came to—the snake and the Silverskin fell back 

out of sight—but when Eva then passed out again—they shortly 

reappeared—ever closing in.

 But just as it seemed Faye and Wrym would overtake them

—Eva awoke again, more lucid than she had been in days—and all 

signs of trouble vanished.

Then after a spell without difficulty—Seven began to think 
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that they might actually make it out of the Forest intact—if he 

could stay focused—and if he could just somehow stop his mind 

from drifting back to Her.  

He cast about into his past, frantically fishing around for 

some peaceful memories from simpler times, to keep inklings of 

the Silverskin out to the peripheries.

He remembered swinging on vines over the 

Payne―cannon-balling into the froth and azure, on sunny summer 

days—free of care or fear—in innocence.

He shifted into fifth and put the pedal flush with the mat, 

sailing on at full tilt while summoning the past.  

He sifted further back to a darker time, however, to a dream 

he once had when he was only four years old, in the days when his 

family lived on Black Heron Lake.
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xxxxii.  No Good Neuron Brings It Back

Half way through his sleep, young Seven awoke to see a 

vampire bat hanging out his bedroom window.

He heard howling—and a lot of people chanting.

Quick as a ghost, he covered his face with his sheet, 

trembling in a primal fright—unsure of what to do next.

Minutes later, after much torturous back-and-forth with 

himself, over whether or not to look again, he found his courage—

and decided to rip the sheet aside to see.

The bat was gone—so he slipped from under his 

covers―and crawled across the room to the window.

Standing on his tiptoes, he peeked out to catch scores of 

pale-faced folk skating around an ice rink encircled by torches.  

Drum beats bled out of the dark.

He spotted his brother and family in the mix.  It was his 

first real clue that his dear kin were not all human.  

Not long after that dream, Marietta took him aside one day

—where she explained that Godwin was not actually his real 

father—and that he was only half vampire, while the rest of them 

were all mostly undead. 
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She explained how Godwin and her were hundreds of years  

old—but they had Olin and him only recently.  

She also elaborated that while Olin might live forever, 

Seven was sure to die young like most humans do—perhaps as 

early as his thirties like some men did.

She hugged her son while he absorbed the awful 

information—reeling from the surreal horror of the terrible truth 

that he was hearing—becoming dizzy.

He looked differently at his family from that day forward.  

No longer was he just an outcast at school—but now he was an 

outcast on the homefront as well.

So he learned to turn inward—and to embrace the Forest 

as his only friend—finding a strange comfort in those dark woods

—and learning to rely on himself.  

He found that the trees made better companions than 

humans or ghouls alike—and so he took to exploring them in 

earnest—fulfilling his spirit through discovery.

They were almost out of French's Forest now―but Seven 

remained on full alert—expecting Faye to reappear in the rear-

view at any time. 

The fuel light flickered on empty―but he knew they were 

good for the county line at least―as long as Earl's Gas Bar was 

open that early.

Eva shifted in her seat.
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“Where is She ...?”

“Behind us ...”

“What happened?”

“We keep losing Her ...”

“Did I faint again?”

“You hit your head.”

She recalled that a revelation had just been upon her, but no 

good neuron would bring it back.

“Please don't stop,” she said, squeezing his knee.  “Don’t 

you dare stop for anything ...”

“Wasn't planning on it.”

Their hands clasped.

“Everything will be fine, I promise, Eva ...  I'm so sorry I 

put you through all of that.”

A heavy silence fell over them.

Finally, Eva said: “No more lies?”

“Never again.  Just try to stay awake.”  

They drove on at a daring, reckless clip.
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VII

Last Chance On Earth

To Be In Love
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xxxxiii. Horned Huntress From The Brush

When rounding a baby bend, Seven noticed thunderclouds 

in the rear-view mirror—and he felt instantly that it was Faye now 

reappearing.

He turned to Eva, but she was fast under again.  She was 

becoming like a switch going on and off.

Darkness overtook them in a heavy curtain.

Lightning crashed all around them—into the trees along 

both sides of the highway—illuminating limbs.

A bolt landed in front of them―he jerked the wheel one 

way then another―and they skidded across the right shoulder—

then back toward the middle of the road.

Eva tossed about like a doll behind her belt.

Rubber burned acridly.  Smoke billowed and tire shreds 

whipped in the rear-view mirror.  

The wheel's steel rim seared across asphalt―sparks 
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streaming out in long arcs behind them.

Thunder pounded the Forest trunks.

“Seven, st-o-o-o-op ...” Eva drawled in her sleep.  

“Stop ...” she said.  “STOP!  STOP!!!!”

“Eva!” Seven yelled.  “WAKE UP!”

 Suddenly―she sat bolt-upright―wide-eyed―screaming: 

“ST-O-O-O-O-O-O-P!!!”  

She slammed hands on the dash.

A deer darted out from the trees.

Seven stomped hard on the brakes.

They struck the fawn and spun about one-hundred eighty 

degrees before pitching into the ditch.
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xxxxiv. To The Watershed At Witchling Isle

He tried driving up the bank, but the ground was soft—and 

they only dug in deeper.

He got out—circled the truck―pulled Eva free―who was 

passed out again—hoisted her over his shoulder―and marched off 

by long strides into the wood.  

He knew these trees like some of his best friends—and 

where to cut short for the river. 

He figured that the Payne was their best bet for escape, 

since Faye's senses could not penetrate it.

They would float downstream with the flotsam―all the 

way out to Evyl Falls—where they would jump.

They would stand at the ledge that jutted out over the 

jagged talus―and plunge into the frothy pool below.

Then they would follow the river down as far as Raven's 

Way and Highway 9 to where freedom began.

They did not make it a hundred yards, however, before 

hearing branches breaking abreast of them.

He stopped in his tracks, under a heavy cloud of dread.  

Looking back—he spotted a harmless-looking fawn in the 
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brush―and sighed in a sharp relief.

Recollecting his presence of mind then―he smirked at 

himself for getting so worked up so easily.

But looking once more—he noticed now that the fawn was 

covered in blood―standing awkwardly on broken legs.  It was the 

fawn he had struck.  

“What the Hell?”

He started on a little ways, then looked back to see that it 

had already moved a dozen yards closer.  

He pressed on further yet, summoning all of the stamina 

that he had left—and glancing back again―he now saw the fawn 

closer still—looking grosser yet.

‘Lucky ... Lucky ...’ 

 It then suddenly healed its wounds from when it was struck

—and morphed into a satyr that was half-Faye—half-fawn—a 

demonic Hellfawn if there ever was one.  

She cackled maniacally, with black antlers sprouting from 

her temples, as lightning crashed all around Her.

Then two bolts struck Her antlers simultaneously, 

channeling down through her body, super-charging it.

She was the Underangel from the Other Side—the evil 

incarnate of French's Forest—and to look upon Her now this way, 

was akin to giving up innocence forever.

Seven grimaced at the horrific spectacle, readjusting Eva on 

his shoulder, holding down a tremendous nausea that was rising in 
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his gut over this newest and most grotesque version of Faye that he 

had ever seen before.

She had outdone herself this time in his estimation—and he 

did not want to see where She took it from there.

He hustled the last twenty yards to the Payne, heart 

slamming in its cage—with the Hellfawn heavy on their heels, 

firing lightning from Her antlers all around them.

He broke through the last line of brush―down out onto the 

rocky riverbank.  

While wading in up to his waist―Eva suddenly awoke 

again―wide-eyed.

“What's happening?”

He set her down in the river—holding her while she found 

her balance on the mossy rocks.

“It's sooo cold,” she whimpered.

He looked back―but the Hellfawn was gone.

“She was just there,” he whispered.  

“Where―”

He put a finger to his lips.

He thought he saw something in the shadows, but then 

upon second look there was nothing there at all.  

He pulled Eva down to her neck in the Payne.  

They furtively floated downstream under limbs and leaves

—holding their breathing low—minds distant—and brows bent—
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as the river deepened—and their feet dangled when they could no 

longer touch bottom.

A ways on, Faye's voice boomed overhead: 'SEVEN 

BANE!!!  WHY MUST WE PLAY THESE GAMES?’

“Seven, I'm scared―”

Seven covered her mouth before she said anything more—

shaking his head.

It started to rain blood again—quickly staining the Payne 

with Her mark—and it ran in red rivulets all around them down to 

Evyl Falls.

He felt something brush his leg just then—and his heart 

skipped at the thought of Draca—but he kept calm so as not to 

alarm Eva.

While Faye could not enter the Payne Herself—he knew 

that a few times She had resorted to sending Draca in on Her 

behalf—and he had no reason to suspect She would not try that 

now.

‘Your Hands were only ever lucky they caught ME, Seven—

yet you left Me for a mere mortal ...

‘How badly you have treated Me ... when I was  so devoted 

to you.  All you had to do was try ..'  

Thunder boomed, shaking everything.

Suddenly, Draca bit onto Seven’s calf and yanked him deep 

underwater, down toward the bottom—coiling around him so that 

he could not break free.
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“Seven?!” Eva cried, frantically spinning about, searching 

the waters for some small sign of him.

The river was deeper there than Seven remembered, as the 

great snake pulled him down to a watery grave—but after several 

seconds he knew for sure that this abyss was not natural—for the 

length of their descent was carrying on without end—maybe all the 

way to Hell. 

Eva only saw clouds of sand rising up around her.  

“Seven …  Please, oh, please,” she begged, desperately 

praying he resurfaced—for she shuddered at the thought of fleeing 

French's Forest by herself.

Seven struggled until his life was nearly out—when finally 

his other side kicked in―and out of desperation, unsure of the 

outcome, he bit into Draca's tail—sucking the blood of the snake—

draining the power from him.

The strain was a potent mix—and Seven's body became 

imbued with an unearthly strength.  

His fangs grew long and claws sharp.  

He closed his eyes―and with only a fistful of breath left—

broke Draca's hold, forcing the snake to release. 

Draca twisted around in the murky depths to strike again—

but just as he started darting in, Eva dove down from above—

grabbing Seven under the arms and pulling him up.  She did not 

see the snake in the murky depths—and he disappeared the 
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moment that she came to rescue.

So they resurfaced together and embraced—and the Payne 

carried them on the rest of the way, like Mother Nature’s 

protective skin—twisting through the Forest to the outer limits, 

where the river roared toward Evyl Falls.    

Eva closed her eyes, shivering uncontrollably—with  Seven 

hugging her close—both of them silent.  

“Don't worry, we're nearly there,” he eventually said—

humming in her ear to keep her calm. 

Witchling Isle was almost upon them.
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xxxxv. Ghosts Of The New London Ripjoys

In French's Forest legend, women were once brought to the 

Witchling Isle by the radical New London Ripjoys—vampires 

from the city who used the Forest for their occult rituals and 

ceremonial witch executions.

The Ripjoys hung women from the Old Blacktree to see 

which were human—and which were witch.

If a woman died, then she was human after all—and the 

Ripjoys would cut her down out of their respect—saluting as she 

plummeted to the pool far below.

If she did not die, however, even from her broken neck—

but rather pulled and writhed at her noose to get free—then they 

knew that she was a witch after all—and they would cut her down, 

spitting on her as she plunged below—to churn and burn alive 

underwater, for they knew very well that no witch ever survived 

the Payne.

Seven often came to the Isle to escape Faye’s menacing 

love—where he hid out on a ledge that ran under the Blacktree—

protected by waterfall on three sides of the precipice―shielding 

him from the Silverskin.
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He often sensed the presence of all those dead women—

those so-called witches—when he visited these parts—and now 

was no different, as he felt a veil of heaviness descend over them 

the closer they floated to the falls, as the river carried them along 

toward the edge.

He could feel the faces of the New London Ripjoys searing 

across his consciousness—provoking his vampire instincts—

urging him to string Eva up from the Blacktree. 

But he just shook them off.  He had encountered them 

before, though never so strongly—and learned that it was but a feat 

of the mind to ward off their influence.

The eternal feud between vampires and witches was 

legendary in those parts, but Seven was no true vampire—and he 

knew for a fact that Eva was no true witch.

As they approached the sandy tip of the watershed―Eva 

closed her eyes—just when Seven spotted the Hellfawn stalking 

along the far shore.

The skies cracked and lightning came raining down—

striking the Hellfawn`s antlers—lighting Her up in a brilliant flash 

that scintillated in the air all around Her.

“What?” Eva said―eyes fluttering open―but only smoke 

remained where the Hellfawn had stood.

“Out of the water!  Now!” Seven ordered.

They climbed up the shore, just as more lightning crashed 

into the Payne, electrifying the river.
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xxxxvi. Old Blacktree Lorded Over Them

They crawled on their hands and knees across the sandy flat 

into the long-grass.

“Where is She now?”

“Let's go―almost there.”

They ran the rest of the way down the west bank, checking 

for Faye everywhere. 

When they reached the path that led around the face of Evyl 

Falls―Seven espied Draca snaking toward them, up the east 

stream.

“What is it?”

“Nothing,” he said.  “But it's now or never.” 

He led her down around the ledge—where the Old 

Blacktree lorded over them, hanging far out over the edge of the 

falls—like a kindly father.
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xxxxvii.  Once Commanded In Dreams

The mossy isle rock swept up along their left, as the cliff 

face fell away on their right—leaving only open space―and the 

river far below.

  It was said one could come there to find true clarity—

under limbs of the Blacktree.  

He had even been up in those branches many a time―as it 

was purported that the most potent energies of French's Forest 

concentrated there.

But countless careless climbers had also lost their lives that 

way—for when suddenly caught in a flash of inclement weather—

the tree became a perilous perch, where anyone might lose their 

hold.

They heard a hissing just then―and looking up, they saw 

Draca coiling in the tree's limbs―arching out over Evyl Falls—

sinisterly eyeing them.

Draca's sockets were soulless—with no trace of mercy or 

compassion―as he smelled them with his flicking tongue—

seeking their blood.

Eva fainted at the sight.  
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It was too much for her conscious mind—to see something 

so fearsome up close—that she had once herself commanded in 

dreams.  

Seven caught her before she fell off the ledge.  

He draped her over his shoulder―closing his eyes―and he 

prayed for help as they jumped.

He had made the leap a hundred times before, but never 

with such fragile cargo.  Adrenaline racing—he took two steps 

back—then jumped large and wide.  

He tried to err on the far side, where there were fewer rocks 

to break their fall—but risks remained.

Draca launched off the Blacktree after them, arcing far out 

over Evyl Falls—spiraling down in a serpentine dive—

disappearing in the rising mist for a moment, just when Eva woke 

mid-fall.

She started screaming―only to be knocked unconscious 

again upon impact―as they plunged into the foaming blue pool 

below.

At that moment, Draca reappeared―piercing the eddies 

shortly after them.

Seven lost hold on Eva in the frothing whirlpool—and he 

twisted all about, feeling everywhere for her, but it was no use—

for she had sunk lower down than him—and now Draca had found 

her.

The anaconda coiled around her—pulling her deeper under. 
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She made no resistance, for she was still unconscious―lost to an 

inner dream—unwilling to face immediate circumstances.

“Eva!” Seven yelled.  “EVA!!!” he cried—lashing about in 

a panic—stricken with horror.  

He dove down several times but could not see all the way to 

the bottom—where Draca held her fast in his unbreakable embrace

—crushing her.

But on a deep level, Eva heard her name—and she knew 

this was her last chance to save herself—so her stubborness kicked 

in and she swam for the surface of consciousness.  Then when her 

lids finally fluttered open underwater—Draca dissipated into the 

muddy depths—once again banished by her open eyes.  

Then, with the last of her will, she pushed off of the river 

bed, swimming for the sunlight above—that rippled on the water`s 

surface like a beacon.  

After Seven's eleventh dive, he was just about to give up—

when he saw Eva break water several yards off to his left, gasping 

for breath—and he shortly came to her side.  He swam her to the 

far shore.

She kept slipping in and out of consciousness in his arms—

and he felt something brush his leg, just before reaching the 

shallows―where he climbed upon the mossy bank—and quickly 

pulled her from the Payne.

She choked and gasped as he helped her roll onto her 

side―while falls raged all around them—the Forest fauna cried—
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and lightning stitched across the horizon.  

Her volatile state of mind moved in and out of clarity—

while Draca snaked back and forth beneath the swirling currents by 

the bank, unable to break surface, being this far from the Forest—

with Eva semi-conscious.

Similarly, Faye's green eyes formed in the storm-clouds 

above—for She was unable to materialize more fully, in Her true 

form, at this distance from the woods.

‘No one escapes French's Forest, Seven ...  How far will 

you run?  How long will you go, before you admit to yourself, that 

you belong to Me ...?’ She cried—but Eva was up on her knees 

next—and Draca vanished from the shallows altogether—as the 

Silverskin's eyes swiftly melted into the clouds.
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xxxxviii. Frenchs Forest Is Never Left Behind

They turned further inland—keeping to higher ground—but 

staying parallel with the Payne.

At a tangled crossing, Eva tripped and twisted her 

ankle―but she kept on out of sheer terror.

They made it as far as the highway―where they had to 

cross the Payne one last time, over an old plank rope bridge—in 

order to get on the road to freedom.

“Whatever you do, do not look down.”

But, half-way across, Eva stopped, frozen from fright, 

unable to look below or move forward.

Sighing—she closed her eyes.  “Seven ...”

At that moment, out of the corner of his eye, Seven spotted 

Draca in the water below, winding back and forth.

“Keep going.”

“Seven I can't―”

He put a hand on her shoulder―and opening her eyes—she 

turned toward him—but in doing so shifted her weight to one side, 

grabbing the left rope with both hands—causing the bridge to 

sway.
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“Oh my God!  Seven!!!” 

She dropped to her knees on the bridge—and he tried to 

steady her on the catwalk.

“Eva …  What is wrong?”

“Got the spins ...  Going to be sick ...”

“Can you make it to the other side?”

She shook her head in serious doubt.

“I’ll carry you,” he said—stepping over her.  

He bent down—and she climbed up on his back, holding on 

for her life, with her arms around his neck—as he clung white-

knuckled to the rope-railings—and every step became a miraculous 

milestone.

She closed her eyes, unable to look down—when he again 

saw Draca circling down below.

Then he looked up to see the Silverskin standing at the 

other end of the bridge—with a long black tail lashing about—

raising Ierre over Her head.

“Please don’t stop ...” Eva said—but she was too afraid to 

open her eyes to see why he had—and he could not immediately 

respond to her plea.

Faye brought Ierre to one rope railing then another—

lighting the bridge up in blue flames—but Seven closed his eyes 

then—telling himself that She did not exist—and he marched 

blindly forward into fire.

“Just pray with me,” he whispered.
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But instead of doing so, Eva could not stand the uncertainty 

of blindness any longer—and so she bravely opened her eyes once 

more, only to see Seven’s were now closed—yet he was still 

walking forward.

She looked to see how far they had come—and saw that 

they were almost across—with no sign of trouble—nor any 

indication of Faye’s presence.

Meanwhile, not knowing Eva had opened her eyes—Seven 

felt Faye’s fires fall from his face—reinforcing his belief She could 

not manifest without his conscious consent—and so he kept on, 

one foot in front of the other, bravely throwing off all caution—

trusting that She could not touch him if he just refused to look.

But then Eva closed her eyes in relief, confident they would 

now find freedom—and at that moment, Seven gave in to the 

temptation to check the remaining distance with his eyes—in order 

to make a dash for it if necessary—only to see Godwin now 

standing there on the far bank, roaring with Marietta's body in his 

arms.

“I have come for you boy!!!” he screamed.  “You have 

taken my love from me!  Now I will take yours!”

Seven watched in horror then, as Godwin set Marietta's 

corpse down on her feet—and she became animated like a zombie, 

beginning to stomp across the bridge toward them—frothing at the 

mouth, as if lobotimized—with crazy eyes fixed on them.

“Such a good girl, for a human,” Marietta said in a deep 
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voice.  “How you put up with Seven, I will never know …  But 

what I never admitted, was I envied your mortality, in how it 

allows you to appreciate life …  

“In knowing you briefly, you have shown me how it must 

feel to be a normal human girl in love—but now is past the hour 

for matters of the heart.  You have shown me the light—but now it 

is time—and my pleasure—to in return show you exactly how it 

feels to be dead!!!”

“Seven?” Eva whispered.  She could not hear Marietta's 

words, but had grown concerned since Seven had once more 

stopped moving forward.

“Just keep your eyes closed,” he reassured her.

He looked back to the other side of the bridge, for escape to 

where they had come from—where he saw Aly sitting silent and 

still as death on Darkhoof.  

His first thought was that she had come to help them—and 

so he spun about in hope, starting back her way.

“Seven ...” Eva said.  “Why did you turn around?”

“Just stay calm, we will be home soon, I swear.”

But when they reached midway across again—he noticed a 

demonic look in Aly's slit yellow eyes—and she cackled as 

Darkhoof's tail split into nine lashing whips of fire—lighting the 

bridge up in Hellfire unbound by the forces of the supernatural 

Forest—or the omniscient will of Eva's subconscious.

Seven tried closing his eyes—but he could still hear the 
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flames crackling—and so he looked again, to see that the bridge 

before him was burning to a cinder—and the only way back led to 

Marietta—and Godwin beyond, who was pacing madly about.

So he looked down, to where Draca still circled—when up 

the stream he saw Old One stalking in on the big snake through the 

rapids—with his red ravens at his flanks—flying along the banks.

Old One leapt onto the anaconda—and the two ferociously 

lashed about in the river.  

Draca stirred himself up, whipping the cat with a coiling 

tail, sending Old One flying.

Then the two paced about, two great predators engaged in a 

heated battle for life.

Old One bit the snake behind the head, dragging him up 

onto shore—but Draca struck back, sinking teeth into the cat, 

dragging him underwater.

Still yet, mere moments later, Old One broke surface again

—having twisted from the snake's hold—while Draca swam off 

into the depths. 

“Midnight?” Eva whispered to herself, sensing the presence 

of an old friend—but lost to the true significance in it.  She just 

kept her eyes closed like Seven had said—and prayed for the best

—bewildered by the suspense. 

Then through the flames Seven saw Aly alight from 

Darkhoof—and approaching the burning bridge—she swiftly 

morphed into lizard form.  
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One fiery railing snapped—then the other—and Aly leapt 

to grab the flaming end of the bridge as it fell—and the planks 

plummeted under everybody.

Eva opened her eyes in a sudden alarm—losing her hold on 

Seven—entering into free fall.

But he kept one grip on her wrist—and one on rope.

Simultaneously, Marietta tumbled down past them from 

above—and she grappled onto Eva in her descent.

Meanwhile, Aly still held on to the end of the bridge, even 

as the fire from the ropes burned at her hands.

But before the catwalk could fall very far, the red ravens 

swooped up to catch it—clamping their claws onto the sections 

above the flames—and by beating their wings furiously, they 

managed to hold the bridge aloft enough to slow down its descent

—so that it did not smash into the cliff-face—but rather came to 

rest gently against it.

All the while, the raven's feathers burned—as Aly 

frantically clawed at them—rathering in her self-destructive bent to 

see everybody fall to their deaths—even while knowing deep down 

that she was on the wrong side—and some small voice inside of 

her secretly waited for redemption's last chance to restore her soul.

Eva screamed, pushing Marietta off her—who nevertheless 

latched on harder—so Seven's hold on Eva began to slip from his 

grasp under the extra weight.    

If he squeezed harder, he risked crushing her wrist.
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Then each raven dove for the Payne—to douse their wings 

of fire—before returning to claw at Marietta.

But being a zombie, Marietta was undisturbed by them 

tearing her flesh apart—and she could only giggle feverishly, 

frothing at the mouth as she tried to crawl up Eva's back, in order 

to disengage Seven's hold.

Just then, up above, Godwin started smashing the 

remaining bridge posts with Réðscipe—in an effort to see to it that 

they all met the bottom but him—when from down the river arose 

a mellifluous singing:

'Lucky, Lucky …  Lu-u-u-u-u-cky … …!  Lu-u-u-u-u-cky … 

…!  Lu-u-u-u-u-cky … …  Lucky!!! !!!' 

Then the skeletal Hellbear appeared downstream, stalking 

through the river, with Sherriff Trollope tracking it along the bank, 

firing at will—but doing no damage—bullets busting silver bone, 

but not stopping the bear's progress in the least—and Tony fell 

back to regroup.

Meanwhile, Eva began to scream, as Marietta slobbered in 

her ear—wickedlly pulling up Seven's fingers one at a time—

drawing out the moment to enjoy it.
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xxxxix. Escape By Raven's Way & Highway 9

Down below, Old One prowled up to Hellbear—and they 

circled one another—slowly sizing each other up.  

Hellbear stood on hind legs, wailing maniacally.

Old One leapt at it, clawing its bones in a flurry.  

Hellbear tore back—ripping Old One down by bloody 

swaths back and forth—and they became entangled in their meleee

—eight clawed limbs rolling through eddies of Old One's blood—

that ran in rivulets beneath the hanging bridge—sparking Eva's 

memory.

She smelled Midnight with her tongue.  She knew in an 

instant where she was—and where she had been all this time.  She 

remembered her promise to the cat never to stray from the Ruddy 

Stroll—and she realized in a heartbeat that she had failed.  All of 

this was her fault.

So she chose to fall.  She let go of Seven's wrist—who then 

could only watch as she slipped from his grip.

“EVA!” he screamed—as she tumbled away—and Marietta 

lost her hold on Eva in turn, red ravens ensuring she kept falling, 

cawing as they clawed her down.  
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For a few moments, she hit free fall parallel to Eva—before 

Aly's hand suddenly shot out—catching Eva's ankle at the last 

second before she fell out of reach—bravely saving her from the 

bottom of the canyon. 

They watched Marietta plunge to the riverbed below—

where she smacked hard into the rocky bank—and Draca darted 

out from the water—coiling in around her—slowly tightening—

dragging her down into the Payne.  

Being immoblized, she could not struggle—although she 

was still conscious while the great snake unlocked his jaw and 

started choking her down—gorging on her flesh bag—his first 

meal in ages—leaving him vulnerably bloated—only half-

submerged by the shore.

Meanwhile, the ravens turned their talons on Godwin, 

bolting for the top like arrows, to put a stop to his assault on the 

last post before it all came down.

Then in the middle of Old One's melee with Hellbear—he 

started losing strength, outdone by the beast.  But thinking of Eva

—and how guarding her was all that really mattered to him 

anymore—he raged inside to turn the tide of the assault.  Roaring 

in an uncanny ferocity—his frame bulked and contorted—turning 

half man—into a werejaguar—suddenly supercharged with an 

unnatural verve and fire for victory—and a wicked new body.

So he slashed back at Hellbear in abandon—and took the 

monster off guard—for his claws were cutting higher up, now that 
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he was bipedal—opening up a window of surprise hits—before 

Hellbear adjusted.

The bear eventually countered, however, with a series of 

crushing blows that left Old One staggering.

Then Old One played possum—laying motionless in the 

rapids—knowing this was his last slim chance—and when 

Hellbear moved in to kill him—he suddenly struck up in a flash, 

seizing the beast from behind by the spine.

Screaming at the tumultuous skies, he held Hellbear high 

overhead—and using every last sap of supernatural muscle—he 

strained to snap the brute's spine in two.

But Faye sent lightning crashing down—electrifying 

Hellbear in a million electric arcs—as She screamed in a merciless 

rage from the clouds—furious with Evan for interfering in Her 

private affairs—dying to see him dead for the affront—even while 

still holding feelings for him.

Old One cried in a great agony as lightning coarsed through 

his body, but he did not stop bending Hellbear in two—determined 

to do it now—or die trying—and then just as Faye's electric assault 

had almost ended him—he heard a crack—and then the spine 

finally snapped—and the electricity retreated, zapping back up into 

the sky.

The werecat stood victorious—but then wavered and fell 

into the stream—having pushed himself beyond his own extremes

—all in the name of restoring honor.
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Faye's eyes raced madly across the clouds. 

Minutes later, however, Old One re-emerged from the river

—riding high in a new rush, clutching his trophies: two sharply 

splintered silver bear femurs.

He stalked over to Draca at the edge of the Payne—and 

wasted no time in promptly skewering the serpent—plunging both 

bear bones into its swollen belly.

But the anaconda merely coiled up and swam away  to safer 

depths—in order to finish digesting Marietta's flesh-bag in peace 

under shadow of river's abyss.

Meanwhile, just as Aly hoisted Eva up to where Seven 

could then grab her hand—Godwin finally smashed out one of the 

bridge-posts—and the long catwalk folded into a giant's matted 

lock of braided golden hair.

Seven, Eva and Aly started climbing steadily for the top—

racing fate to make it up before the whole bridge came crashing 

down in a one calamitous collapse.

But Aly's newfound conscience slipped back into darkness 

as fast as she had found it—and she succumbed once more to the 

foul influence of the Silverskin.

Just as the three of them were about to reach the top, Aly 

grabbed Eva's ankle once more—this time intent on bringing her 

down into a broken pile in the Payne.

Eva screamed—gazing down into Aly's eyes—which in 

turn once more broke Faye's trance on Aly.
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Aly then felt the same guilt Eva had let go with only 

moments before—and she herself let go now—sacrificing her life 

for Seven and Eva's sake—careening down past Old One, who had 

begun to scale the cliff himself—down to hit the riverbed—and 

snuff her lights out at last.

Then just as Seven put his hand on the top rung—and then 

a good root—Godwin's mace dislodged the final post—even as the 

ravens continued to claw him down in countless gashes—and the 

entire bridge fell away.

But Seven was able to hold onto the root and Eva both—

and they hung just below the lip of the cliff—unbeknowst to 

Godwin—who spun about now, desperately dispersing the ravens 

with Réðscipe—but the mace was too clumsy for swiping 

swooping birds—and they continued to lay lacerations all over his 

body.

Then Seven and Eva heard something below them—and 

looking down they saw Old One climbing up.

Eva shut her eyes—reeling at the sight of the new Midnight

—her mind denying memory of him—instead retreating to 

ignorance—for the easier sanity in it.

Seven watched closely as Old One mounted the precipice—

praying the werecat took Godwin down.  

When Old One reached the top, however, Godwin was 

immediately upon him.  

He hurled Réðscipe at the werecat—but Old One dodged it, 
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then tackled the old vampire down hard into the dirt—where they 

bit and slashed at each other in a feral frenzy of the most 

uncommon horror—limbs flying faster than any human eye could 

ever track—rolling together in a flurry of sharp deadly claws.

Meanwhile, Seven held back long enough for Eva to 

recover—after which they slowly climbed up—for he felt they 

would not be safe there for long—and their only escape might be 

forsaken if they waited.

But before they reached the lip—Old One and Godwin 

came careening over the edge—still engaged in their wild brawl—

and the ravens flew with them, interfering with Godwin every 

chance they got—as they all tumbled down toward the Payne 

below—where Godwin met his end, finally being put out of his 

misery under Faye's control—and the ravens and Old One turned 

home up the stream toward French's Forest.  

So in the end, Evan saved Seven and Eva—finally 

redeeming himself from the guilt of introducing her to those woods 

so long ago in the first place.

Meanwhile, Seven and Eva climbed onto land at last—and 

they crawled over to the grassy slope beyond—where they saw no 

sign of the Silverskin around—and so they lay there holding each 

other close—as Eva clung to consciousness—looking deep into his 

eyes—sensing they were finally safe—hugging him close to her.

Then they wasted no time in climbing up onto the highway
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—which they followed out into countryside—under big blue skies

—putting the woods behind.

They walked along the gravel shoulder, talking about the 

most mundane things, like what they would enjoy once they got 

back to their lives in Old York.

“It will seem like a nightmare then,” Eva cooed. 

“Yes—one which we can finally leave behind.”

At last, a local farmer recognized Seven and pulled over.  

They climbed into the back of his pick-up truck—and rode the rest 

of the way into New London with the wind in their hair—and their 

cares for once far gone.
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Epilogue: 

Just Pretend It Was All A Dream

When they pulled into the city—they decided to stay the 

night—and head back to Old York in the morning—so they rented 

a room and tried to relax.

Seven was still nervous of Eva falling asleep before him—

since Faye had haunted him in New London before—but he sensed 

the Silverskin was too spent to project Herself all the way into 

town tonight.

Long after they were settled in bed, however, Eva found 

that she could not shut a spell.

Seven had almost drifted off, when she sat upright in bed, 

letting her restlessness be known.

“I can't sleep—and I had an idea—”

“What ...?” he said groggily.

“Do you remember your promise?”

“No …?”

“You said we would go skating ...”

“Oh ...  Right … ...”

“Well …?”
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“Well what?”

“Is the rink still open?”

“Eva—are you serious?”

“Yes—most serious.”

“You mean, right now?”

“Yes, silly …  Tonight.”

“Well …  It usually runs until eleven, if memory serves … 

but I don’t really know why—”

“Really?  Do you want to go?!”

“But aren't you worn out, babe?”

“I just want to finish it off right, like it started, babe …  

Like my mom always put it …  Exit where we enter, so that the 

door shuts properly behind us.”  

“I don’t know.  It might be a bad idea.”

“Come on ... You remember how to skate.”

“Yes, of course I do, I just don’t think—”

“What are you scared?  You big coward ...”

It felt like this was the normal Eva returning to him now—

and he found it hard to turn her down.

“As long as we never go back to those woods,” he said.  

“I'll go with you anywhere you like, Eva.”

“There will be lots of people there right?”

“Yes ...  But we have no skates ...  Wait―I have an idea,” 

he said—getting a bright grin about him.

They pulled back their covers and dressed.
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After scuttling themselves down to the ice rink at Victory 

Park, they approached the first pair they found, to buy blades 

from―but the attempt failed.

So they tried a few other sets, before eventually finding a 

match for their sweetened bargain.  

Seven forked over four bills for four semi-suitable skates—

and they were now set for action.  

“I can't believe you just did that!” Eva squealed, sitting 

down to put the faded pink ones on.  

Seven's pair were old and tight―and he struggled for a 

time to get a foot in—but he managed.

Eva circled the rink twice waiting for him—but she had all 

the time in the world now to cherish.

“Let’s go slow poke.”

“Hold up, I'm coming.”

“Seven ...”

“Yes?”

“Did it all really happen?”

“Yes.”

He was finally up, skating about.

They fell into a rhythm together. 

“Seven ...”

“Yes Eva?”
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“Will you still love me, when it's all over?  When we're old 

and gray?”

“Of course, babe.  I will love you forever—or longer, if 

possible.”

“Seven ...”

“Yes Eva?”

“Are you sure we're not still dreaming?  I mean―we're not 

going to wake up back at Bane House in the morning―are we?” 

she said, plainly mortified at such a horrorific thought.

“No.  But if you want to find out for sure―there's only one 

way to do it ...”

“How's that?”

“Just one ... little ... pinch!” he said, reaching out.

“Eeeeiii!!!” she squealed.  “Don't you dare!” 

“Come on, babe―just once—and then you will know for 

sure―okay ...?”

“Wait ...” she said, now skating backward in front of 

him―holding him off.  “Why don't you just pinch yourself … you 

jerk!” 

“Sorry ...  It doesn't work that way,” he said, grinning 

mischievously—swiftly moving in again. 

She shrieked in glee—skating away—holding him back 

with her arms.

Others were looking at them, but Seven nor Eva cared nor 

noticed. 
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He chased her everywhere, swerving and threading through 

the skaters.  

He pinched her right butt once―and she cried out, skating 

off even faster than before—fueled by love.

The lights in the park swirled around them like a carousel—

as they circled harder and harder―until the other skaters around 

them seemed to be standing still.

“Okay, okay!” he called out after her through bales of 

laughter.  “I'm getting dizzy …!  Let's just pinch each other at the 

same time and be done with it―alright ...?” 

“Better idea ...” she called back.  “Let's just pretend it was 

all a dream ...” she said―turning and skating backward in front of 

him again—grinning wildly.  

A shooting star suddenly speared the night sky.

They came together—clasping hands—gawking up at the 

sublimity of the heavenly canopy—passionately touching lips—

touching hearts—touching love.

Steadying each other―they said nothing, crushing on the 

moment―both sensing deep down that none of it would ever last 

as long as it seemed to promise.

“Do you swear on your life that we never go back?”

“Never again ...  It's just You and I now.  You and I in the 

universe … and not a star will come between us.”

Another shooting sun stabbed across the glittering dome of 

night—lighting up the heavens all at once.
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They spun together as one—eventually slowing right down 

to a light turn, as their eyes locked in unison—in a speechless bond 

of union—hearts knotting two-in-one.

Unwilling to look away―they clung fast to each other for 

comfort, as they came to a full stop in the middle of the rink—

oblivious to the skaters that continued to encircle them—and now 

they were the ones standing still.

They kissed as if for the first time―and their trembling lips 

danced deep into night―as if it were their last chance on earth to 

be in love—before the big sleep.
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APPENDIX:

On The Twin Sister Elves 

Of French's Forest:

Lady Faye & Solana Lytebird

(The following is excerpted from The Legend of the Silverskin: Lost History of 

French's Forest, Dylan Raine, 1777, Applewood Press, New London).

Lady Faye—or the Silverskin of urban legend, as Her ghost would later  

come to be known—of the formerly bustling wood region near Miramar called 

Sundowner’s Timberland—used to rule the northern territory of what is now 

French's Forest on the modern map.  

Her long black hair, horns, silver skin—and green eyes—instilled fear 

in man and animal alike all over.  

Locals claimed She commanded the region with ten terrible claws of 

terror—a blue firesword that She called Ierre—and a bloodshield that She 

hailed as Hete.

According to testimony, Her skin could kill a vampire under extended 

contact.  She would seduce them into Her embrace—and watch life bleed from 

their faces.

Many reported seeing Her with a giant snake—an anaconda She called  
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Draca—which would fly alongside Her between the trees—through the air as 

easy as water.

 In other reports, Lady Faye had a twin sister, Solana who was also Her  

nemesis.  

Lady Sol Litebyrd was a benevolent guardian of the southern regions of  

French's Forest--who allowed all to live freely in peace under her watch.

Quite unlike Faye―Solana was bound to honesty, truth, peace and 

justice for all.  

Faye subconsciously envied Her sister's spotless spirit, but could not 

admit it.

The two of them often fought over Forest territory—for the wood was a 

font of power—a major nexus of ley lines in the east—and Sol felt that all who 

lived there deserved to bask in the energies unafraid of Faye.

As the legend went—their comparatively tempered rivalry intensified 

into a feud one year—over a human, of all things—plainly named Evan French

Evan was a solitary human settler, new to those parts, who always kept  

to himself.  

He could often be spotted ranging the woods with a cautious curiousity

—always simmering under a calm confidence, as if he knew the place in his 

bones.

He seemed almost detached from that plane―and it was his most 

peculiarly otherworldly aura that attracted Solana to him one day, when she 

came upon him, as he was penning in his journal.

From a distance, through his energy alone, she knew instantly that he 

was unlike any other mortal man that she had ever known.  

So she began to make little overtures at him―but Faye soon found 

out―and in Her jealousy, She began to pursue Evan herself.

The sister elves soon after learned that Evan was from the future—

having been stranded there a millenium before his time, through a wormhole of 
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his own temporal divining—via a mural that he had painted on his bedroom 

wall way back in the 21st century.

Luckily, being a savant sorcerer, he could tap into woodland energies 

in any Age—but in that distant past, his powers were even stronger, for it was a 

time when Forest forces were at their apex.  

He was able to survive, just by feeding off the waves of consciousness 

that emanated from every tree, rock and rivulet in the surrounding region.  He 

could talk to the animals without even needing to move his lips.  He could 

breathe in the stars without even having to set a foot outdoors at night.

So he grew into a man under strange circumstances.  But ultimately, he  

made peace with his fate―and he settled on living out the remainder of his life 

there.

He never imagined, however, that one day he would draw the fawning 

of supernatural twin sister elves—let alone that he would have trouble choosing 

between them.  

Solana was more pure-hearted, while Faye was more forward.  Solana 

was more loving, while Faye was more lusting.  Solana took her time and gave 

him space, while Faye had no patience—and always demanded more.  

But he was ever the type to make it work, so with Faye he simply 

learned to savour the times She was nice to him—even if she did not deserve it.  

Plus, Solana's embrace often transformed into a crushing vice—leaving  

him feeling like her love was fake and suffocating—while Faye's aloofness, 

disinterest and neglect conversely served to fuel Her magnetism to him.

Then one fateful day, as legend claims, Faye and Solana had such a 

row over Evan, that they vowed to end their feud for once and for all—in a 

death-match.  

They agreed to meet in the Field of Circles and decide by the right of 

might, which deserved not only Evan, but all of Sundowner's Timberland to rule 

over. 
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Solana wore her trusty bird-helm Fenix to battle—with her darksword 

Mirce at her side—and her lightshield Sunna held before her, readied for a just 

kill.

Faye appeared wielding Her weapons with a heightened alertness, 

equally prepared for cutting down her twin sister, in the name of winning Evan.

Solana then morphed into a humanoid version of her symbiotic bird of 

light companion Cairns—by touching the center of  Sunna—thereby becoming 

transfigured―rematerializing much higher in the sky, with wings of fire and 

light—freed from her body for as long as her concentration would allow.

Faye then morphed into Draca—in order to fly after Her sister—and 

She chased Cairns through the Forest, snaking along the wind after the bird.

But when they had flown deep enough into the southern Forest, Faye’s 

body as Draca could no longer hold—and so She reverted to her elven form and 

fell upon Cairns from above—causing Solana to revert to elf as well—and 

together they fell to the Forest floor below.

Their falls were broken, however, when they hit the slope of a steep hill

—pinwheeling madly through a sea of saplings—cut up all the way down.

They battled from Evyl Falls to the summits of Miramar―with Ierre 

clashing against Limbo—and Sunna striking off of Hete—clashing and parrying  

in long elaborate dances—each sister elf seeking the death of the other without 

trace of hesitation or restraint.

But then Faye fueled Her assault with a toxic rage of jealousy that had 

long festered in Her—while Solana stood strong before the barage of assaults—

until allowing a few critical blows through..

Then, standing at the edge of a snowy preicipice, Faye struck Solana in  

the chest with Hete—sending her soaring into the canyon.

She watched her careen far below and hit bottom.

Her soul then floated up from her body—rising high above into the sky

—where all sun elves went when they died.  
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According to oral history, locals believed that the sun elves became 

stars of the night in the afterlife—living on forever as benevolent, twinkling 

overseers of all humble earth and its innocent inhabitants.

But Evan had tracked them into the mountains—and he had witnessed 

Solana’s defeat firsthand—filled the entire time by a breathless despair—and 

then afterward suddenly driven into a mad, teeming rage. 

He now saw Faye's true self for the first time, in the pleasure upon Her 

face, as She watched the last light leave Solana's body.  

He now knew for the first instant, that Solana had been the right elf for 

him all along—while Faye had cost him everything.

Unsheathing his serrated sabre Túscas—he marched out onto the 

ledge, approaching Her—Who now turned his way.

“I have won you fairly, Evan …” 

He could not, however, shake Solana's dying face from his eyes—and 

when Faye moved to embrace him, he swiftly skewered Her.

She fell to her knees—and he stepped back to watch Her die—crest-

fallen, yet satisfied.

She clutched at Túscas helplessly, as Her soul bled free.

With one foot lifted up, he grimly shoved Her off of the cliff.

He knew he would never truly love in the same way again.

Faye’s essence then went where all silver elves go crossing over—to 

the night, to the wind, to whistle along hollowly—damned to an abyss of agony 

that ran counter in every way to Sol's fate in the sky.

Henceforward, locals from North and South started to call their hamlet  

French’s Forest—in honor of the man from the future who came back to rid 

them of Faye’s wrath.  But little did they know that hundreds of years later, 

Faye would return to haunt their descendants—and Her new terror would 

surpass Her old—for Solana would no longer interfere as she had before, for 

she had finally found some peace in the heavens.  
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So Faye’s bloodthirsty spirit was free to stalk on—forever seeking the 

body of a girl to possess, so She could walk the woods again in flesh—forever 

seeking another Evan to court for Her own once more—who She would 

eventually find in Seven.

Meanwhile, the real Evan went on to die a loveless old man in that 

distant age—never truly knowing companionship. 

Then when he died, his ghost also carried on—like all human spirits do

—sometimes appearing in French’s Forest as the jaguar that he had once 

painted on his bedroom wall as a child.
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